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Abstract
The new concept industry 4.0 is a great opportunity to improve the competitiveness in a
global market for small-medium size electric machinery companies. The demand for electric
motors have increased in the last decade especially due to applications that try to make a full
transition from fuel to electricity. These applications encounter the need for tailor-made motors
that must meet demanding requirements. Therefore, it is mandatory small-medium companies
adopt new technologies offering customized products fulfilling the customers’ requirements
according to their investment capacity. Furthermore, simplify their development process as well
as to reduce computational time to achieve a feasible design in shorter periods. In addition, find
ways to retain know-how that is typically kept within each designer either to retrieve it or transfer
it to new designers.
To support the aforementioned issue, a knowledge-based engineering (KBE) system
framework for the development of electric machines is devised. The framework is encapsulated
in the so-called KBV2-model comprising the standardized macro-level framework for electrical
machine and the knowledge base generation process. This thesis describes this model and the
integration of KBE applications with current industrial technologies such as Model-Based
Systems Engineering (MBSE), Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), multiphysics and
analytical design tools. This architecture provides capability to manage and automate tasks in the
development process of electric machines.
The author of this work has opted to develop KBE applications following the minimum
viable product principle. The KBE system framework herein presented is formalized through the
experience and analysis of the development and implementation of the KBE applications. From
which a guideline is provided following a sequential process in order to achieve a viable KBE
system. To substantiate the process a KBE system is created that supports the development of
electric motors for the elevator system industry.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The scope of this thesis is the creation of a knowledge based engineering system framework
for the development of electric machines. The purpose of this framework is to allow developing KBE
systems for the electric machine industry providing capabilities such as development process
traceability, knowledge management, automation of repetitive tasks and intelligent support.
This work presents the framework providing substantiation of the process for each stablished
step. Background and review of current work is provided in each chapter. Depending the devised
KBE project the framework provides two ways of developing KBE applications through the microprocess and macro-process knowledge representation. The KBE system framework is encapsulated
in the so-called KBV2-model. The model consists of a knowledge base generation part and the
standardized processes for the development of electric machines. Use case examples with
comparison of time consumption by using and not using the KBE system are presented.
This chapter provides a general background of the work, with focus on KBE and describing
the issues that the devised KBE system framework wants to tackle as well as the objectives set in this
work. Furthermore, the publications in journals and conferences are introduced.
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1.1 Background

1.1 Background
Electric machines (motors and generators) are key elements for efficient and sustainable use
of energy. The vast majority of electrical power generation systems (except photovoltaic and fuel
cells) use an electric generator. Likewise, two thirds of the electrical energy of industrial processes
is processed by electric motors. This thesis will be framed in the development of new methodologies,
processes and design tools in order to globally improve the competitiveness of the electric machinery
sector. The approach of the thesis seeks to make a generic improvement to the design processes, so
that in the future it can be particularized to the different specific applications of electric machine.
Although electric machines falls within a mature technology, due to the latest increases in energy
costs and the needs of energy sustainability, an increasing replacement of standardized machines with
new solutions that incorporate technological innovations in design, materials, manufacturing, control
and maintenance have been carried out. The main factors of the market that are allowing a
technological change are the following.
1. Need to increase energy efficiency in systems powered by electric motors. Current
standards, policies and regulations for electric motors have introduced higher level of efficiencies for
motors in the market. For instance, EC No4/2014 since 2017 states that motors from 0.75W-375W
should be IE3 or IE2 with variable speed drives. Eco-design of electric motors is now a usual practice
in industry. New technologies have emerged due to this. For instance, change of aluminium to copper
in rotor structures, extension of the use of reluctance and permanent magnet motors, and direct drive
technologies especially in low speed applications.
2. New renewable resources for power generation. The progressive introduction of
renewable resources for electricity generation is leading to the need of new designs to optimized
electric generators for varying conditions and for important restrictions in terms of working
environments, weights, sizes, and maintenance needs. Innovative designs in electric generators are
facilitating the competitiveness of these new generation resources. For instance, in wind generation
high efficient permanent magnet generators are being implemented.
3. Electromobility boost. Due to progressive incentives for hybrid and electric vehicles,
impulse of rail transport, and new forms of urban mobility, electric machines have increased their
implementation in this sector. In order to achieve the cost and performance targets demanded by the
traction sector, technical developments are required in electric machine architecture, integration,
materials and supporting areas. For instance, electric motors requires to be coupled with the
transmission, as well as to be improved in insulation, windings and manufacturing processes. In
addition, it requires advanced controls to manage vibro-acoustic issues and efficiency optimization.
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1.2 Competitive positioning of the electric machinery sector
against key market drivers
This section presents current technology and market drivers in the electric machinery industry.

1.2.1 Technology and key market drivers
From the general study of the different current and future applications, the following are the
relevant technological drivers in the new trends of electric machines.


Development of high efficiency motor:
o

With current induction motor technology or permanent magnets.

o

With new reluctant or hybrid reluctant-magnet technology.



Integration of the electronic drive into the motor.



Integration of the motor into the application.
o

Increase in the use of direct-drive drives.

o

Motor design optimized in size/shape to the application requirements.

o

Performance design optimized to the specific requirements of the application



Technological solutions with high reliability and low life cycle cost.



Electric drive with greater intelligence that allows the system to operate at the points of
minimum consumption and that diagnoses or predicts failures of the drive and application.
All these factors should be undertaken while maintaining competitiveness in development and

manufacturing costs. The European small / medium sized electric machinery industry faces two tough
challenges.
• Great competition from emerging countries that can manufacture at lower labor costs.
• Great competition from large electrical equipment industries (Siemens, ABB, GE) which,
due to their large size, have a great capacity for technological development and investments in
manufacturing.

1.2.2 Challenges for electric machines advanced design frameworks.
In this thesis, a representative SWOT analysis from the point of view of a small/medium-sized
enterprise (SME) in Europe is developed by grouping the technology and market factors, see. Fig. 11.
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Fig. 1-1. A representative SWOT analysis for the European SME in the electric machine sector.

In order to improve the competitive positioning for a SME of electric machines, this thesis
proposes the improvement of design procedures responding to market opportunities as well as the
improvement of competitive weaknesses. Next, on each aspect of the carried out SWOT analysis, the
opportunities for enhancing the development of a new electric machine design framework are
detailed.

1.2.2.1 Strengths
Context:
The current medium and small European electric machine enterprises have been maintained in
the market thanks to their specialization and to their offer of customized products to the client, with
a highly optimized manufacturing process. Taking as an example, the electric machine industry of
the Basque Country, the following companies represent the specialization of the sector: Large
Machines (Indar / Alconza), Elevation (Lancor, Zardoya-Otis, CEG), Special Machinery (Obeki,
Leberri).

Challenges for the new design framework:
The accumulated experience in design and manufacturing of companies is high; with diverse
trajectories, in some cases they have had to undergo internal transformations of product and structure
to survive in a business sector context of high competition. The new design framework has to take
advantage of this experience and transform it into knowledge, becoming a future asset for the
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company. An important characteristic of traditional electric machine enterprises is that there is a lot
of implicit knowledge distributed in specific people. The transmission of this knowledge through
training to new employees entails non-negligible efforts in time and dedication, requiring a long-term
strategy. There is also the risk of loss of knowledge in the case of critical people leaving the company.
A challenge for the “new design frameworks” is allowing capturing and systematizing the implicit
knowledge of the different people and processes of the organization. In this sense, design
methodologies based on Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) can be very useful.

1.2.2.2 Weaknesses
Context:
The small and medium size of the enterprises makes hard to cope with large investments to
develop a fully automated manufacturing process. Similarly, a small and changing series production
makes risky the large investments in the automation of the assembly line. Higher personnel costs
compared to emerging countries aggravate the investments for a complete automation. Furthermore,
the new context of product customization means that engineering costs and investments for new
machinery and tools are high. This should be taken into account for the launch of a new product.
Another important aspect is the quality assurance in a context in which new products have to be
quickly introduced into the market. Hence, having shorter development and validation times.
Challenges for the new Design Framework:
• The development cost of the new design system should be appropriate to the size and needs
of the company. Similarly, the new design system should significantly reduce engineering costs when
facing product customization. In this area, the use of design techniques based on MBD (Model Based
Design) models, in which the design is virtualized can reduced the costs of design modifications.
• The validation of a new product requires considerable time and dedication. In this regard, it
is very useful to use the new Modular Design concepts in which each module (which may include
internal modifications) is individually validated, and during customization only the correct
integration to the system is validated.
• In the field of modular design, it is important to reduce investments in the manufacturing of
the customized products so that each module be manufactured with a minimum modification of
machinery and tools. In this regard, the New Framework should include, from the beginning of the
design process, the consideration of the final manufacturing process to be used, being a framework
that enables the new Design for manufacturing capabilities.
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1.2.2.3 Threats
Context:
• The cost of materials represents about 40 ÷ 60% of the manufacturing cost of the electric
machine. Within a highly competitive market, increases in the cost of raw materials can jeopardize
the profitability margin of the machine manufacturer due to the difficulty to pass on this increase in
cost directly to the final product of the client. In addition, manufacturers try to reduce material stocks
to reduce financial costs. Certain critical materials could cause supply problems making impossible
to respond in time to increases in customer orders. For instance, the critical supply of rare earth
materials, such as Neodymium (Nd) and Disproxium (Dy), which are used in permanent magnets of
higher magnetic energy density. The extraction of these materials is mainly located in China.
Geopolitical positions put the risk of abrupt price increases and temporary lack of supply of these
materials (as happened during the rare earth crisis during 2011).
• In response to this need for critical materials. Since 2010 the different governments, led by
the USA, Japan, and China, are financing expensive research programs for the development of hightech magnetic materials, in which due to advanced manufacturing, they can maximize the use of raw
materials. The appearance on the market of these new magnetic materials can make the current
products of European manufacturers technologically obsolete.
• It is needed to take into account the high R&D efforts of the large companies that manufacture
electric machines, which have a great potential for new developments in new motors and
manufacturing technologies threatening the current competitiveness of SME manufacturers.
Challenges for the new Design Framework:
• The design scheme should enable the development of new innovative value-added proposals.
These proposals may come with the development of new concepts of electric machines better adapted
to a given application, the use of lower cost manufacturing processes, a machine design that allows
the use of new materials that are more competitive, etc.
• The development of an advanced design tool that reduces less productive engineering times,
and maximizes the potential for innovation of designers would make possible to obtain greater
profitability for the R&D efforts that the company can dedicate.
• It shows vital importance, the collaboration with agents that develop new materials; either in
the collaboration of European joint development projects sponsored by the European Union (e.g. EIT
Raw Materials funding Project) or through joint development with companies supplying raw
materials (which in their initial stages of development require implementations into applications to
demonstrate the potential of its new materials).
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• The new design framework should make possible the incorporation of competitive
surveillance of new materials and new design and manufacturing technologies. It should also provide
a mechanism for collaborative work with suppliers and agents for the development of new materials.

1.2.2.4 Opportunities
Context:
It should be noted that the direct clients that initially purchase electric machines are
industries/generation plants (usually large companies) that use the electric machines to drive/take
advantage of the energy in their facilities. Alternatively, equipment manufacturing companies
(industrial machinery, household appliances, means of transportation, etc.) that integrate the electric
machine in their final applications. The end user of the equipment pays attention mainly to the overall
performance, and the requirements of the electric machine remain in the background as long as there
are no operational problems (breakdowns, abnormal noises, high consumptions, etc.) that are
attributable to the electric machine. Therefore, within the demand for a specialized electric machine
product, the client profile is set either by a large industrial/generation company or by a manufacturer
of reference equipment in its sector. For these clients, product customization and/or the improvement
of the integration of the electric machine in their equipment can be a very good opportunity for
competitiveness.
A SME can have greater flexibility in collaborative work than a large company, an aspect that
can be used to achieve greater client proximity. Although this aspect is currently being used in the
SME electric machinery sector. The integration and customization needs of these companies are
increasing, and classic development schemes based on the definition of initial requirements by the
customer tend to be inefficient for both the manufacturer and the client. The client tends to demand
hard attainable requirements that must be modified during the design phase (higher engineering costs
for the manufacturing company), the manufacturer tends to reduce development costs by trying to
reuse previous own designs complying with specifications even if it is not the solution that has the
best performance for the client. These schemes based on closed requirements do not take advantage
of all the collaborative development capabilities of the manufacturer with the customer. In this sense,
a paradigm shift with the manufacturer's relationship with clients is required. Currently, agile
development methodologies in the field of SW development, and LEAN Design in the field of the
automobile sector have changed the paradigm about the relationship with the client, since the client
has become an active stakeholder in the design process.
New products derived from the emerging markets, applications, and new requirements (high
efficiency, high comfort, etc.) represent an opportunity for market positioning of SME against large
companies. Since these require a quick value proposition either for a new product development more
A Knowledge-Based Engineering System Framework for the Development of Electric Machines
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competitive to the new application or for a customization more adapted to the client. In these new
applications, the ability to reach the market quickly (short time to market) is critical to achieve a
competitive positioning. Making possible that large clients can commit to collaborate with a SME
manufacturer.
The product customization, greater integration of equipment, new product development, and
short time to market represent greater needs of design resources. In contrast to these needs, today
there are new commercial tools for general purpose of design and specific design of electric
machines. These tools are based on knowledge (MBSE, optimization algorithms or artificial
intelligence AI, etc.). In addition, there are new HW and SW developments that offer current
information technologies, to store, process and organize large amounts of information.
Challenges for the new Design Framework:
• The design framework should integrate the client in an agile and efficient way to be an active
subject in the design process.
• The design framework will use the maximum capabilities of tools based on knowledge and
IT technologies, in order to reduce engineering/validation efforts and the reduction of time to market
in the development/customization of new products. In these new tools, design functionalities based
on Modular Designs and Design for Manufacturing should be integrated in order to reduce
investments and manufacturing costs.
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1.3 General framework for Electric Machine Design
In this section, a conceptual framework is defined presenting the different reports, drawings,
tools and processes that are associated in the design of electric machines.

1.3.1 Basic documentation defining an Electric Machine Design
Typically, a design of an electric machine is defined by the following documentation.


Requirements document (RD) is a document containing all the requirements to a certain
Electric Machine. It is written to allow understanding what a product should do. However, a RD
should generally avoid anticipating or defining the electric machine design in order to later allow
the interface among designers and engineers to use their expertise to provide the optimal solution
to the requirements. In this document, the preferred Key Performance Indicators (KPI), typically
efficiency, power density, cost effectiveness, torque quality, mechanical robustness, RAMS
indicators, vibro-acustic levels, etc. are implicit or explicitly included. It should be remarked that
the maximization of some KPIs implies a reduction of others KPIs. For example, typically an
increment of efficiency implies a cost increment. Normally the preferences of the client about
the optimal ratio of the KPIs maximization is not included. The lack of definition is considered
a source of extra iterations of designs.



Design Document (DD) is a technical document where the product definition of the electric
machine is justified. This justification is based on calculations of the different physical
phenomena, applying sizing rules, using previous technical solutions for similar design, using a
solution that is standardized in benchmarking, etc. A good design document is essential to
identify the reasons of a non-adequate performance during the testing phase or to improve the
design in a future continuous improvement program.



Product definition documentation (PD): is a list of documents and drawings allowing to define
the electrical/mechanical ratings (voltage, current, speed, input/output power levels, etc.) and to
manufacture and mount all the pieces of the electric machines. Typically the following
information is provided:
o

BOM: Bill of material.

o

Mechanical drawings of each piece including dimension tolerances.

o

Mechanical drawings of the different mountings including dimension tolerances.

o

Electric diagrams of windings.

o

Electrical schemas of the external connections and internal circuits.

o

Extra technical documentation.

A Knowledge-Based Engineering System Framework for the Development of Electric Machines
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It should be remarked that it is very important to define without ambiguity the full design in
order to avoid a non-adequate electric machine manufacturing. It is very important to define the
admissible tolerances of all geometric dimensions, adjustment mountings, and material properties.


Testing Report (TR): is a technical document where results of tests are presented evaluating the
grade of achievements of the performance requirements defined previously in the Requirements
Document. A non-compliant result will derive in a revision of the manufacturing process or a
revision of the design, needing to return to the design process. Finally, after some design
iterations if the design is not able to fulfill the requirements, a new requirement agreement will
be negotiated with the client.
Fig. 1-2 shows all the required documentation to fulfill an electric machine design. Traditional

designs were based on paper documents. By the introduction of Personal Computers in the
companies, the electronic documents were standardized allowing to reduce the time to write and draw
the documents, storing all the information and re-using all documents for new designs.
Product Documents

Test Documents

Requirement Documents

Design Documents

Fig. 1-2. Basic documentation defining an Electric Machine Design.

1.3.2 Advanced tools for the Electric Machine Design.
Nowadays, advanced tools have been developed to support the designer to manage and solve
problems associated to the different design tasks.
Next, a brief explanation of the different advanced tools is presented:


Advanced tools to define, verify and track requirements:
In complex electric machines designs different actors participate in defining, checking and

refining the requirements. To improve verification and traceability of requirements along the designs,
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new specialized software has evolved to manage the requirements portfolio (e.g. IBM Rational
Doors).


Advanced tools to create 3D definitions of the product model
Nowadays, generalized 3D CAD software programs (Solidwork, CATIA, etc.) have been

expanded in the product development companies. These CAD programs allow increasing the
productivity of the designer, improving the quality of design and improving communications through
documentation.


Advanced design tools for a high fidelity computation
At the same time, specialized CAE (Computer-aided engineering) software packages have also

expanded the capabilities of complex computation of physical problems with high fidelity. In the field of
Electric Machines, FEM, CFD and Lumped Parameter design tools offer an accurate representation of the
mechanical, electromagnetic and thermal behavior. As the obtained fidelity of these tools is high, a big number
of different design solutions can be tested and optimized during the design tasks without the need of extra
prototypes.



Advanced data analysis tools to compare different virtual designs
Taking into account the computation capacity of these advanced tools, virtual testing results can be

obtained. These results do not avoid the need of real testing results, but these results can be previously presented
to the client during the design tasks before closing the final design definition. These virtual results allow and
obtaining a rapid feedback about which are the performances that the client would like improving.

Fig. 1-3 shows an evolution of the design framework including advanced tools and virtual performance
results of different feasible designs. It should be noticed that by using these advanced tools a big number of
design variations could be generated and compared. The amount of data generated during the design tasks can
be quite high, requiring a data management strategy.
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Product Documents
‐Word, Excel, CAD, BOM files...

Test Documents
CAD Tools

‐Virtual Performance machine A
‐Virtual Performance machine B

…
‐Virtual Performance final design
‐Real prototype performance

Data Analysis
Tools

Requirement
Management SW

Requirement Documents
‐Word, Excel, Doors files...

Advanced Design
Tools

Design Documents
‐CAE, Excel, Datasets files...

Fig. 1-3. Advanced tools for the Electric Machine Design.

1.3.3 Standardized process for the Electric Machine Design
In a product development environment, it is very important to have powerful design tools, but
it is also essential to have standardized processes to carry out the sequences of full design tasks. In
this sense, according to the description of process standardization coming from Morgan and Liker's
2006 book on the Toyota Product Development System [1], the company Toyota claims that their
highly standardized processes for product development allow creating highly stable and predictable
outcomes (with both quality and timing) in an unpredictable environment. This necessity of
standardized processes is directly applicable to the electric machine development environment. It
should be remarked that the design tasks for electric machines are complex related to a parallel multiphysics design (electromagnetic, thermal, mechanical, etc.) where several engineers could work at
the same time on parallel processes and whose results have to be integrated. A time delay in a taskresult can stop the workload of other tasks. Even worst, a computation error in one design domain
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(e.g. electromagnetic design) can imply serious consequences in a re-design of the others domains
(e.g. thermal, mechanical). Then, standardized processes are needed to assure highly quality
standards in each individual outcome and to manage the iterations among the different sub-processes
without uncertainties.
In order to support the standardized definition of the process in complex systems without
ambiguities, Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) frameworks are being used. According to
INCOSE (International Council in Systems Engineering), MBSE is “the formalized application of
modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, verification and validation activities
beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout development and later lifecycle
phases” [2]. Different standardized modelling languages can be used to support the modelling
diagrams that requires MBSE. For instance, the SysML language that consists of different diagrams
standard based on behavior, structure and requirement representation of engineering systems.
Fig. 1-4 includes the processes to obtain the documentation in the design tasks. It should be
noticed that in these processes the different actors (designers, clients, others) have to follow the
specific flowchart that it is involved in each moment. A SW program can support this flowchart but
it is not strictly necessary. The important issue is that each outcome or problems were registered
(including the design data) in the global data management of the full macro-process. One objection
of designers to work in a structured flowchart could be that their creativity is reduced inside the
constraints of the process. To avoid this issue, it is necessary to assure that each micro-process
includes an adequate degree of freedom of the design variables to cope with the optimization goals
required by the designers.
At the same time, during the design process the designers can derived new designs concepts
that due to their uncertainty cannot be directly included in the structured process associate to a current
product development project. To avoid the loss of creativity, companies should include internal open
innovations programs to register the obtained new ideas during the process, to research and develop
these ideas and to improve future design processes with better standard micro-processes and new
design solutions.
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Product Documentation
Process
Product Documents
‐Word, Excel, CAD, BOM files...

Process flowchart

CAD Tools

Requirement Documents

Data Analysis
Tools

Process flowchart

Process flowchart

Req. Management
SW

Performance Analysis
Process

Req. Management Process

‐Word, Excel, Doors files...

Test Documents
Virtual & real machines

Design Documents

Advanced
Design Tools

Process flowchart

‐CAE, Excel, Datasets files...

Design Process

Fig. 1-4. Standardized process for the Electric Machine Design.

1.3.4 KBE system for the Electric Machine Design
It should be remarked that the standardization of some creative tasks during the microprocesses is not straightforward. For example, to solve an unpredicted problem during a design
process, it is common that the designer remembers a similar problem that happened in the past,
recovering in their mind a good solution for this new problem. Thus, the knowledge of the designer
cannot be substitute by a standardized process. However, at the same time, this knowledge of each
designer is hidden to the rest of the organization and it is only useful when the designer is involved
in a specific problem. In addition, this knowledge is lost when the designer is retired or takes another
activity. In order to capture and reuse the knowledge of the organizations, in the scientific literature
Knowledge Based Engineering frameworks have been proposed.
Knowledge based engineering (KBE) is a branch of knowledge-based systems applied to the domains
of design, manufacturing and production. Usually applied for mass customization, its used have been
helpful to reduce time in the design process by avoiding repetitive tasks for the designer and also
accumulates information and makes it available for reuse [3].
KBE solutions contain expert knowledge about how, when, and what needs to be done, to be
identified, gathered, and further processed by a computer system allowing its easier application in
new projects. A formal description of rules applied by the design engineers helps to process
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standardization and allows automation of repeatable tasks in the design process [4]–[6]. Application
of solutions based on knowledge description at an early stage of product development also decreases
costs of the whole project and facilitates selection of the best solution [7]. Building and implementing
a KBE system in the design process of variant products can be a way in which a company can realize
assumptions of the mass customization strategy [4], [8].
The most important reason to consider when building a KBE system is, above all, the
possibility of rationalization of the design process. It is estimated that approximately 80% of design
time is spent on routine tasks [9], [10]. Acceleration of routine tasks can significantly help optimize
the whole product lifecycle and cause certain savings. This is why a basic advantage of using KBE
solutions is the possibility of automation of repeatable tasks [11], simultaneously influencing
capabilities of realization of creative work [6]. Fig. 1-5 highlights this improvement and a review of
KBE applications with its achievements can be read at [3].

Fig. 1-5. KBE routine design time reduction [6] p. 678.

Although, there are methodologies (e.g. MOKA, KNOMAD) to carry out the process to
capture, formalize and package the knowledge, there is not a standard implementation of a KBE
system.
To understand the framework, the following concepts definition are used throughout this work.
KBE application: a specific-purpose software component developed with integrated
knowledge to solve knowledge intensive repetitive problems. It is a result of the KBE system
framework.
KBE system: a system that consists of a suite of KBE applications and their integration with
other entities (software components, actors, etc.) to pursue a goal for the product development
process. It is a result of the KBE system framework.
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KBE system framework: the structure underlying the creation of KBE applications and KBE
systems that can be selectively adapted to suit a particular need for a product development process.
Fig. 1-6 shows a conceptual KBE system framework for the design of electric machines. In
this figure, a KBE application is defined for each specific process, but different configurations can
be implemented grouping various processes.
KBE Application: Product Documentation Process
Advanced
functions

CAD Tools

Process
flowchart

PDM

UI

Requirement Documents

Product Documents

‐Word, Excel, Doors files...

‐Word, Excel, CAD, BOM files...

KBE Application:
Performance Analysis
Process

KBE Application:
Req. Management
Process
Advanced
functions

Req.
Management SW

Process
flowchart

Req. data
management

Advanced
functions

UI

Data analysis
tools

UI

Knowledge Base

Process
flowchart

Performance data
management

Test Documents
Design Documents

Virtual & real machines

‐CAE, Excel, Datasets files...

UI
Design Data
Management
Advanced
design tools

Process
flowchart
Advanced
functions

KBE Application: Design process
Fig. 1-6. KBE System for the Electric Machine Design.

This conceptual KBE System framework has the following basic components:


Knowledge Base: It has knowledge about the product & process modelling of the full electric
machine development process. This knowledge could be represented through standardized
informal and formal reports, diagrams, and models. For knowledge formalization a standardized
language is recommended to avoid ambiguity in the knowledge representation.



KBE application: To elaborate more about its definition, this SW program is developed using
the formalized knowledge obtained from the Knowledge Base. In the KBE application, different
functionalities can be implemented. Next, as example some interesting functionalities are
presented:
o

UI (User Interface). An easy and flexible UI could allow the designer to manage all the
functionalities and to know by a simple visualization the current state of the design. It is
important that the UI can offer an adapted scenario for each user role and design stage.
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o

Process Flowchart. This functionality allows the designer to go automatically along the
flowchart. The SW will indicate in each moment: the role and to do task by the designer
as well as the conditions to continue/return along the flowchart.

o

Advanced design tools. The KBE application should allow managing the advanced
design tools of the company. For this purpose, middleware components would be
interesting to be implemented for automatic iteration between the KBE application and
commercial SW programs. Anyway, more than an automatic iteration between programs,
the most important feature is the capability of the KBE application to apply an intelligent
interpretation and management of the input/output data from the different design tools.
For this purpose, standard metadata interchange protocols can be used, such as XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI®).

o

Historic data management. This functionality allows registering all the product data
and the process milestones and outcomes. At the same time this functionality allows
accessing the required historic data of the company about the products and processes.

o

Advanced functions: Several advanced functions can be included to help the designer
to reduce the routine task time in order to increase his effort in creativity tasks. For
instance, the following functions can be included:


Functions for automating the workload inside the micro-processes.



Intelligent searching functions to recover from the historic data the most
similar design solutions or problems to the current design.



Intelligent support functions to give extra information to the designer during
the task development. This help can be used to present the specific knowledge
about the problem in which the designer is involved.
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Taking into account the SWOT analysis (Section 1.2.2) in the development of electric
machines the following competitive drivers are concluded:


D1. Complete intelligent use of the present and future knowledge of the company derived from
people, tools, processes, etc.



D2. Product customization for the application and for the client needs.



D3. Cost-effective design and manufacturing solutions.



D4. Continuous Technological Innovation allowing developing new innovative and more
competitive products taking advantage of new materials and new manufacturing processes
Fig. 1-7 shows the generic vision of including the KBE system into the global electric machine

development and life cycle processes. It should be noticed that thank you to Big Data and IoT
(Internet of Things) technologies, the real data of electric machines (working operations, health
states, service problems, and others) could be accessible for the electric machine manufacturer
offering new opportunities for the product customization and improvement. In addition, Big Data
analysis could allow developing an accurate correlation between the health state of the machine
during its life cycle VS the traceability of the materials and manufacturing processes used in each
individual machine. The knowledge obtained from these correlations will offer new opportunities to
improve the quality/cost ratio of the materials and manufacturing processes. Considering the design
processes, it is important that the KBE system for design have to allow the following features:


F1. Integrate Innovation in the design processes.



F2. Industrial design based on Modular Designs methodologies and Design for Manufacturing
concepts



F3. Integrate the client in the product customization not only in the initial requirement phase,
but also along all the design process to obtain the most suitable relationship between the different
KPIs from the direct perspective of the client.



F4. Industrial product design with short time-to-market assuring qualification of
requirements.
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In order to achieve these drivers and features, in this thesis it is proposed to develop a new
KBE system taking advantages of the following engineering domains:


E1. Knowledge Based Engineering to capture, formalize the knowledge and to develop
advanced design assistance SW.



E2. Model Based Design (MBD) to model the different physical phenomena involved in the
electric machine allowing a better design optimization and a virtual development framework.



E3. Standardized processes taking into account the different development maturity levels of the
technology inside the company (concept level, components industrialization level, industrial
product level).



E4. Information Technologies to register, manage, and analyze all recorded data/information of
the company, allowing the automation and easy use of this data/information by the different
design processes.
Next figure resumes the key points of the drivers, features and engineering domains.

 The knowledge as a competitive
value.
 Product customization.
Competitive Drivers  Cost‐effective design and
manufacturing.
 Continuous technological
innovation.

 Integrate innovation in the
design process.
 Use of modular designs and
Features of the KBE
design for manufacturing
System for eMachine concepts.
Design
 Integrate the client into the
product customization.
 Short time to market
development

 Knowledge Based
Engineering
Engineering domains  Model Based Designs
(MBD)
of the KBE System
 Process standardization
 Information Technologies
(IT)

Fig. 1-8. Key points for the development of a new KBE System.

Regarding the Model Based Design tools, during the last 15 years technological advancement
has been produced in the design tools for the development of electric machines. The analytical and
numerical tools (FEM, CFD) initially developed and validated in research studies, lately have been
transferred to the CAE commercial programs, allowing being accessible for any electric machine
manufacturer.
The latest technological developments related to the IoT, Big Data and Cloud Computation
have derived in the availability in the market of very powerful generic IT platforms allowing
managing a huge amount of data with very high computing capacity. These generic IT platforms
require less intensive financial investments and they allow an easy and fast implementation.
Regarding the development of electric machines, scientific literature about the standardization
of the processes integrating several TRLs (Technology Readiness Levels) and higher client
integration perspective have been short. It is considered that this is due to:
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A major interest in the scientific community to develop more innovative electric
machines, than to improve the process to customize the current technologies to the
industrial demand cases.



The companies that have developed their own design processes consider this
information as a confidential issue.

At the same time, KBE systems have not had a clear framework to be directly used for electric
machine design purposes. Noting that the derived KBE applications should integrate the advanced
design tools in an easy and flexible way as well as the evolution of commercial design tools is very
fast. Therefore, it is necessary to implement KBE applications with a very flexible architecture in
order to be adapted to new features coming from the commercial CAE programs. At the same time,
the capture of the knowledge from specialized designers that are experts in one engineering domain
(electromagnetic, thermal, mechanical, insulation) is not a straightforward issue, requiring new
methodological frameworks and adapted implementation tools.
Taking into account these last considerations about standard processes and KBE systems, the
scope of this thesis is defined as:
Scope of the thesis focused on:


The standardization of the design processes of electric machines, integrating various TRLs
and higher client integration perspective.



The development of a KBE system framework for the design of electric machines
including the formalization for Knowledge Base generation and the design of flexible
architectures to adapt the KBE systems to the new technological improvements that will
come from Advanced Design Tools and from IT platforms.
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In the state of art, the two main lines of the scope of the thesis are studied: Knowledge Based
Engineering (KBE) and Standard Processes for the development of electric machines.

1.5.1 Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE)
1.5.1.1 General methodologies and tools
KBE has had broad applications and success in mechanical engineering specially in the
automotive and aerospace industries [6], [12]–[20]. Usually, KBE is related to where computer aided
design meets artificial intelligence for the automation of repetitive tasks in the design process, but
lately the applications has extended its definition to the integration of other software tools also
allowing the improvement of collaborative designs which have lately led to the integration with PLM
[4], [7], [8], [21]–[23].
After researching about the topic, it can be concluded that there is not a clear-cut definition of
KBE, researchers define it according to their perspective and application, nevertheless, there is a
common denominator to automate designers’ repetitive tasks using engineering knowledge in order
to reduce time and costs of the product development. KBS started to penetrate the market around the
70s, however, not with the expected impact for the design process in industry including the
automotive and aerospace areas where its use is common today. The reasons of this failure in industry
during early development were excessive costs of software, lack of methodologies, no examples in
industry applications, localized implementations, high learning curve and low design expectations
[12], [23]. The first KBE tool in the market called ICAD was developed by the AI laboratories of
MIT and Computervision now PTC; Lisp programming language has been the origin of new
languages such as GDL (General-purpose Declarative Language) of Genworks, AML (Adaptive
Modeling Language) of Tecnosoft, IDL (ICAD design language) of MIT and Intent! of Siemens [12].
Nowadays, due to cost on hardware and software are more accessible, KBE can be rapidly
implemented in any needed stage in the design process. KBE is useful for capturing human design
process, supporting automation of tasks, integrating other software, designing products involving
high learning curves [10].
KBE delivers the documentation related to the developed product model by transforming the
knowledge (rules, standards, materials selection, and others) into the desired model which must
satisfy the input requirements, this process is illustrated in Fig. 1-9.
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Inputs:
Requirements and
general objectives

Apply knowledge,
standards and rules to
the product model

Design output:
Documentation Delivery
(drawings, BOM,…)

Other Data

Fig. 1-9. KBE process. Adapted from [3], [10].

Verhagen et al. [11] and Jayakiran et al. [3] identifies some shortcomings of KBE. These are
a lack of formal methodologies or structural framework, the ‘black-box’ application tendency of
development, lack of knowledge reuse, failure to include quantity assessment such as costs.
Furthermore, no procedure to identify and justify process suitable for KBE usage, building and
implementation takes a lot of time and hardware and specialized skills, and finally because of its
localized implementation KBE could not register its impact in complete product development
process.
Problems of gathering, representing and applying the knowledge in KBE computer systems
are dealt with the domain of knowledge engineering, which is known as a branch related to the
creation of knowledge bases and use of semantic technologies to process knowledge through
computer systems [24]. Knowledge should be recorded in a knowledge base for its effective
application in the design process. To do so activities such as identification, acquisition, representation
and analysis of knowledge are carried out. Furthermore, the creation of databases and repositories of
knowledge takes place in order to have access to the knowledge [24].
These apparently obvious activities actually present a number of huge challenges for engineers,
increasing the cost and development time of these KBE systems [11]. This happens in spite of
available methodologies for building KBE systems, which have been present for years and are aimed
at ordering knowledge-processing procedures. Examples of these are methodologies such as
DEKLARE [25], KOMPRESSA [26], KCM [27], MOKA [28], and KNOMAD [29]. A key research
challenge is formed by the need for better support and adherence to KBE methodologies in KBE
development projects. To achieve this, a number of issues should be researched, the foremost of
which is closing the ‘‘technology gap’’ regarding the lack of tools and technologies to support costeffective KBE development. Other important research issues include achieving transparency of KBE
systems, enabling knowledge sourcing and reuse through data mastering and standard development,
enriching the semantics of knowledge models and ensuring traceability for implemented KBE
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solutions, reporting KBE success metrics, and providing an assessment framework for KBE
opportunities [11].

1.5.1.2 A review of KBE systems for electric machines
The importance of integrating new technologies to support the development process as well as
knowledge retention and transfer in the electric machine industry has been identified also by other
authors [30]–[32]. All agree that the motor design and production has increased in complexity lately.
Therefore, there is a need of new methods to achieve demanding requirements from policies and
regulations as well as applications for instance the transportation industry. This thesis started in 2016
with its first publication in 2017 showing the concept of what this research attempted to obtain. Next,
literature regarding KBS for electric machines are now summarized.
Mayr et al. [30] have recently published a concept toward the creation of a knowledge based
design methodology for managing the complexity of the integrated product and process development
of electric motors. Their research is still ongoing and they aspire to create a web-based software
implementation. It seems interesting the way they want to integrate manufacturing processes.
Karnavas et al. [31] propose a knowledge based software architecture scheme implemented for
the design of electric motors. They structure the KBS in different layers consisting of knowledge
sources, and depending the layer reasoning modules obtain or filter design alternatives towards an
optimal solution.
Favi et al. [32] presents a web-based software platform called EROD (Energy Reduction
Oriented Design) to configure and simulate customized energy efficient motors. The platform core
is a knowledge based system. The design methodology is oriented towards eco-design, the knowledge
based system guides the user in entering input parameters and configuring the design solutions based
in the know-how previously formalized in terms of rules. It also integrates design and specific tools
including cost analysis. It generates automatically technical documentation. This work is more
focused on the specific implementation, more than on developing a general Knowledge Based
System.
Cross et al. [33] presents an expert system for the electromagnetic design, integrated enclosure
specification and commutation test diagnosis of DC motors developed in new created shell with
turbo-prolog language. The system is divided into three different expert systems one for each of the
solutions aforementioned. Backward chaining inference technique is used, although a combination
of backward and forward chaining is seldom used too.
Landy etal. [34] presents an expert system able to lead an amateur designer for the design of
3-phase induction motor. A new designer is provided with options in the whole process in order to
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help him make accurate decisions and also gives information about every decision that is about to be
made. According to the authors of the paper, the system showed outstanding results for educational
applications. The knowledge base is described and the motor is designed in 13 steps.
Miljavec [35] presents the possibility of building an experts system using artificial neural
network (ANN) for the design of a synchronous reluctance rotor. The main goal of the paper is to
know how the radial magnetic flux density is distributed along the airgap. The feed-forward artificial
neural network is used and satisfactory results were obtained using the “trainlm” function. Thus
concluding that the implementation of ANN is promising for building ES for reluctance motor design.
Zhou et al. [36] presents the use of the unified modeling language (UML) to represent the
design of an expert system for the selection choice of small and medium electric motor of sewing
machines. It mentions the criteria for stablishing the rule base and fact base databases and it uses Jess
as a shell with Java. UML is an object-oriented visual standard modeling language that uses graphics
symbols to express the objects and their relation in the system.
Scutaru et al. [37] presents a software written in visual basic that is able to optimize or redesign
three phase induction motors. The program obtains information of existing magnetic circuits of
previously designed motors from a database. The program main menu includes three components
which are the general data component, in this form the selection of the materials is possible based on
the desired characteristics (steels sheets, conductors, insulation, etc.). The next component is the
computational variants where geometry dimensions are set. Finally, the gauging component where
correction factor can be applied to iron losses, stator resistance, magnetizing current and stator slots
filling factor.
Jabbar and Yeo [38] presents a software based in MS Excel with macros for the electrical and
magnetic design of brushless motors for low power range.
Laugis and Vodovozov [39] propose a software tool that generates and edit structure query
language sentences to extract information from databases in order to suit multitude sets of
components for a particular application.
Xie Wei et al. [40] present an expert system for the design of permanent magnet synchronous
motor. The expert system is developed using Visual-prolog. A database has been develop with
different design schemes collected from manufacturers of permanent magnet motors of 20 power
ratings and different magnetic materials. The initial design scheme is taken with the analogism
method from this database. It uses the rule skeleton as the level which describes the relations between
all nodes in the inference network and the rule body as the level that describe the fixing value method
of nodes respectively. The inference network is composed of three node sets, the top node set by the
specification variables, the bottom node set by the performance variables and the middle node set by
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the variables that may vary to achieve the best machine. A design example is presented satisfying the
required specifications, therefore, validating the expert system.
Lowther [41] presents the order on how the knowledge regarding electric motors should be
structured. First starts stating an electrical machine has a define structure given by the intended
application and the laws of physics. The structure is described in a hierarchical form, an example of
levels is given starting from the whole concept of the electrical machine breaking down more levels
of more detailed parts as stator and rotor, and these also broke down into other levels and so on, until
the desire complexity of components are defined. This frame based approach often referred to as
Deep Knowledge. It suggests to use the case based approach where the initial design is chosen as an
existing design which most closely matches the current requirements. However, is also important to
bear in mind, that one of the limitations of this approach is the lack in innovation. Finally, to have a
consistent communication medium between different areas a Blackboard System is suggested as a
common database supporting knowledge and rule based systems to provide a mechanism for
opportunistic design.
From the literature review, it can be concluded that to date the implementations of KBE design
systems for electric machines developments have been derived taking into account the specific
problem. This approach reduces the cost-effectiveness of the developing KBE system. Thus, there is
a lack of methodologies to develop KBE systems. At the same time, few applications have been
developed for electric motors. These applications have been developed as a research proof of concept,
without being commercially used. Therefore, there is the need to propose flexible architectures
frameworks to allow a higher number of cost-effective KBE implementations with a final oriented
use by electric machine manufacturers.
This research proposes to create a knowledge based engineering system framework that leads
to the creation of KBE applications for the development of electric machines. Additionally, that
allows integrating top-of-the-line tools for electrical machine design and the know-how acquired by
the company, endowed with flexibility to contemplate previous designs and to integrate feedback
from the electrical machines experts’ about the results obtained from the KBE applications. Thus,
the KBE system will have the features such as automation of repetitive processes, integration of
multiphysics and analytical design tools, data management and intelligent algorithms.
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1.5.2 Design processes for electric machines
This section will review some representative studies about the design processes of electric
machines. Although a vast literature regarding electric machines exist, these literature is more focus
on new scientific developments from academic perspectives, and few attempts are presented with a
systematic approach about the full design processes of the electric machines. It is true that each
manufacturing company has developed its own full design processes according to their needs and
their historic R&D developments, but as these processes are considered as a confidential know-how,
they have not been published.
Deshpande in [42] covers the design of electric machines, the text goes from basic principles
on design up to specific procedures to design induction, synchronous, dc machines and other
machines. It also presents a chapter with design synthesis using CAD systems. Other texts are more
specialized in a specific technology [43]–[45], for instance [43] presents the theory to design
brushless permanent magnet motors in a practical way with the gained experience of the authors in
these type of machines, also considering software-based techniques. While [45] emphasize on
induction motors.
Pyrhonen et al. in [46] covers the design of electric machines focusing on the electromagnetic
design of induction machines although with few variations in the process, also suggested in the text,
it can be applied to other motors. The design process suggested by [46] is shown in Fig. 1-10.

Fig. 1-10. Pyrhonen design process for the induction motor [46].

When creating an electric machine not only electromagnetics factors are involved but also
mechanical, materials and thermal features among others should be considered. Most literature
centers their study only on the electromagnetic design of electric machines, neglecting in some way
other important domains. Tong in [47] mentions aspects that should be taken into account in the
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motor design process, these are illustrated in Fig. 1-11. He also encloses the mechanical design
features of electrical machines. The design process proposed by Tong [47] can be seen in Fig. 1-11.

Fig. 1-11. Design process proposed by Tong in [47] p. 69, 70.

In summary, every design methodology of electric machines have in common as first step the
definition of requirements of the application i.e. specifications. After this step, the selection of the
motor type and topology is usually followed and continued by the dimensioning of the machine. Here
electromagnetic aspects are considered i.e. design of the magnetic circuit with the proper materials
selection [48], [49] , and the electrical design as stator winding configuration, number of poles, rotor
windings (if required). In literature, most contemplate in this phase the thermal features on the design
and few others the mechanical aspects [47], [50], [51].
The next step is the design optimization, the use of analytical tools and FEM analysis is the
common denominator with designers [32], [52]–[58]. In this part the iterative process is usual,
nowadays, the trend is the implementation of multi-objective optimization algorithms as tools to
achieve time reduction on the selection of the best machine [59]–[64]. Due to the aid of these
algorithms, designers are able to focus on more creative factors on the design and also a reduction in
design costs in the life cycle of the motor is attained. Finally, a prototype is built subject to
performance tests for final validation results to check its feasibility as well as the approval of the
design process.
In conclusion, regarding the electric machine development process different scientific
publications propose methodologies based on the designer know-how and experience in the field.
Moreover, these methodologies even vary depending the types of machines to be designed although
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with some effort most can be adapted to other types of motors. Another issue is the need of integration
of all domains involved (e.g. mechanical, electromagnetics and thermal) as well as the tools to
enhance the development process to achieve a feasible design in a shorter period.
Taking into account the full design framework to be developed in this thesis, it is concluded
that processes and design tools of the literature can be used as micro-level processes inside a domainspecific design task. These micro-level design processes could be specific for each electric machine
type and/or each application need. At the same time, it is envisaged to use a macro-level design
framework to maintain a common process structure to all designs of the company.
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Regarding the scope of this thesis, “A KBE system framework for the development of electric
machines including a standardization of design processes at several TRL levels”, the State of the Art
has the following open research issues:


There is a lack of a common framework for the standardization of the Macro-level process at
various TRL levels.
The integration of the client perspective is only done during the initial specification stage.
Product customization requires a higher integration of the client during all design phases. At the
same time, it is necessary their integration in the complete design process of the different
development levels of technology and products, including: a continuous innovation, a costeffective technology development and a short-time customization of a new product.



There is the need of KBE methodologies & technologies adapted for the electric machine domain
in order to support a cost-effective KBE system development.
At this point, the following relevant challenges have been identified in this thesis.
a) To develop a standardized methodology to capture and formalized the knowledge for
its implementation specifically in the electric machine domain.
b) To generate a generic Knowledge Base of products and processes through modelling
that could be applicable in the majority of electric machine developments.
c) To propose SW architectures, commercial SW platforms, tools and procedures to
develop a specific KBE system in shorter time and with lower implementation cost.
d) To increase the cases for KBE applications implementation in real industrial scenarios.
Due to the need of high level acceptance of the designers and clients, with respect to
the SW developments is better to use a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) approach in
order to obtain faster the stakeholders’ feedback and to be able to develop a SW more
adjusted to real needs of designers and clients.
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1.7 Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to define a knowledge-based engineering (KBE) system
framework for the development of electric machines. To accomplish the main objective the following
partial objectives are defined.

1. To propose a complete range of standardized processes to cope with the development
phases at different levels of technological maturity.
2. Using a generic KBE methodology, to develop an adapted derivation for the electric
machine domain to capture and formalize the knowledge.
3. To create an initial generic Knowledge Base of products and processes that could be reused
in the development of electric machines.
4. To propose a SW architecture based on commercial SW, advanced design tools, and a
customized and flexible KBE application to accomplish the real needs of a manufacturer.
5. To develop an MVP concept for a KBE application. A KBE application is proposed to
customize the final industrial traction motor for a given elevator application system.
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1.8 Outline of the thesis
The structure of the thesis is summarized below.
-

Chapter 2: Standardized Processes for the Development of eMachines

This chapter introduces a conceptual standardized macro-level framework for the development
process of electric machines. The purpose of the framework is to offer a systematic approach flexible
enough to be adapted for any type of motor development project. It merges the VDI-2221 and VDI2206 guidelines to offer a system for the development of eMachines describing in a high-level each
macro-process. In addition, a requirement engineering framework is proposed.
-

Chapter 3: Knowledge Base Generation

This chapter introduce MOKA methodology. An adaptation and extension of this methodology
has been derived to fit the development process of eMachines. A new process model knowledge
represention is suggested. In addition a new micro-process metamodel is presented.
-

Chapter 4: KBE system framework

This chapter presents the KBE system framework for the development of electric machines.
The framework synthesizes the aforementioned chapters providing a complete description of the
issues, processes, actors and tools involved to create a successful KBE system. The so-called KBV2model is shown, which consist of the knowledge base generation process and the eMachine
standardized macro-level framework. In addition, a KBES SW architecture is proposed.
-

Chapter 5: Micro-level Implementation

This chapter provides two examples of implementation of the KBES framework for the microlevel case. Two micro-level KBE applications are developed to show substantiation of the process
proposed in the KBE system framework. Both implementation provide support to designers to
compute complex operating points for brushless AC motors.
-

Chapter 6: Macro-level Implementation

This chapter provides a practical macro-level implementation example of the KBE system
framework. A KBE system is developed by integrating current technologies used to enhance the
product development process. The implementation is carried out for the Industrial V-cycle regarding
the design of electric motors for elevator systems.
-

Chapter 7: Conclusions

This chapter provides the conclusion of the thesis.
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nine algorithms as an alternative to compute with iterative methods operation points that cannot be
targeted directly on a FEM tool. The algorithms must be coupled to the FEM tool and can compute
complex points such as the characteristic current and modes of operations limits within acceptable
range of error and times of execution for practical purposes. Validation of the algorithms using Jython
is presented with results for the three types of brushless motors (non-salient, interior permanent
magnet and reluctance motor).
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process and the two Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI) methodologies integration VDI-2221 and
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VDI-2206. It comprises the electrical machine development methodology and the knowledge
integration process. This paper conceptually describes this model and the integration of current
industrial technologies such as Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE), Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM), Product Data Management (PDM), multiphysics and analytic tools cosimulation with KBS tools. This architecture will be able to manage and automate tasks in the
development process of electrical machines with emphasis on the design process
.
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Chapter 2
STANDARDIZED PROCESSES FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF EMACHINES
This chapter introduces a standardized macro-level framework proposal for the development
process of electric machines. The aim of the macro-processes is to offer a systematic approach
flexible enough to be adapted for any type of electric machine development project. It uses the VDI2221 and VDI-2206 philosophy by merging both guidelines into one. Adapting these to offer
standardized macro-level framework for the development of electric machines.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 gives a brief introduction of the chapter.
Section 2.2 reviews systems engineering as a discipline that can represent processes without
ambiguity. In section 2.3, the standardized macro-level framework is introduced. Section 2.4 presents
a requirement engineering framework proposal for the development of electric machines as an
extension of the specification stage of the framework. Finally, section 2.5 shows a brief discussion of
the chapter.
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2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to propose standardized macro-processes for the development
of electric machines with the aim of offering a systematic approach flexible enough to be adapted for
any type of motor development project. The proposed macro-level framework consists of three
macro-level V-cycles, the concept, component and industrial V-cycles. Each for particular objectives
in the development process. Within these V-cycles stages are described in order to end up with a
successful validation of a prototype.
Inside the V-cycles special attention to the specification stage will be included in this chapter.
The specification stage of an electric machine is a critical part of its development. If this stage is
properly addressed, then future not desired redesigns in the development process can be avoided.
This chapter presents a requirement-engineering framework to support small-medium electric
machine designers/manufacturers with the development of their product. The framework identifies
the stakeholders and the tasks that they should undertake to finish a successful requirements
specification stage. The requirement framework is made from the designer/manufacturer’s
perspective and it emphasizes the derivation of specialized requirements (lower level). The result of
the framework is well-defined requirements that form the design requirements specification of the
machine that leads to the beginning of the design stage.
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2.2 Systems engineering
During the last years, in order to support the standardized definition of processes in complex
systems without ambiguities, systems engineering has evolved.
The International Council in Systems Engineering (INCOSE) in its handbook [65] p. 7 defines
SE (systems engineering) as a perspective, a process and a profession:
As a perspective: “SE is a discipline that concentrates on the design and application of the
whole (system) as distinct from the parts. It involves looking at a problem in its entirety, taking into
account all the facets and all the variables and relating the social to the technical aspect”.
As a process: “SE is an iterative process of top-down synthesis, development, and operation
of a real-world system that satisfies, in a near optimal manner, the full range of requirements for the
system”.
As a profession: “SE is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of
successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the
development cycle, documenting requirements, and then proceeding with design synthesis and
system validation while considering the complete problem: operations, cost, schedule, performance,
training and support, test, manufacturing and disposal. SE considers both the business and the
technical needs of all customers with the goal of providing a quality product that meets the user
needs”.
Systems engineering is interested in a cross-discipline integration, for instance if a requirement
changes it is able not only to trace it and analyzed the impact in an specific department but also in
the whole company system, by this way early design mistakes can be avoided. Knowing the
capabilities of systems engineering, the aim of reviewing this discipline is to find a solution within it
that allows modelling completely the electrical machine development process from conceptual design
to validation of tests results from a prototype taking into account requirement management, costs
analysis, development time and information management.
Systems engineering cope with a broad concerns of disciplines see Fig. 2-1a, no engineering
discipline is independent in a company in some way all of them are connected, thus the problem of
systems of systems arrives (see Fig. 2-1b) where a system is link to other systems making it even
more complex, the more systems the more complex. Systems engineering has a holistic approach of
these systems and is able to model the entire system, lately it is commonly applied in large industries
like in automotive and aircraft manufacturers.
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a)

b)

Fig. 2-1. a) Systems engineering cross-discipline perspective, b) Systems of systems complexity. Adapted from [65].

Several SE processes have been developed, such as the V-model from [66] or the SIMILAR
process model [67] which gives a good overview of SE, see Fig. 2-2. A review of some other
processes and standards are introduced in [68].

Fig. 2-2. SIMILAR process [67] p. 518

Systems engineering have been using the document-centric approach to model systems but
lately the shift to model based systems engineering is commonly seen. A model is a representation
of something, to represent something a language is needed either words, drawings, etc. The state of
the art of these concepts, modelling languages and model based systems engineering are presented in
the following subsection.

2.2.1 The System Modeling Language (SysML)
Modelling languages started for software development, now that used is extended to other
areas. The Object Management Group (OMG) united efforts with INCOSE to develop a standardized
extension of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) to be used as a modeling language for complex
systems, this is SysML. SysML is relatively a new accepted standard, since 2006, OMG website [69]
defines SysML as:
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“The OMG systems Modeling Language is a general-purpose graphical modeling language for
specifying, analyzing, designing, and verifying complex systems that may include hardware,
software, information, personnel, procedures, and facilities. In particular, the language provides
graphical representations with a semantic foundation for modeling system requirements, behavior,
structure, and parametrics, which is used to integrate with other engineering analysis models. SysML
represents a subset of UML 2 with extensions needed to satisfy the requirements of the UML™ for
Systems Engineering RFP as indicated in Fig. 2-3. SysML leverages the OMG XML Metadata
Interchange (XMI®) to exchange modeling data between tools, and is also intended to be compatible
with the evolving ISO 10303-233 systems engineering data interchange standard”.

Fig. 2-3. SysML and UML space relation [69].

SysML consists of different diagrams based on behavior, structure and requirement, the
structure of SysML as well as the diagrams are shown in Fig. 2-4. Other modeling languages are
available the state of the art of these are UML/SysML and the Object Process Methodology language
which was recently adopted in 2014 by ISO, in its standard ISO 19450 [70]. Dr. Dovi professor at
the Israel Institute of Technology and MIT developed the language. The language is simple and easy
to learn. However, due to the lack of software tools still available on market SysML is the chosen
language for this thesis.

a)

b)

Fig. 2-4. a) SysML structure. b) SysML diagrams. [71] p. 226, 227
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Finally, it is important to state that one of the main contribution of SysML compared to UML
is the introduction of the requirement as a model element allowing having traceability, satisfaction
and derivations, facilitating early validation of design. To limit the content of this section, if the
reader is not familiar with the language please check these relevant resources [71]–[73].

2.2.2 Model-based systems engineering
Model based systems engineering (MBSE) according to INCOSE definition is “the formalized
application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, verification and validation
activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout development and later
lifecycle phases”. [2]
MBSE is a subdiscipline of model-driven engineering (MDE), another subdisciplines of MDE
are ontology engineering, model-driven software engineering and business process modeling, all
specialized in systems engineering. SysML and UML has been the standard modeling languages.
MBSE allows shifting from document-based systems engineering which made difficult to support
the lifecycle phases due to the lack of evolution and integration with the system. Design information
spread across many documents tends to inconsistencies. MBSE allows improving: information
management, communication among the different disciplines involved in the system, quality
supervision and knowledge capture by representation of it in standardized modeling language that
allows reuse and reduce costs and cycle time to modifications in the design. According to [74] p.8,
the advantages of MBSE compared to document-based systems engineering are the following.
Model requirements:


Technology advantage: “ensure the requirements are an integral part of the model and
all other parts of the model can be traced back to requirements”.



Business advantage: “validate that you are building the right system”.

Model analysis and design:


Technology advantage: “provide a precise architectural blueprint organization by the
views that are meaningful to all systems stakeholders”.



Business advantage: “Verify that you are building the system the right way”.

Model simulation:


Technology advantage: “Automate system verification and validation”.



Business advantage: “Reduce errors and costs early in the lifecycle”.

Model Code:
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Business advantage: “Accelerated time to market”.

Model Test:


Technology advantage: “Automate testing”.



Business advantage: “Ensure system implementation is correct and reliable”.

Nowadays several commercial tools can be found for the implementation of MBSE. Some
examples of MBSE tools are:
1. NoMagic Cameo System Modeler
2. IBM Rational Rhapsody
3. Vitech Genesys
4. Enterprise architect (Sparx systems)
5. Scade (Ansys)
6. Artisan Studio (Atego)
In this thesis, based on the availability of the tool IBM Rational Rhapsody is selected.
However, any tool could be selected regarding the purpose of this work.
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2.3 A standardized macro-level framework for the development
of electric machines
This section presents a standardized macro-level framework for the development of electric
machines. The concept is based on the German guidelines VDI-2221 and VDI-2206. The goal is to
represent the electric machine development process with a systematic approach in order to make it
flexible to be adapted to any type of machine development project. As well as to allow the integration
of state of the art software tools, to enhance the development process in industry.

2.3.1 A review of design methodologies with a systematic approach
Engineering design involves iterative decision-making processes where one or different
engineering disciplines are applied to obtain a solution for a given problem. Many models can be
found in literature about engineering design. These models can vary depending the discipline,
engineers’ personal choices and usually is a matter of the application and the know-how gathered
from the engineering experience. Thus, a vast number of design processes flow diagrams are offered
for all engineering disciplines [75]–[80]. This section highlights design methodologies that offer a
systematic design approach allowing applicability in any discipline. The aim is to find a design
methodology with a systematic approach that can be applied in electrical machine design and easily
be adapted to any type of machine topology.
Design methodologies with systematic approach were collected from review sources [75], [76],
[81]–[84], from which the common ones were separated and compared, see Table 2-1.
Fundamentally, any of the selected methodologies could be applied, however, to make a better
judgement some advantages and disadvantages were added regarding the scope of this thesis. The
main drawback among all the selected design methodologies is no prototyping and testing phase is
suggested with clear description. Some of them implicitly mention it but with not enough details of
the process. In electrical machine industry in order to validate a new development, a prototype has to
be built and tested.
The methodologies were analyzed based on replicability, adaptability, usability and
effectiveness for electric machine applications. With replicability, what is wanted is to be easily
duplicated, with adaptability that can be suited for the electric machine development process, with
usability the intention is to check in some way how many industries and academics have applied it
for any given design, and with effectiveness to see if those who applied it achieved their goals.
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Table 2-1. Comparison of design methodologies with a systematic approach.






















Prototyping may be
included but is not part
of the guideline.
Test phase not included

Prototyping not included
Test phase not included
No multidisciplinary
design described

Prototyping not included
Test phase not included
No Multidisciplinary
design described

Few applications found
in industry (derived
from academia).

Some phases are out of
the scope of this thesis

Disadvantages
Prototyping not
included.
Test phase not included
No multidisciplinary
design described.
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After this review, the VDI-2221 methodology is selected. It should be noticed that for the thesis
purposes, it is more important to use one methodology rather than select the best methodology. This
guideline is a well-known standard among industry and broadly accepted by academics. Nonetheless,
it does not specify multidiscipline designs. Electric machine design and manufacturing implicate
different domains analysis such as mechanical, thermal and electromagnetics. To overcome this, a
search was made for a methodology allowing multi-domain design and that it considers the
prototyping and testing phases. Following the same line with VDI the VDI 2206 [85] was found. A
guideline for mechatronic designs that has as complement VDI 2221 and can be well suited for
electrical machines. Fig. 2-5 shows the VDI-2221 flow diagram and Fig. 2-6 the V-model.
A merge of the two models is proposed and described in the next subsection, several examples
of merging the V-model with VDI 2221 or other models can be found in literature [86]–[88]. The
purpose of merging the two models in this work is to:
1. have a design process model suited for electric machine with verification and validation
of requirements along the whole process.
2. reduce iterations cycles of the V-model, instead, the intention is all iterations are made
within VDI-2221.
3. implement multi-domain design.
4. allow the use of systems engineering for the whole development process.
5. have an attractive V-model that transmit most of the development perspective.

Fig. 2-5. VDI-2221 flow diagram from [89].
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a)

b)

Fig. 2-6. VDI-2206; a) Macro level V-model; b) V-cycles for product maturity. From [90].

2.3.2 The V2-model, merging VDI-2221 and VDI-2206 for the
development of electric machines
Following both standards and the commonality in the design process of electric machines from
literature described in Section 1.5.2, the proposed standardized macro-level framework for the
development of electric machines is shown in Fig. 2-7. The author calls this model the V2-model
because of the integration of the two VDI guidelines. The standardized macro-level framework
attempts to embrace the development process providing a holistic view of the entire process and
flexibility for adaptation in industry from both VDI standards. VDI-2206 supports the problemsolving cycle as micro-level and macro-level views. The macro-level view is represented by the Vmodel, on the other hand, the micro-level view is represented by the diagram shown in Fig. 3-25a.
Both views are of great importance for this work, in particular for knowledge representation (Chapter
3). The aim is the micro-level cycle can be applied to solve any task within each step of the macrolevel cycle.
The steps within the V-model in Fig. 2-7 were adjusted following VDI-2221. The iteration
among stages and the fulfilment and adaptation of requirements is represented through the V-bar and
red bi-directional arrows. Furthermore, model-based systems engineering is used for describing the
processes without ambiguities.
The verification of requirements should take place during the whole process since their
adaptation is also allowed during the whole process. The initial requirements entering the V-model
are the initial requirements specification given by the client, from which the electric motor
requirements should be derived for the design process. The outcome of the process is a validated
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machine for a specific application that depending on the initial objectives can become a product or
just a step towards an end product. More details about this subject is explain later in this section. Now
each stage is described.

Fig. 2-7. V2-model, adaptation of VDI-2206/2221 for the electric machine development process.

2.3.2.1 Specification stage
The first step is the specification stage. In this stage the clarification and definition of tasks
from the initial requirements specification from the client takes place. The process of identification
of the design requirements depends on the application. Therefore, a study in-depth and assessment
of the application is required in order to derive the correct design requirements of the machine. The
correct execution of this stage is crucial to avoid unwanted redesigns in further stages.
For this reason, a requirement engineering framework is proposed in Section 2.4 describing
the actors, processes, qualifications and tools to complete this phase successfully. Furthermore, this
framework is a contribution to the lack of literature regarding this subject.

2.3.2.2 Definition of functions structure
The main function of the machine as an energy-transforming device is always the same. The
focus should be put on variants of functions depending the application. Where depending the
operating conditions on the application and the electric supply of the electric machine, it has to have
different performances. In addition, there could be different operating modes in function of the
protection signals and in faulty cases. Applications such as in aerospace industry requires faulttolerance functions where the electric machines face to a faulty case (i.e. one phase open circuit) has
to maintain to work in a certain level in degraded mode without having to be stopped. Normally, the
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client defines the different operating modes and conditions. The task for the designer will be to
systematize all the information in a quantitative way using magnitudes of the electric machines and
to delimit the different functions that defines a characteristic operating mode of the electric machine.

2.3.2.3 Definition of modules
Once the functions are set, the modules selection and arrangements that fulfils the functions
are sought. This section takes into account availability of materials, manufacturing processes,
modelling tools, expertise and others. Again, depending the initial objectives, re-use of assemblies or
subassemblies can be implemented for faster design and manufacturing. For instance, re-use of end
bells, bearings or stator and rotor lamination, and others. The degrees of freedom for the selection of
modules are subject to the degrees of freedom set on the functions structure. In an electric machine,
in order to properly define the modules, it is recommended to select the type of electric machine
(induction machine, synchronous permanent magnet, etc.), the topology (radial, axial, etc.), and the
type of refrigeration (natural, air-forced, liquid-forced, etc.). In some cases, more than one option
could be interesting. In this case, more than one solution can be selected defining for each case the
associated modules.

2.3.2.4 Domain-specific design
To allow cross-domain design and to cover all the machine features. This work proposes six
domains: structural, vibro-acoustic, electromagnetic, thermal, insulation system, and electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC). These six domains encapsulate the mechanical, electrical and control
engineering disciplines making the modelling process simpler to view allowing concurrent
engineering. Furthermore, even though each domain may follow its own methodology the integration
of models is necessary to validate the motor solution.
The electromagnetic domain defines the magnetic and electrical circuit of the machine.
Ensuring the electric machine performance characteristics are satisfied in operating conditions. An
example of electromagnetic design methodology is shown in Fig. 1-10.
The thermal design involves the correct performance of the machine in the temperature range
at which it will be operating. This will require estimating copper and iron losses from the beginning
of the design to ensure that the machine is below the temperature limit. In addition, the design of the
cooling system will be carried out if necessary. One of the most common reasons of failure in electric
machines is due to the degradation of the insulation system, the life time of a machine is shortened if
the insulation system is not properly defined. Among the main functions that the insulation system
must fulfill is:
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1. Restrain Eddy currents: the solution principle of this is to use insulation in magnetic sheets,
as technical solutions we have inorganic, organic and mixed type coatings.
2. Resist electrical stress: prevents short circuits and resists operating voltages, different
solutions are available depending on the type of winding, however, in general, there is ground
insulation, copper wire insulation, phase insulation, wedges, winding ropes, winding and
encapsulation tapes (drip impregnation and varnish immersion).
3. Resist thermal stress: prevent insulation wear due to high operating temperatures. The
appropriate insulation material or class should be selected to withstand the highest operating
temperature.
4. Resist mechanical stress: the insulation must withstand the vibrations to which the machine
will be subjected and withstand the manipulation of the machine (assembly, transport, etc.)
The structural design takes into account fatigue analysis, torsional analysis, mechanical
strain/stress analysis, buckling analysis, definition of manufacturing process for components,
determination of geometric tolerances, fitness settings, selection of bearings and materials. More
details can be found in [47].
Vibro-acoustic design focus on satisfying the levels of vibrations and noise. Noise sources in
rotary electric machines can be classified as electromagnetic, mechanical and aerodynamic. This
domain evaluates the levels of vibrations and noise caused by electromagnetic, structural and fluid
dynamic phenomena. Therefore the modeling in principle will be dependent on the noise source and
some cases will need multi-physic simulation (electromagnetic+structural+acoustic, fluid
dynamics+acoustic, etc.). The reduction of the vibro-acoustic levels can be done modifying directly
the origin of the force sources (e.g. modifying the electromagnetic design) or modifying the structural
properties of the electric machine (e.g. modify to change the elasticity of some pieces to move the
values of the natural frequencies).
Due to fast switching of IGBTs and high rate of change of voltage in power converters, there
is a degradation of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) affecting the reliability and safety in the
operation of other electrical systems, especially those with electronic devices. It is also the cause of
leakage currents due to parasitic capacitances in electric machines. Electromagnetic interference is
classified into two types: differential mode (DM) and common mode (CM), the first one involves
high frequency currents among phases and the latter among phases and earth (housing).
Electromagnetic interference are key factors that must be considered since the beginning of the design
process of the electric motor. The main problems encountered due to high voltage derivatives are:
1. Ground currents through parasitic capacitances inside the motor.
2. Conducted and / or radiated noise.
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3. Shaft tension and bearing currents.
Regarding the electromagnetic compatibility design, it is important to be able to determine the
impedance characterization of the interference propagation path, the electric machine is key since it
is the main propagation element. Therefore, the model in the frequency range at which the motor will
be running must be determined. In general there are two models, the low frequency model (10 kHz 1 MHz) and the high frequency model (1 MHz - 10 MHz), for the first one the equivalent circuit is
made through the determination of resistance and inductances and for the second it is not only the
determination of resistance and inductances but also parasitic capacitances. At the same time, due to
the high frequency parasitic currents that circulates inside the electric machine could damage some
critical component (e.g. in medium voltage motors fed by PWM converters bearings could be
damaged by induced high frequency currents that circulates inside the bearings).
Taking into account the integrated multi-physic study, Fig. 2-8 shows a high-level concept of
the design process; within each activity, more actions take place depending the application. The
process can be divided in three major phases. Phase one is the preliminary design, here the
multiphysics models are designed following the specified requirements for each domain. The process
assumes the requirements for each domain were already specified. The initial decision is to see if
concurrent engineering is possible. If it is, then different domain models can be designed in parallel,
typically this is possible when an electromagnetic design candidate is reused. If not, then the
electromagnetic domain should provide an initial candidate. In all cases, the electromagnetic domain
defines the main candidate and redistribute it to the other domains. No strict integration of the
different models is required to check overall performance but only a functional model that satisfies
the expected behaviour of the devised machine. It is important to remark that not all domain models
may be required for every project. When all models are ready, the process outcome is a preliminary
design.
Phase two involves optimization based on overall performance. The models are integrated and
analyzed for satisfaction of requirements. The preliminary design enters an optimization iteration
process until the design is considered valid. Verification and validation of the overall design
performance is important in order to ensure each domain optimizes features of their model towards
defined objectives. The level of optimization should be limited considering design times and costs.
The outcome of this phase is a valid machine design ready for prototype manufacturing.
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Phase three includes the possibility of assessing a virtual sensitivity analysis considering
manufacturing tolerances to ensure reliability of the process. Although the developed domain models
in the previous phase are accurate, there still can be uncertainty due to manufacturing tolerances.
Therefore, to obtain a robust design, parameters affected by tolerances should be examined. Gomez
in [91] highlights and shows examples about this aspect and summarize in Fig. 2-9 the common
manufacturing tolerances that has influence over output parameters that can affect the machine
expected performance. The outcome of the process is a valid machine design solution subject to
prototype testing for final validation.

Fig. 2-9. Manufacturing tolerances that can affect the electric machine expected performance [91] p. 86.

2.3.2.5 Manufacturing details and layouts
In this stage, a complete manufacturing specification containing all the information for the
realization of the electric machine prototype is developed. For instance, detail and assembly
drawings, bill of materials, encapsulation, impregnation, lamination cuttings (stamped or machined),
transport and operating instructions etc. The amount of information will depend if the manufacturing
stage is executed by the own company or an external one. Usually, external manufacturers have
define processes and they provide templates with parameters that must be fill out to execute the
manufacturing order of the prototype. In addition, another important aspect to consider are in-process
tests. In-process tests are tests performed to ensure the integrity of the machine parts before assembly.

2.3.2.6 Prototype testing
As part of the development process, building a prototype is compulsory in order to validate the
performance and verify compliance with the design requirements, here is where testing start to come
on the scene. For any application, it is essential to have a reliable and efficient operation of electric
machines, testing is crucial to judge a correct performance. In serial or mass production of electric
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motors a series of tests are applied to each electric machine to ensure proper functioning. A variety
of tests can be carried out with different purpose, for instance, to optimize the motor design, to detect
faults, to improve reliability, etc. This work groups the tests in this stage into routine tests, type tests,
special test, and research tests based on standards and present industry practice.
In summary, routine tests also known as series tests are applied on each motor with the
intention to ensure product quality, confirming the basic acceptability and performance of a motor.
Type testing or conformance testing are performed to check the design characteristics of an electric
motor and verify its compliance with the specifications. Special tests are project specific, these are
intended to verify a particular characteristic for the electric machine that is not included in the
aforementioned tests. Finally, the research tests are perform to validate the design tools,
manufacturing components or specific experimental design characteristics. These tests are common
to be found in scientific literature. For instance, accelerated aging testing evaluates the reliability and
sturdiness of motors with controllable faults to degrade materials, hence speeding up the normal
aging, which yields to determine its lifecycle.
Finally, this stage must also have qualification of tests i.e. verification and validation that the
test is executed correctly (e.g. mounting of the motor, bearings, noise, etc.), validation and
verification that the results are with conformance with what is expected (e.g. analysis of curves
obtained from resulting points).
Which tests to select depends on several factors such as cost, time, application and reliability.
It should be noticed that for a personalized design in a short time to market competition, it will be
not feasible to a apply a long time reliability tests. Then, new procedures are required in order to
reduce the testing time for each new personalized design. Modular Designs and Virtual Validation
Techniques are new trends to reduce the testing efforts for each new design.

2.3.2.7 Application integration testing
This stage considers tests in the application system. The electric machine is integrated into the
application to ensure correct performance. Validation of performance and verification of
requirements in the application is the last stage of the development process. If the stage is considered
successful, we end up with a valid motor satisfying the purpose for which it was built. Nowadays, it
is also very important to register and analyzed the performance and maintenance data of the electric
machine along the whole life operation in the application. Until now, performance data were
unknown because, it was not economically feasible to perform the measurements, register and collect
an enormous amount of data. Nowadays, a new revolution has been introduced, associated to the
Internet of Things (IoT), Web Computing and the Big data Analysis. These technologies allow the
continuous monitoring of industrial equipment and to access remote field data easily. The knowledge
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extracted from field data will be very useful to improve the new designs allowing better optimization
of the Key Performance Indicators (efficiency, power density, cost effectiveness, torque quality,
mechanical robustness, RAMS indicators, vibro-acustic levels) of the electric machine to the real
needs of the applications.
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2.3.3 Macro-level V-cycles for the industrialization of eMachines
The purpose of this section is to include in the system the inherent difficulties towards an
industrialization of an electric machine.
The whole process should include the following functionalities:


Innovation: The designs should be opened to innovations inside and outside the company.
It is necessary to increase the Design Space to the different options that open the new
technologies, materials, etc.



Design for manufacturing. The manufacturing cost of the designs should be very
optimized to the client expectations.



Customization. The designs should be easily adapted to improve the KPI of the electric
machine to the application needs.



Short Time to Market Developments. The time to place in the market a new development
can be critical to reach a competitive position.

Typically, the processes proposed in the scientific literature is based on a free design where
all the topologies, geometries and materials can be openly selected. These designs are not considering
directly the cost of investments of the manufacturing equipment and tools (e.g. the cost of a new
stamping die for steel laminations). At the same time the electric machines manufacturers tend to
perform new designs trying to reuse as maximum as possible the equipment and tools available at the
factory. These designs allows low investment costs, but the degrees of freedom of the design could
be very narrow for a better performance optimization of the new product. Cost-effective Product
Customization and Short Time Developments requires new paradigms in the design and
manufacturing of the products. In the automotive industry, Modular Designs that can be used for
different vehicles cover new designs and development investments. At the same time in this industry,
the validation efforts are focused in the validation of the individual components. This way, once the
component is validated for an industrial purpose with a high level demand of standardized
requirements, this component is freely used to build a subsystem of the vehicle. This methodology
reduces the efforts of the final integration test. This way, any component modification requires the
full tests of this component and a light validation of the full subsystem. To perform the individualized
validation of each component advanced model and experimental tools are used to take into account
the global dynamic behavior of the subsystem or vehicle in the development of the component
(Model-In-the-Loop (MIL) tools, Software-In-The-Loop (SIL), Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL),
advanced test-benches with dynamic emulated loads, etc.).
As was shown, the design of an electric machine is a multi-physic problem with many technical
and scientific issues that should be considered at the same time for every specific design. Although
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there are very powerful multi-physic modelling tools, the full parametrization and modelling of full
multi-domain problem requires huge efforts (including developing and testing laboratory prototypes).
In order to reduce the design workload, it is recommended to use the previous know-how of the state
of art about the design and manufacturing technologies.
In the case of an electric machine product, it is considered difficult to introduce a new
technology in the market without testing and calibrating previously the new design solutions. In
addition, it is important to iterate the new design solutions with the manufacturing process. For this
issue, experimental testing and calibration tasks are needed. One option is to apply the three processes
Innovation – Manufacturing definition – Final design in sequential tasks. In this thesis, this option is
not suitable for a short time to market context. It is preferred to propose a division of the full process
in three standardized steps:
1. Concept Development Step
In this step, the goal is to develop the innovative idea or new concept. For instance, a new
topology is developed or a new material is introduced. It is proposed to follow a full design starting
from requirements and ending with the testing of a prototype. The objective of this prototype is to
validate experimentally the design hypothesis and the modelling tools and not to obtain a final
product. The result is to obtain a Virtual Concept able to be modified or adapted to different
applications needs.
2. Component Development Step
In this step, the goal is to develop the basic components applying the concept of Modular
Design. Each basic component is associated with a specific manufacturing process and equipment.
For example, in electric machine manufacturing a costly tool is the die to stamp the electrical steels.
A typical cost of this “tooling die” could be around 200,000 € for an X-number of strokes resulting
in the manufacture of Y-number of machines. Then it is highly recommended for a cost-effective
fabrication to share the same die for different product ranges belonging to the machine developer. A
typical cost-effective solution is to maintain the 2D magnetic shape and to extend the power level
increasing the axial length. The process to industrialize each component could be laborious including
hard iterations efforts with the specialized suppliers of the fabricated tools. The result of these tasks
is to obtain the basic components and manufacturing tools. In order to validate these elements a
complete design starting from requirements and ending with the testing of a prototype is proposed.
3. Final Industrial Product Step
In this step, the goal is to develop the final product that fulfils the specific requirements of the
application of the client.
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One competitive target is to be able to customize the electric machine to maximize the Key
Performance Indicators that are more important for the client. At the same time, other competitive
target is to reduce the time to put in the market the new product, trying to cope with a business
necessity of the client. Then, in this thesis, it is proposed to customize the electric machine design
using a design space of modular standardized components. This will make possible high degree of
customization in short time to market developments.
Apart from the aforementioned three standardized steps, it should be noticed that all the
development process is supported with advanced modelling and design tools that leverage the Virtual
Design Development. In this sense, the developed Concepts and Components will not be only
physical but they will also have a virtual definition. The virtual definition allows multiplying the
number of possible final products using these Concepts and Components. Fig. 2-10. shows the
scheme to expand the product solutions from Virtual Concepts and Components.

Part 1
Virtual Component 1
Virtual Component 2

...

Virtual Concept

Part 2

...

Part N

Virtual Component N
Fig. 2-10. Scheme to expand the product solution from Virtual Concept and Components.

In order to formalize the three standardized design steps, the VDI-2206 guideline is used to
define the different degrees of maturity. Fig. 2-11. shows the proposed general scheme in this thesis.
The three phases are concept V-cycle, component V-cycle and industrial V-cycle. All end up with a
valid motor prototype, the difference arises in the degrees of freedom in design and manufacturing
applied in the development process, and this is now explained.
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Fig. 2-11. Standardized macro-level framework for the development of electric machines.

2.3.3.1 Concept V-cycle
Transforming and idea into a physical machine concept. In this V-cycle, the degrees of freedom
in design and manufacturing are unlimited. What this means is that the devised prototype is designed
to guarantee technical viability. However, it may not guarantee economic viability as a final product.
Typically, new concepts are built responding to customize solutions of applications. In this V-cycle,
uncertainty regarding production can exist due to lack of industrialized parts. In other words, the
different parts of the motor have no fixed and standard way of design and manufacturing, due to these
are in the process of verification and validation.
Regarding the design process, a part can be design with a broad range of freedom such as
geometry parametrization, material selection, and manufacturing process selection. A trade-off
among the physical behavior should be analyzed in order to guarantee technical feasibility of the part.
For instance in a rotor, embedded magnets increase the mechanical fixation robustness but if the
application requires low speeds; magnets mounted on the surface can be a simpler solution of
production. Another example is the stator and rotor lamination can be machined instead of stamped
since creating a stamping die in this phase may be inappropriate since the concept is still in the
validation process.
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The basic characteristics of the Concept V-cycle are summed up.
Objective: To define and validate the virtual concepts of the electric machines. The full design
is developed by joining the different virtual concepts.
Base Concept: It is a standardized conceptual idea having specific physical properties defined
by quantitative parameters. Along the different possible parameters, it will be necessary to define the
following parameters:
1. A full parametrized geometry with a wide range of degrees of freedom, but limited to the
own definition of the virtual concept. For instance, for a surface permanent magnet concept
the magnets can be inserted partially in the rotor at different heights as seen in Fig. 2-12.

Fig. 2-12. Example of rotor lamination for a surface permanent magnet concept.

2. How to link children base concepts to parents base concepts. For instance, a concept of
arrangements of magnets in the rotor can be obtained by the combination of different
magnets position concepts to generate a new rotor concept.
3. Models that relate the concept parameters to a physical behavior. For example, depending
the insertion of the magnets, on one side we have a different flux behavior and on the other
side we have a better fixation of magnets making the design structural robust. Therefore,
a model can include the electromagnetic behavior and another model can include the
structural behavior. Fulfilling the entire physical behavior of the eMachine.
4. Define the different options of manufacturing that allows building and mounting the parts
of the concept. For instance a general specification of manufacturing such as machined
with laser or stamped either with slot-die or complete die.
One V-cycle is suggested to validate the complete concept design, several V-cycles can be
executed for each new base concept.
The validation of the design process and manufacturing yields to the industrialization of parts.
Thus, the next step is to work towards the reduction of costs and time while maintaining the quality
of the product. This is done in the component V-cycle.

2.3.3.2 Component V-cycle
The goal is to transform an electric machine concept into a virtual industrialized part. The
component V-cycle accounts experimentally validated ways of design and manufacturing. In order
to create an electric machine prototype in this phase, previously, the definition of the design
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properties and manufacturing processes takes place. What this means is the range of materials are
already selected, the stamping/cutting process is optimized as well as the definition of the lamination
pattern, tolerances, grain orientation, and other manufacturing processes and testing of parts are
defined. The construction of a prototype in this phase validates the already determined design and
manufacturing components (e.g. stamping die, materials, impregnation, welding, coil winding
process, etc.) for a given electric machine application.
By developing electric machines, another aspect of this V-cycle is the validation of created
modular product platforms. Modular product platforms according to [92] consist of elements such as
modules, assemblies or parts with defined standardized interfaces for several combinations to create
variants efficiently. For instance you can use different combination of rotors stamping dies (i.e.
topology) for the same stator stamping die to validate the performance of a motor with these variants
and conclude if the combination can be considered valid for a specific application.
Different methods currently used in industry can be studied to design and build parts, these
methods can be applied in this V-cycle for determination of processes. A summary of these methods
is now made according to [75]. One of these methods is differential construction. Differential
construction breaks down a component into smaller parts for simpler production or load-carrying
capacity for large electrical machines. This method leverage the use of available semi-finished
materials or standard parts, faster adaptation to existing factory layouts such as dimensions and
weight and reduce production time because of faster adaptation to requirements compared to the
concept V-cycle.
Another method is the integral construction. This method combines several parts into a single
component for product optimization providing economic benefits due to faster production and
savings in materials. Some examples are cast construction, and extrusions instead of welded
construction and connected sections respectively.
In summary, some of the major differences in comparison to the concept are based on the
degrees of freedom for example:


In a component the manufacturing process and tools are already defined and
experimentally validated.



The lifetime of the component is already validated in all its geometry and properties
range.



The materials are restricted to commercially available materials that can be obtained
easily from suppliers.



Because of these previous features, normally the variation range of a component is
less than a concept, e.g. in the case of a rotor sheet, a component can be an already
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validated geometry for a given die design. In this case, the geometry will be fixed and
it can only be adjusted to the material type and the lamination width within commercial
options.
Using the manufacturing components e.g. stamping die, coil winding process, impregnation
process, and magnets retention method, parts can be developed forming a pre-series prototype. This
prototype allows validating in detail the technical viability of the components, although it would not
be optimized in cost to specific specifications.
Finally, the basic characteristics of the component V-cycle are summed up.
Objective: Define and validate the base virtual components that will be used for a final
industrial design.
Virtual Component: It is a practical application of the concept in which its degrees of freedom
are restricted to industrial manufacturing taking into account the following.
1. The machinery and tools of the manufacturing process are defined and validated
experimentally. These elements will define the tolerances and the range of geometric
variation of the virtual component. For example, if a die is built for a rotor manufacturing,
the rotor geometry is fixed and will be valid only for similar parts that share the same
geometry with different type of materials.
2. The lifespan of the Virtual Component should be validated for the different variation range
of geometry and properties.
3. The materials are restricted to commercially available products obtained from suppliers.
One V-cycle is suggested to validate a complete industrial design or several V-cycles for each
virtual component (stator, rotor, etc.).

2.3.3.3 Industrial V-cycle
The goal of this V-cycle is to transform a virtual component into a real industrialized part. This
V-cycle works with validated models and components for the development of electric machines. The
objective of this V-cycle is to validate a prototype that later becomes an electric machine in serial
production. A method closely related to this philosophy in the design process is the building block
construction method [75] where validated parts are reused in order to produce product variants
shortening the lead time. Within the optimized development process to specific specifications, the
modules of the motor are selected making sure they satisfy the customer requirements. Each part of
the motor has specified manufacturing plans, materials, processes, mounting, etc. Therefore, after
validation of the prototype for the application the electric machine can be manufactured in series.
The basic characteristics of the Industrial V-cycle are summed up.
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Objective: Define and validate the final detailed design of each product. Obtaining
manufacturing layouts, declaration of norms, regulations and requirements fulfilled as well as
performance standard data to share.
The V-cycle for the industrial product should be executed for each individual product
reference, although several product references can share some design phases (same requirements,
same mechanical design, etc.).
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2.4 A requirement engineering framework for the development
of electric machines
The specification stage is the basis for the efficient development of any product. This stage, if
properly managed, avoids future failures in the development process [93]. The first step in designing
or manufacturing an electric machine is to specify its requirements explicitly. Large manufacturers
usually create guidelines or custom-forms with the specifications customers should take into account.
In this way, they can supply a motor fitting their application (either from stock or tailor-made) [94],
[95]. In [96], it is stated that a motor technical specification should define performance requirements,
identify reliability indicators describing the environment in which it operates, and state maintenance
conditions to help the user with its management plan. [97] presents some factors that affect decisions
making when purchasing motors: product quality and reliability, price, service quality, brand
reputation, energy efficiency, lead times, and policies. The weight of each factor varies according to
the perspective of the end-users, for example, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) or
distributors.
Literature offers general requirement engineering frameworks [98] as well as specialized in
different disciplines [99]–[101]. However, there is a lack of specialized frameworks for electric
machine development. Usually, literature regarding electric machine starts with well-defined
requirements, so the phase of the specification stage is not mentioned.
Moreover, large electric machine manufacturers have enough economic resources to develop
their own specification process. Therefore, to support small-medium size electric machines
design/manufacturing companies to cope with the specification stage, this work aims to contribute to
the field of requirement engineering for electric machines by providing a new macro-process
framework with a systematic approach. The framework is made from the designer/manufacturer’s
perspective and it emphasizes the derivation of requirements from a higher level to lower level
requirements.
The experts from where this knowledge was captured have used and proven the approach
herein described on several industrial projects. Furthermore, a use case example is presented to
demonstrate the use of the framework.

2.4.1 Current requirement engineering approaches on electric motors
This section provides a comparison of requirement engineering approaches available on
literature, addressing implicitly or explicitly the specification stage on electric machines. As
mentioned earlier, there are some factors that affect the decision making on selecting electric
machines being dependent on the perspective of customers or end-users. Therefore, the definition of
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requirements is application-dependent. For this reason, this work classifies the requirement
engineering approaches as off-the-shelf and tailor-made solutions based on the two types of solutions
that manufacturers can offer. The approaches are described from the developer’s perspective.

2.4.1.1 Off-the-Shelf Solutions Approach
Standards, such as IEC in Europe and NEMA in the United States, define general
characteristics and performance tests of electric motors to facilitate their interchangeability. In
addition, regulations/policies/directives define mandatory requirements leading to minimum energy
performance standards (MEPS). Large manufacturers have developed off-the-shelf motors satisfying
these standards allowing for a simpler and convenient motor selection for customers. In this case, the
specification stage is a process of sales-purchase transaction of equipment. Classic ways to handle
the specification stage are either to make available the datasheets of motors in stock or to provide
forms (e.g., spreadsheet) with requirements fields that the customers must fill to present motor
solutions [94], [95], [102]. Due to the interest of customers in factors, such as efficiency, reliability,
and quality of the product [97], some manufacturers offer support to find a solution, which best fit
their application, from their catalog. Customers may demand factory acceptance tests or quality
certificates of the motors. However, the interaction among the stakeholders is typically a salescustomer relationship.

2.4.1.2 Tailor-Made Solutions Approach
Applications demanding customized-solutions of electric machines are increasing, common
examples are the automotive and aerospace industry. Automotive manufacturers are even improving
production processes to include electric motors in their value chain [103]. For tailor-made solutions,
design requirements are derived through a detailed analysis, where both, client and
designer/manufacturer are involved during the development process or life cycle of the motor.
Depending on the case, an efficient specification stage may involve different domain experts to obtain
the requirements. In [104], the author acknowledges the need to consider the point of view of all
stakeholders for an integrated design approach. In [105], the author states the objective of the
specifications is to translate the function of the driven-load into the terms of electric drives, providing
a classification of characteristics of the system with examples. An application example demanding
special requirements on electric motors is presented in [106].
In conclusion, from the literature review, it can be stated that there is not a systematic approach
that defines the iteration among the different stakeholders that are involved in the requirement
development process. At the same time, there is a lack of a systematic organization among the
different requirements. To have a successful design without spending time on redesign tasks, it is
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highly recommended that different technical experts check in detail the feasibility of all requirements
that are associated with their engineering domain. The technical reviewing can become hard to do if
the process is not well approached. Typically, an unwanted result is the waste of time due to several
re-analysis of the same requirement. Regarding electric machine design, the absence of requirement
engineering with a systematic approach in the technical literature is mainly due to the fact that the
requirements are presented—as given—with all the details predefined. This level of detail is hard to
achieve in tailor-made solutions and is recommended to have a collaborative approach between the
integrator and developer to define accurate and realistic requirements. Therefore, this section presents
a requirement engineering framework with a systematic approach describing a collaborative iteration
among the stakeholders (eMachine integrator and eMachine developer) as a contribution to the lack
of literature regarding this problem.

2.4.2 The framework
In this section, the requirements framework is presented through the Systems Modeling
Language (SysML) diagrams. It is broken down into five subsections: the stakeholders, classification
of requirements package, activities, qualification of requirements, and tools. This requirement
engineering framework aims to provide a specialized guideline to electric machine developers. Users
may adjust, add, or skip any aspect of the framework to suit their project.

2.4.2.1 Stakeholders
The framework identifies two stakeholders, the integrator and the machine developer
(designer/manufacturer). The integrator is the actor or actors that are interested in integrating the
developed electric machine into the application for which it is designed. The integrator is considered
the expert in the particular application; in other words, the integrator has a complete knowledge in
the application system, but usually no expertise regarding electric machine design. The electric
machine developer is the actor or actors responsible for the design/manufacturing of the machine
satisfying the integrators’ requirements. The generalization of the latter actor is shown in Fig. 2-13.
This generalization shows that the developer can be represented by several actors with expertise in
the different fields that are involved in the electric machine development process. The framework is
made from the electric machine developer’s perspective.
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uc [Package] SpecificationStage [Electric Motor Manufacturer or Designer Generalization]

eMotor Developer

Electrical Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Insulation System Expert

Structural Expert

Vibrations and Noise Expert

Thermal or Cooling System Expert

Control Engineer

Electromagnetic Expert

EMC Expert

Insulation System Expert
Vibrations and Noise Expert
Thermal or Cooling System Expert

Fig. 2-13. Generalization of the electric machine developer.

The use case diagram shown in Fig. 2-14. illustrates both actors with their implications within
the context of this framework. In summary, it can be seen that the integrator defines the machine
requirements from the application point of view, which includes a clear description or explanation of
the application system. On the other hand, the electric machine developer must derive the integrators’
requirements into the different technical domains to develop the machine following an efficient
process. This includes the process of interpreting each requirement; it may also include an
engineering assessment of the application system, i.e., to model the application system to obtain its
operating characteristics. Finally, both actors are involved in the approval, editions, or rejections of
requirements during the entire development process.
uc [Package] SpecificationStage [IntegratorManufacturerUseCases]

Generate Motor Design Requirements Specification Context

Develop motor

Integrate the motor
into the application
Explain the application
system

«include»

Derive requirements into
the different technical
domains

Define motor requirements
related to the motor
application integration

«include»

1..*

«extend»

Approve requirements
specification change

eMotor Integrator

«extend»

«include»

Assess integrator
with the system
application

1..*

Interpret integrator's
requirements
eMotor Developer

Definition, additions,editions or
rejections by either actors

Fig. 2-14. Use case diagram of stakeholders in the requirements specification context.
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2.4.2.2 Classification of requirements package
In order to facilitate the requirements analysis, the proposal is to divide the requirements into
three general packages representing different levels, as it is shown in Fig. 2-15 and described below.
1. Application essential requirements from the integrator. The requirements contained in the
initial specification are classified into different non-functional groups, such as operability,
serviceability, reliability, comfort, special, and standards/regulations/policies requirements
packages. The satisfaction of these requirements ensures the machine correct performance in
the system application.
2. Technical derived requirements. These are derived or copied from the essential requirements
into the different disciplines: mechanical, electrical, control, manufacturing engineering, also
additional requirements and cross-domain objectives. The satisfaction of these requirements
ensures the correct design and performance of the machine during the development process
and the system application integration tests.
3. Domain-specific derived requirements. These are derived or copied from the technical
derived requirements into the different domains that are involved in the machine
development; herein emphasizing: structural, electromagnetic, vibro-acoustics, insulation,
thermal, and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). The satisfaction of these requirements
ensures the correct design and performance of the motor during the development process.
pkg [Package] SpecificationStage [RequirementsSpecification]
eMotor Requirements Specification

Application Essential Requirements from Integrator
Comfort Requirements

Operability Requirements

Regulations/Standars/Policies

Reliability Requirements

Serviceability Requirement

Special Requirements

The satisfaction of
these ensures the
correct performance of
the motor in the system
application.

Technical Derived Requirements

Additional Requirements

ManufacturingRequirements

Control Requirements

Mechanical Requirements

Motor General or Specific Objectives

Electrical Requirements

The satisfaction of
these ensures the
correct design and
performance of the
motor during the
development process.

Specific Domain Derived Requirements
Electromagnetic Requirements

Structural Requirements

Thermal Requirements

Vibro-acoustic Requirements

Insulation Requirements

EMC Requirements

Fig. 2-15. Classification packages of requirements.

Table 2-2 shows examples of requirements that fit on each group. However, the developer
(experts in their field) should decide this internal classification. The essential requirements may be
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found in compound form in the initial requirements specifications. If this is the case, to better define
them, these ought to be decomposed into more requirements. Some may be implicit; nevertheless, if
an analysis is carried out, these should be categorized as derived and put inside one of the technical
derived disciplines group. Regarding the domain-specific requirements, these are the ones that each
domain need to design its respective partition. Some requirements may only be copied from a higherlevel group.
Table 2-2. Examples of requirements for each package.

Requirements Examples

Package

Application Essential Requirements Package
Operability

Power sources, ratings, torque, speed, efficiency, service factor, duty cycle,
environmental conditions, insulation, mounting, frame size.

Serviceability

Requirements related to ease of maintenance, ease of recycling, monitoring sensors
(e.g., resistance temperature detectors (RTDs)).

Comfort

Noise and Vibrations, dynamic smoothness control, continuous operation
smoothness.

Reliability

Life expectancy, permissible design or manufacturing tolerances, lead times, fault
tolerances, tests.

Special

Transportation, training, mounting, assembly (e.g., on site), commissioning.

Regulations/standards/policies

Regulations, standards or policies that the motor must accomplish or follow.

Technical Derived Requirements Package
Mechanical

Shaft torque, vibration and noise levels, types of bearings, rotor inertia, speed, shaft
design, frame design, stresses, thermal constraints, cooling systems options,
mounting constraints, enclosure type with the environment, insulation, size
constraints, materials, sensors, related standards/regulations/policies, and others.

Electrical

Electromagnetic torque, winding arrangement, power factor, efficiency, voltage
constraints, current constraints, size constraints, number of phases, insulation,
thermal constraints, losses, torque density, electric motor type, materials, duty cycle
or speed vs. torque curve, inductances, electromagnetic interferences, sensors,
converter type, converter power ratings, related standards/regulations/policies, and
others.

Control

Control strategy, switching frequency, converter type, sensors, phases, related
standards/regulations/policies, and others.

Manufacturing

Machined lamination, stamped lamination, coil formation, encapsulation,
impregnation, interference fit, rotor balancing, winding process, magnets mounting,
magnets retention, magnetization, winding process, machined shaft, forged shaft,
stack assembly, tolerances, related standards/regulations/policies, and others.

Machine General or Specific
Objectives

Cost, materials, efficiency, lead time manufacturing, lead time design, motor type,
life cycle, and others not included in other requirements classification.

2.4.2.3 Activities
The main activities of the proposed framework are shown in Fig. 2-16. The process starts when
the integrator makes and handles the requirements specification of the application to the developer
usually with explicit or implicit objectives. In this document, the regulations/standards/policies to be
taken into account are also commonly included. After a quick inspection, if the developer finds the
need for any information not available in order to start the requirement analysis, a request for
information must be made. Otherwise, the next activity is to analyze the application requirements.
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Generally, in this first stage, ambiguities are found, these must be avoided and well defined
with the approval of both parts. For instance, “the motor must be highly efficient”. This statement is
not quantifiable; therefore, a measurable quantity should be assigned either by a standard
nomenclature (E2, E3, E4) or a restriction (>80%). The activity, analyze the application requirements,
is composed of the different actions that are shown in Fig. 2-17. First, the developer should verify all
the requirements and objectives from the integrator are within the application context in order to state
the changes or to avoid additional work. Once this is done, the requirements must be classified into
the different generalized non-functional groups that are described in Section 2.4.2.2.
Regulatoins / Standards / Policies

act [Package] SpecificationStage [Generate motor requirements design specifications]

Electric Motor Integrator

Elect ric Mot or Developer

Request inf orm ation
[else]
[all data available]

Def ine applicat ion
specif ications

Def ine motor objectiv es

Application Specifications

Specifications & Objectives

Motor Objectives

Analyze the application requirements
Specifications & Objectives

Requirements Specification of Integrator

Requirements

Specifications & Objectives

Requirements

Requirements

Validate Requirements and Motor Type for Application

MotorType

Select Motor Type
Motor Type

Definite and Revised Requirements

Definite and Revised Requirements

Definite and Revised Requirements

[revised reqs exist]

Document with detailed specifications
for the different domains focus on
motor development. Here is where
derivations of requirements into the
different domains should take place.

[revised reqs not exist]

Definite Requirements

Definite Requirements

Create definite requirements specification
for the motor application integration

Requirements Specification by Integrator

C reate deta iled requirem ents
specification for motor dev elope ment

Detailed Requirements Specification

Requirements Specification by Integrator

Detailed Requirements Specification

Requirements document defined from the
motor integrator's perspective.

Make Sizing and Performance Results Estimations
Sizing and Performance Results

Sizing and Performance Result s

P rioritize obje ctiv es

Detailed Requirements Specification
Priorized Objectives
Priorized Objectives

D efine ge neral obje ctiv e to
optimize

Motor Requirements Design Specification

Fig. 2-16. Main activity diagram of the framework.
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Specifications & Objectives
act [Package] SpecificationStage [Analyze the application requirements]

Specifications & Objectives
Verify requirements are within
the application system scope

- Operation requirements
- Service requirements
- Comfort requirements
- Reliability requirements
- Special requirements

Specifications & Objectives
[within application context]

Specifications & Objectives
[within application context]

Classify requirements into generalized
non-functional groups
Requirements & Objectives

Requirements & Objectives
Verify technical viability of requirements
Requirements and Objectives [verified]
Requirements & Objectives [verified]
Approve requirements

Requirements

[Approved]

Requirements

[not approved]

Requirements [with changes or rejections]

Requirements

Make rejections, additions or
changes to requirements

Fig. 2-17. Analyze the application requirements - activity.

The next activity is to verify the technical viability of the requirements that contain the actions
shown in Fig. 2-18. To verify the technical viability of the requirements is necessary to derive
requirements into the different disciplines involved in the project, these disciplines were described in
Section 2.4.2.2. The analysis to derive requirements into the different disciplines is application
dependent. This process may involve meetings, measurements on-site, testing, simulations, and all
the activities that lead to obtaining the operating characteristics of the driven load. When the
requirements are defined, their technical viability and cost feasibility must be verified. Once this is
done, the result is a set of revised and verified requirements. Resuming the activities of Fig. 2-17, the
requirement identification considering its approval, rejection, or modification takes place. The
requirements must have an attribute that states one of the aforementioned options.
The next step in the main activity diagram (Fig. 2-16) is to handle the requirements that are of
interest to the integrator to approve, reject, or modify them. In addition, the motor type must be
selected if it is not explicitly defined in the initial document. This is done by comparing costs and
technical criteria among the different motor technologies considering the one that best fits the
application system. Examples can be found in [107], [108]. The integrator must validate the
requirements and motor type. This activity is illustrated in Fig. 2-19. Definite or revised requirements
are the output of this activity. Revised requirements must be transferred to the developer to be
approved, rejected, or changed. This is a cycle that must end when both parts agree with the
requirements (definite requirements) and when both parts consider the project is well-defined in order
to start the design phase.
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Once the definite requirements are available, it is good practice for the integrator to redo the
requirements specification from his perspective. The next step is to create a detailed requirements
specification for the motor development. It is here where the derivation of requirements to the specific
domains that were mentioned in Section 2.4.2.2 take place. This derivation of requirements is done
from the different disciplines to each specific domain. For instance, in the case that the design needs
to have low levels of vibrations and noise (mechanical requirements), a requirement that limits the
torque ripple can be derived to the electromagnetic domain. The integrator may specify the vibration
or noise level but not a torque ripple constraint (if he is not aware of the term), so this job must be
carried out by the developer.
The next activity (make sizing and performance results estimations) involves checking the
possibility to make an early virtual prototype with previous designs or with analytical models to give
the integrator an idea of what is possible to be achieved. What this step tries to accomplish is the
validation in a preliminary way (not definite) of the space constraints, costs, materials, or any other
parameter of interest. However, this is not always possible more so when the project is innovative. If
it can be done, the integrator can develop new requirements or prioritize objectives. If objectives are
prioritized, then the developer can better define general objectives to be optimized. At the end of the
process, the developer has a motor requirements design specification that allows him to start the
design phase. Obviously, the requirements, during the development process may be subjected to
modifications or new requirements may appear. Therefore, the appropriate step must be retaken.
Requirements & Objectives
act [Package] SpecificationStage [Verify Technical Viability]

- Electrical
- Mechanical
- Control
- Manufacturing
- Additional

Derive requirements into disciplines
Requirements & Objectives [derived]

An application system assessment
may be necessary in order to
derive requirements
Requirements & Objectives[derived]

Verify technical viability of requirements

Requirements & Objectives[Technical Verified]

Requirements & Objectives[Technical Verified]
Verify cost feasibility of requirements

Requirements and Objectives [verified]

Fig. 2-18. Verify technical viability - activity.
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act [Package] SpecificationStage [Validate Requirements and Motor Type for Application]

Requirements

Validate requirements

[not Valid]

Requirements

Revise requirements
[valid]

MotorType

Validate motor type

MotorType

Requirements

[not Valid]

Definite and Revised Requirements
[valid]

Fig. 2-19. Validate requirements and motor type - activity.

2.4.2.4 Qualification of requirements
The term qualification refers to the testing activity that ensures the solution has its conformance
to requirements [98]. During the specification stage, tests that verify the satisfaction of the
requirements and validate the design and manufacturing stages should also be defined. The tests are
generalized into five different types:
1. Virtual prototype performance testing: These tests are done through simulations to the
electric machine by the different domains. It should be carried out in the conceptual design
phase.
2. Virtual system application performance testing: These tests integrate the electric machine
into the application, but they are also carried out through simulations during the conceptual
design phase.
3. Prototype performance testing: These tests are carried out on the manufactured prototype
in a laboratory. These tests include type testing, routine testing, or any research testing.
4. Manufacturing tolerance testing: These tests are done to components when interested in
serial or mass production.
5. System application performance testing: These tests integrate the electric machine into the
application and ensure the correct performance of the machine with the load system.
Previously, factory acceptance tests may be included only if the manufactured machine is
considered to be the final solution. Fig. 2-20 illustrates the relationship among these
generalized tests and the requirements packages. The realization of these tests should
verify the satisfaction of the requirements within each package.
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req [Package] SpecificationStage [Verification and Validation]
Application Essential Requirements from Integrato
«Test»

System Application Performance Testing

«verify»

«verify»
Technical Derived Requirement
«Test»

Virtual System Application Performance Testing

Specific Domain Derived Requirement

«verify»

«verify»
«verify»

«verify»

«verify»

«verify»

«Test»

«Test»

«Test»

Virtual Prototype Performance Testing

Prototype Perfomance Testing

Manufacturing Tolerance Testing

Fig. 2-20. Generalized tests and verification of requirements.

2.4.2.5 Tools
To carry out the framework, requirement management tools are recommended and, if available,
model-based systems engineering (MBSE) tools. Regarding requirement management, several opensource and commercial tools are available, such as ReqIF Studio and Rational Doors, respectively.
Available MBSE tools are also offered as open-source, like Papyrus, and commercial ones, like
Rational Rhapsody, Enterprise Architect, Magic-draw, and others. The tools allow for the creation of
matrices and tables that facilitate the view of relationships and the traceability of requirements.

2.4.3 Use case example: deriving electromagnetic requirements for an
elevator application.
A use case example is presented regarding the request for a tailor-made electric motor for an
elevator system application. The tools used are IBM Rational Doors 9.5 and IBM Rational Rhapsody
8.3.1. The mechanical system of the elevator consists of a 2:1 roping ratio with one cabin, one
counterweight, a set of cables, and two pulleys. In this example, we focus the framework only on
electromagnetic requirements derivation from given requirements handled by the integrator for the
design of a surface permanent magnet synchronous motor. Herein, all requirements identification
(ID) are described with the prefix elevSysPM, which belongs to the project name followed by the
package owing the requirement, as shown in Table 2-3 and finally a unique number e.g. elevSysPMInRS-01.
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Table 2-3. Requirement package IDs.

Requirement Package ID

Package Name

InRS

Integrator’s requirements

MechRS

Mechanical engineering requirements

ElecRS

Electrical engineering requirements

ControlRS

Control engineering requirements

ManufRS

Manufacturing engineering requirements

ObjRS

Set objectives during the development process

ElecmgnRS

Electromagnetic requirements

2.4.3.1 Requirements within the elevator system application scope
The initial requirements specification was provided in a word document. After its acceptance,
this is imported to Rational Doors and a classification is made separating the non-requirements from
requirements. Fig. 2-21 shows a screenshot of Doors where some requirements can be seen with their
attributes. The same figure shows a classification of the requirements into the six non-functional
groups: operability, reliability, comfort, serviceability, special, and standards/regulations/policies.
The status attribute shown comes posterior to the verification of the technical viability of the
requirements; nevertheless, it is shown as an example.

2.4.3.2 Deriving requirements into disciplines
The requirements are imported from Doors to Rhapsody to illustrate the process of derivation.
In order to derive requirements into the different disciplines for this customized motor design, first,
the operation characteristics curves (speed, torque, acceleration, jerk, and position) of the system
must be obtained. A system assessment is carried out due to the initial specification not presenting
these curves. The initial specification does present the important parameters to derive these curves.
Fig. 2-22 shows the curves that were processed through parametric diagrams using the equations of
Fig. 2-23. The equations that model the behavior of the system were obtained and agreed among the
stakeholders and stored as constraint properties.
The operating characteristics curves were obtained for a trip distance of 7.2 m, i.e., two floors
of 3.6 m in height. The trip ends in 8 s, and at that distance, the brake is activated releasing the motor
from doing work. The minimum time that is required by the elevator system to stop is 12 s, time for
doors to open, people to get in/off, and doors to close. Therefore, the worst case scenario thermally
speaking is to study a cycle of 20 s. All the aforementioned information is captured in the diagram to
illustrate the derivation of mechanical requirements.
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Fig. 2-21. Initial requirements classification in Rational Doors.
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Fig. 2-22. Operating characteristics curves of the elevator.
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bdd [Package] ElevatorStructure [Elevator System Operation Constraints]
1

«C onstraintP roperty »

1

«C onstraintP roperty »

WeightRelationship

AccelerationRelationship

C onstraints

C onstraints

{{Mcw_relationship} Mcw = Mcb + F*Qmax}

1

C onstraints

{{amax} amax = jk * tj}

Ports

«C onstraintP roperty »

ElevCharacteristics

{{elevCharacteristics} [Tr, Tpeak, Nrpm, Trms] = elevSys(ropi...

Ports

Ports

F:Real

amax:MeterPerSecondSquared

Mcb:Kilogram

jk:MeterPerSecondCubed

Mcw:Kilogram

ta:Second

accel:MeterPerSecondSquared
D:NewtonSecondPerMeterSquared
Dp:Meter

Qmax:Kilogram

eff:RhpReal

F: counterweight load coefficient
Mcb: Mass of cabin
Mcw: Mass of counterweight
Qmax: Maximum load

jerk:MeterPerSecondCubed

amax: maximum acceleration
jk: jerk in meter per second cubed
tj: time of jerk

Jmaq:KilogramMeterSquared
Mcb:Kilogram
Nrpm:RPM
Phi:RhpReal
Q:Kilogram
roping_ratio:int
tcycle:Second

1

«C onstraintP roperty »

1

RatedTorqueRelationship

InertiaRelationship

Constraints

Constraints

{{RatedTorque} Tr = 1/4 * Mdiff * Dp * g / eff}

Tr:NewtonMeter
Trms:NewtonMeter
trms:Second

{{Jmax} Jmax = 1/16*Msum*Dp^2/eff + Jmaq}

Ports

tvapp:Second
Vapp:MeterPerSecond

Ports

Vrated:MeterPerSecond

Dp:Meter

Dp:Meter

eff:RhpReal

eff:RhpReal

g:MeterPerSecondSquared

Jmaq:KilogramMeterSquared

Mdiff:Kilogram

Jmax:KilogramMeterSquared

Tr:NewtonMeter

Msum:Kilogram

Tr: rated torque
Mdiff: mass difference between cabin and
counterweight with cables
Dp: pulley diameter
g: gravitational acceleration
eff:efficiency of the elevator system

Tpeak:NewtonMeter

«C onstraintP roperty »

Wcbcable:Kilogram
Wcwcable:Kilogram

The rules are declared and used in a matlab script file,
check hyperlink to file.

Jmax: maximum inertia of the system
Msum: total mass
Jmaq: motor inertia
eff: efficiency of the system
Dp: pulley diameter
1

«C onstraintP roperty »

SpeedRelationship
{{Nrpm} Nrpm=2*vmax*r/Dp*60/(2*pi)}
1

«C onstraintP roperty »

1

«C onstraintP roperty »

MassRelationship

PeakTorque

Constraints

Constraints

{{Mdiff} Mdiff = Mcb + Q + Wcbcable - Mcw - Wcwcable}

{{PeakTorque} Tpeak = J * amax/Dp * 2 * r + Tr + ...

{{Msum} Msum = Mcb + Q + Wcbcable + Mcw+ Wcwcable}
amax:MeterPerSecondSquared
D:NewtonSecondPerMeterSquared

Mcb:Kilogram

Dp:Meter

Mcw:Kilogram

J:KilogramMeterSquared

Mdiff:Kilogram

Dp:Meter
Nrpm:RPM
r:int
vmax:MeterPerSecond

Dp:Pulley diameter
r:roping ratio
vmax:elevator speed in m/s
Nrpm:rotational speed

Nrpm:RPM

Msum:Kilogram

r:int

Q:Kilogram

Tpeak:NewtonMeter

Wcbcable:Kilogram

Tr:NewtonMeter

Wcwcable:Kilogram

Mdiff: mass difference due to cabin, cw and cables
Msum: total mass due to cabin, cw and cables
Mcb: mass of cabin
Q: load of the elevator
Wcbcable: mass of cables of cabin
m2: mass due to counterweight and cables
Mcw: counterweight mass
Wcwcable: mass of cables of counterweight

Tmax: maximum torque
J:maximum inertia
a_max: maximum acceleration
Dp: pulley diameter
r: roping ratio
Tr: rated torque
D: viscosity
Nrpm: motor speed

Fig. 2-23. Equations modeling the elevator system operating characteristics.

The requirement diagram in Fig. 2-24 shows the relationships of this elevator operation
characteristics requirement derived as a mechanical requirement from the initial requirements. Fig.
2-25 shows the parametric diagrams that refine this requirement. Although not being shown in the
figure, for each characteristic curve a mechanical requirement is also created, i.e., this requirement
contains five mechanical requirements one for each curve. These are used later to derive the
electromagnetic requirements.
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req [Package] Mechanical [Elevator Operation Characteristics Reqs]
«fromDOORS Basic»

«fromDOORS Basic»

elevSysPM-InRS-80

elevSysPM-InRS-75

«fromDOORS Basic»

elevSysPM-InRS-76

ID = elevSysPM-InRS-80

ID = elevSysPM-InRS-75

The main characteristics of the elevator system are
presented in the following table:

The elevator has a 2:1 suspension
configuration as detailed in
drawings, the maximum capacity of
8 persons with a speed of 1.6 m/s.
The cabin weight is 1200 kg and
the counterweight is dimensioned
to half of the maximum weight
including cabin and load (persons).
The total weight of cables from the
cabin side is 90 kg and the total
weight of cables from the
counterweight side is 18.75 kg.

Elevator characteristicValue [units]
Pulley diameter160 [mm]
Maximum speed1.6 [m/s]
Jerk2 [m/s3]
Maximum Acceleration time2.85 [s]
Maximum acceleration0.7 [m/s2]
Number of persons8
Mean weight per person78.75 [kg]
Cabin weight1200 [kg]
Counterweight weight1515 [kg]
Cables weight (cabin side)90 [kg]
Cables weight (counterweight side)18.75 [kg]
Efficiency of the system82.5%

ID = elevSysPM-InRS-76
The maximum jerk is of 2 m/s3. The
elevator shall accelerate from 0
m/s to maximum speed of 1.6 m/s
within a time period of 2.85
seconds. The time acceleration
shall reach its maximum value is
0.35 seconds. The efficiency of the
entire elevator system is 82.5%.

«fromDOORS Basic»

elevSysPM-InRS-79
«fromDOORS Basic»

ID =
elevSysPM-InRS-79
«deriveReqt»
«deriveReqt»

«deriveReqt»

elevSysPM-InRS-78
ID = elevSysPM-InRS-78

The elevator shall travel
at a minimum rated
average speed of 1
m/s, irrespective of
travel distance.

«deriveReqt»

The elevator shall be
capable of making 180
starts per hour in either
direction, without
overheating.

«Requirement»

Elevator Operation Characteristics
ID = elevSysPM-MechRS-01

«deriveReqt»

The motor shall satisfy the elevator operation
characteristics.

«Requirement»

Time of Cycle

«deriveReqt»

ID = elevSysPM-MechRS-08
The time cycle for each start is 20 seconds.

«Requirement»

«Requirement»

Moving Time
«Requirement»

Distance of Travel

«deriveReqt»

Minimum time required for
doors to open, people to get
on/off and doors to close

Stop Time

ID = elevSysPM-MechRS-09

ID = elevSysPM-MechRS-10

Time of motion is of 8 seconds.

Stop time is 12 seconds

ID = elevSysPM-MechRS-11
The distance traveled is 7.2 meters
regarded to two floors of 3.6
meters.

Fig. 2-24. Mechanical requirements derivation.
par [Package] ElevatorStructure [ElevatorCharacteristicCurves]
«S tructure»

Elevator

1

jerk:MeterPerSecondCubed

«parameter»

Jerk:RhpReal=2

«C onstraintP roperty »

«P roduct»

ElevCharacteristics

PMMotor

C onstraints

{{elevCharacteristics} [Tr, Tp...

Jmaq:KilogramMeterSquared
«parameter»

req [Package] Mechanical [Elevator Characteristics Refinement]

Jmaq:RhpReal=0.4
«parameter»

TimeOfApproachVelocity:RhpReal

tvapp:Second
Nrpm:RPM

«parameter»

«Parametric Diagram»

RatedSpeed:RhpReal
«parameter»

accel:MeterPerSecondSquared

MaxAcceleration:RhpReal=0.7

Tr:NewtonMeter

«parameter»

RatedTorque:RhpReal

«Requirement»

tcycle:Second

«parameter»

TimeOfCycle:Second

Tpeak:NewtonMeter

Elevator Operation Characteristics

«parameter»

PeakTorque:RhpReal

roping_ratio:int

«parameter»

«refine»

RopingRatio:int=2

«parameter»

Trms:NewtonMeter

RMSTorque:RhpReal

The motor shall satisfy the
elevator operation characteristics.

eff:RhpReal

EfficiencyOfSystem:RhpReal

«parameter»

ViscosityCoeff:RhpReal=0.1

«parameter»

VelocityOfApproach:MeterPerSecond

«parameter»

ID = elevSysPM-MechRS-01

«parameter»

Vrated:MeterPerSecond
«parameter»

MaxSpeed:RhpReal=1.6

ElevatorCharacteristicCurves
D:NewtonSecondPerMeterSquared

Dp:Meter

Vapp:MeterPerSecond

Wcwcable:Kilogram

«Parametric Diagram»

«refine»

Elevator System Characteristics Curves

10

Position [m] 5

trms:Second

Wcbcable:Kilogram

TimeforRMSCycle:Second

«part»

0

Pulley

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

5

6

7

8

5

6

7

8

5

6

7

8

5

6

7

Time [s]
2

Velocity [m/s] 1

«parameter»

Mcb:Kilogram Q:Kilogram

Phi:RhpReal

0

PulleyDiameter:RhpReal=0.16

4

Time [s]
1

Acceleration [m/s2 ] 0

«part»

-1

Cabin

0

1

2

3

4

Time [s]
2

«part»

3

Jerk [m/s ] 0

Cable

«parameter»

MassCabin:RhpReal=1200

-2

1

2

3

4

400

CablesCWSideWeight:RhpReal=18.75

Torque [Nm] 200

«parameter»

MaximumLoad:RhpReal=630

0

0

1

2

3

4

8

Time [s]

«parameter»

400

CablesCabinSideWeight:RhpReal=90

Torque [Nm] 200
0

ElevatorTorqueAndSpeed

«part»

0

Time [s]

«parameter»

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

Time [s]

Counterweight

«parameter»

LoadCoefficient:RhpReal=0.5

a)

b)

Fig. 2-25. Elevator operating characteristics refinement: a) Parametric diagram to compute operating characteristics
curves; b) Requirement refinement through parametric diagrams.

Fig. 2-26 shows some electrical requirements derivation relationships; it can be seen that some
requirements may just be copied from the initial requirements. However, with a different id, to know
to which specialized package it belongs. In summary, the converter is specified; due to its
specifications, the motor shall be a three-phase motor with a current less than or equal to 15 Amperes
and the rated line-to-line voltage is limited to 400 V. The converter has the option of using space
vector pulse-width modulation (PWM). Accordingly, a control requirement is derived stating to use
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this type of modulation because the operating voltage obtained from it is a maximum, thus lowering
the operating current.
req [Package] Electrical [Electrical Requirements Derivation]

«Requirement»

Motor Efficiency
«fromDOORS Basic»

«fromDOORS Basic»

elevSysPM-InRS-276

elevSysPM-InRS-146

«copy»

ID = elevSysPM-InRS-276
The motor shall be suitable for operation from converter supply which is
fed by a 3 phase 4 wire 400 +10 % 50 Hz power supply having a solidly
grounded neutral and a phase sequence of UVW. The converter is a
Unidrive M701 from NIDEC, model 06500150 with the following ratings:
DC Bus: 575 V
Rated Current: 15 A
Shaft Power: 7.5 kW
Peak Current open loop: 22.5 A
Peak Current RFC: 30 A

«fromDOORS Basic»

«deriveReqt»

«copy»

«Requirement»

«deriveReqt»

«deriveReqt»
«deriveReqt»

Rated Current

ID = elevSysPM-ControlRS-04

Rated Voltage
«deriveReqt»

The modulation shall be Space Vector
PWM.

The rated current shall be less
than or equal to 15 A.

ID = elevSysPM-ElecRS-02

The power factor at full rated
load of the motor shall be not
less than 0.80 per unit.

The rated line-to-line voltage
limit of the motor is 400 V.
The voltage shall be as a
close to 400 V as possible.

«Requirement»

Number of Phases
ID = elevSysPM-ElecRS-10

«Requirement»

Winding Insulation

The motor shall be 3-phase
«deriveReqt»
elevSysPM-InRS-203

The higher voltage the lower
current,therefore, lower joule losses.

«fromDOORS Basic»

«Requirement»

elevSysPM-InRS-205

«fromDOORS Basic»

elevSysPM-InRS-208

«Requirement»

«deriveReqt»

Winding Thermistors
ID = elevSysPM-ElecRS-09

«fromDOORS Basic»

«deriveReqt»

«fromDOORS Basic»

ID = elevSysPM-ElecRS-07
The winding insulation shall be class F.

«fromDOORS Basic»

elevSysPM-InRS-278

«Requirement»

Rated Power Factor
ID = elevSysPM-ElecRS-05

«Requirement»

Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation

elevSysPM-InRS-277

The motor shall be high
efficient, having an efficiency
not less than 85%.

elevSysPM-InRS-148

ID = elevSysPM-ElecRS-03

«Requirement»

ID = elevSysPM-ElecRS-04

The motor shall have a PTC
thermistor embedded in each winding
with a trip value of 1000 ohm

Winding Temperature Rise
«copy»

ID = elevSysPM-ElecRS-08
The winding shall not exceed a class B
temperature rise under normal
operating conditions.

«deriveReqt»

Fig. 2-26. Electrical requirements derivation.

The motor selected for this particular case is a surface permanent magnet motor, selected due
to the ease of manufacturing leading to lower costs and because the required speeds are considered
that can be satisfied by this type of motor.

2.4.3.3 Deriving electromagnetic requirements
This phase is reached when the aforementioned requirements are considered to be good enough
by both parts to start the design phase. However, the designer/manufacturer must derive more into
specific domains in order to detail better his objectives with the design. Following the framework,
these requirements must be derived from the technical requirements of the different disciplines, not
directly from the integrator’s requirement, if the need exists, first a copy should be made into a
discipline before deriving into a domain-specific package. The same process backward if the creation
of a new requirement needs to go to a higher level package.
Fig. 2-27 shows an example of electromagnetic requirements derivation. In this case, the
decision to use an already available design by selecting the stamping die for the stator and rotor
laminations is taken based on the motor frame dimensions, type of motor, and cross-domain objective
of comfort. This contains three requirements specifying the laminations for the stator, rotor, and type
of steel. The stator and rotor laminations instances, also shown with its attributes in the diagram,
satisfy these requirements. As a consequence of this requirement, the air gap is fixed to 1 mm. In
A Knowledge-Based Engineering System Framework for the Development of Electric Machines
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addition, this requirement affects other domains; therefore, a copy is made to the manufacturing
package. The torque ripple shall be less than 2% of the rated torque, because comfort is one of the
main objectives and the requirement of the noise level. Finally, mechanical and electrical
requirements, such as rated voltage, speed, torque, and others are copied.
req [Pack age] Electromagnetic [Electromagnetic Requirements]
«Requir ement»

«Requir ement»

Motor F rame Dimensions

Surface Permanent Magnet Motor

ID = elev Sy sPM-MechRS-18
The motor frame dimensions is limited to the
following dimensions:
Width400 [mm]
Length145 [mm]
Height400 [mm]
Shaft height from floor170 [mm]

«Requir ement»

«Requir ement»

Motor Noise Lev el

C omfort

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecRS-06

ID = elev Sy sPM-O bjRS-01

ID = elev Sy sPM-MechRS-23

The motor ty pe shall be a Surface
Permanent Magnet Sy nchronous
Motor (SPMSM).

The domains shall design aiming low
lev els of v ibrations and noise.

The noise of the motor shall not exceed 70
dB(A ) measured at 1 m from the motor.

«Requir ement»

Rated Speed
ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-07
«Requir ement»

Rated Speed

«deriveReqt»
«deriveReqt»

«deriveReqt»

«deriveReqt»

«copy »

«deriveReqt»

«Requir ement»

Peak Shaft Torque

«Requir ement»

«Requir ement»

Torque Ripple

Peak Shaft Torque

«copy »

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-08

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-06

«Requir ement»

«Requir ement»

A irgap Length

«Requir ement»

The airgap length shall be 1 mm.

The motor torque ripple on rated operation
shall be equal or less than 2% of the rated
torque.

Stamping Die Q 18P16M80065D

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-05

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-01
«deriveReqt»

The motor shall be design using the stator
and rotor die Q 18P16M80065D.

«Requir ement»

Stamping Die Q 18P16M80065D

«copy »

«Requir ement»

Rated Shaft Torque

«copy »

Rated Shaft Torque
ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-09

«Requir ement»

«Requir ement»

RMS Torque
«copy »

RMS Torque
ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-10

ID = elev Sy sPM-ManufRS-03
«Requir ement»

Rated Voltage
«copy »
«Requir ement»

«Requir ement»

«Requir ement»

Rotor Lamination P16M80065D

Stator Lamination Q18M80065D

Lamination Steel

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-02

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-03

ID = elev Sy sPM -ElecmgnRS-04

Use stator lamination die id: Q 18M80065D

Use rotor lamination die id: P16M80065D

The lamination steel shall be
M80065D

«Requir ement»

Rated Voltage
ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-11

«Requir ement»

Shaft Torque C haracteristic
«copy »

«Requir ement»

Shaft Torque C haracteristic

«Requir ement»

Speed C haracteristic

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-12
«copy »

«satisfy »

«satisfy »

StatorQ1 8M80065D:StatorLamination
InstanceS lots

«satisfy »

«satisfy »

«Requir ement»

«Requir ement»

Number of Phases

Speed C haracteristic

RotorP16M8 0065D:Rotor Lamination
InstanceSlots

«parameter» materialtype:RhpString = M80065D

«parameter» materialtype: RhpString = M80065D

«parameter» insulationtype: RhpString = mixed coating

«parameter» PolePairs:int = 8

«parameter» manufacturingprocess:RhpString = Die Stamped

«parameter» ManufacturingProcess: RhpString = Die Stam...

«parameter» OuterDiameter:RhpReal = 300 mm

«parameter» insulationty pe: RhpString = mixed coating

«parameter» InnerDiameter:RhpReal = 215 mm

«parameter» OuterDiameter:RhpReal = 213 mm

ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-13
«copy »
«Requir ement»

Number of Phases
ID = elev Sy sPM-ElecmgnRS-14

Fig. 2-27. Electromagnetic requirements derivation.
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2.5 Discussion
A standardized macro-level framework for the development of electric machines was
proposed. Although emphasis was put in the design process, the system also contemplates the process
towards the industrialization of an electric machine considering manufacturing processes and
components for serial production. The high-level system was presented with enough detail either to
adapt a currently implemented development process or to use it as a starting point for a new
development process. Description of tools that could be implemented and more details that
complements this chapter are considered in Section 4.3.2.
Moreover, the specification stage is a critical part for the correct development of electric
machines. The application of appropriate requirement engineering methods is compulsory to carry
out sufficiently the process. A requirement engineering framework was presented from the
perspective of the designer/manufacturer of electric machines. The framework puts special emphasis
on the derivation of specialized requirements. The framework identified the stakeholders, presented
a classification of requirements, and showed the activities involved in requirement analysis to end
with well-defined requirements in the context of motor development. This work attempts to provide
a practical guideline to the small-medium industry of electric machines to cope with the specification
stage.
The requirement engineering process involves good cooperative and communication skills
among the stakeholders. Therefore, it is worth outlining that this framework lacks guidelines on this
communication process. The requirement framework provides the developer proper contextual
means to perform the process successfully. Nevertheless, the users of the requirement engineering
framework may adjust it according to their needs.
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Chapter 3 KNOWLEDGE BASE GENERATION
MOKA stands for “Methodology and software tools Oriented to Knowledge based engineering
Applications” [28] p.14. It is the result of a European project (Esprit project 25418) developed with
the expectation to reduce cost and time taken to develop KBE applications, which automates routine
design tasks.
MOKA philosophy is the foundation for the Knowledge Base generation process in the
proposed KBES framework in this thesis, therefore, the importance of its description. The objective
of this chapter is to introduce MOKA methodology and to illustrate its adaptation to the electric
machine development process. In addition, the process model is extended in order to fit the purpose
of representing micro-level and macro-level knowledge for electric machines.
This chapter is divided into four sections. Section one presents an introduction. Section two
provides a general background of knowledge-based systems. Section three gives an overview of
MOKA with a short description of the KBE lifecycle route map. Section four presents the adaptation
and extension of MOKA for the electric machine development process. Finally, section five discusses
the adapted methodology.
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3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to show the Knowledge Base generation process. The generation
of the knowledge base is a crucial part of the KBES theory. Therefore, several methodologies have
emerged to cope with this problem. Chapter 1 listed significant KBE methodologies that can be found
in literature. Recently, VDI developed a new KBE guideline [109] (VDI-5610) with the intention of
formulating a universally applicable process to conduct KBE projects [109], suggesting MOKA as a
helpful methodology on this process. Fundamentally, any methodology could be selected. In this
work is more important to select a methodology than finding the best. However, considering MOKA
offers for knowledge representation the MOKA Modelling Language (MML) and a well-structured
knowledge capture and formalization steps. MOKA is selected as the tool for the Knowledge Base
generation process.
Nevertheless, MOKA creators intended to have a neutral methodology format and its focus is
upon the capture and formalize steps. Therefore, for this thesis, an adaptation is derived regarding
electric machines. In this chapter, MOKA methodology is introduced with more detail. The
methodology is adapted and extended for the electric machine design process. For each step of
MOKA, important insights into the development of electric machines are shared. Substantiation of
the knowledge representation is presented through examples.
Curran et al. [11] identified some deficiencies of the MOKA methodology, these deficiencies
are:
1. Its aim is to support the knowledge engineer instead of the end user.
2. The knowledge representation and supporting tools are not entirely identified.
3. Its target is to develop KBE applications not much attention is put to the usage in design
process and does not specify in depth maintenance and knowledge reuse.
4. It is product-oriented instead of process oriented.
Thus, the adaptation of MOKA to the electric machine process was defined having in mind
these deficiencies and seeking to tackle them for a better implementation process. Most of the
information provided in this chapter is synthesized from the knowledge gathered from the experience
of the Electric Machine Research Group from Mondragon Unibertsitatea.
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3.2 Knowledge Based Systems
The purpose of this section is to clarify important concepts use in this thesis regarding
Knowledge Based Systems (KBS). According to [110], Knowledge-Based Systems are software
“designed to emulate the work of experts in a specific area of knowledge” to solve problems. The
term usually gets confused with expert systems. Curran [29] defines an expert system as a knowledge
based system application created “to offer advice, recommendations or explicit cases based on
previously attained relevant knowledge to the end user”.
KBS is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) which contains expert systems, KBE, and others;
this is illustrated in Fig. 3-1. Expert systems were the first knowledge based systems to be developed
and received special attention because its success as first time commercial applications of artificial
intelligence although because of high costs implementation and low computational capacity as well
as lack of knowledge representation methodologies at the time its development did not fulfilled the
product engineering design industry expectations.

Fig. 3-1. KBS in AI domain

For the domain of KBS, common terms important in this thesis are defined in Table 3-1. Many
examples of KBS can be found in different disciplines as medicine, engineering, finance, scheduling,
military and others [111]–[116]. One of the pioneer expert systems is MYCIN developed by Stanford
University concerning medical diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases. A KBS consists of a
knowledge base and an inference engine that are defined in the aforementioned table. To develop a
KBS three kind of disciplines are involved, software engineering, domain experts and knowledge
engineering [117].
KBS is suitable to be implemented in knowledge intensive tasks. Fig. 3-2 shows a typology of
some of these knowledge intensive tasks as described in CommonKADS [118]. The lack of
methodologies to develop KBS has been one of the major disadvantages to their implementations in
engineering industry. Lately, several approaches has been developed but few offer a complete
methodology with theory, methods and tools to establish a correct implementation. Chapter 1
explained that the interest of this work is KBE applied to the development process of electric
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machines. A literature review of KBE with current methodologies was given in Section 1.5. Finally,
as explained in the introduction of this chapter MOKA has been selected and it is described in the
next section.
Table 3-1. KBS related concepts. Adapted from [112], [117]–[120].
Concept

Definition

Data

“Raw digital material”. [118] p. 2

Information

“Interpreted data”. [118] p.2

Domain

Subject or “area of interest”. [118] p.2

Knowledge

“The information about a domain that can be used to solve tasks in that domain”.
[117] https://artint.info/2e/html/ArtInt2e.Ch1.S4.SS2.html#p4

Knowledge base

The knowledge encoded using one of the several representation techniques, which
encloses specialized knowledge on a given subject that makes a human an expert on
a specific domain. [112] p.172

Knowledge engineering

The engineering discipline that deals with the process of analyzing, building and
maintaining KBS involving methods, languages and tools. [120] p. 162

Heuristic knowledge

“A rule of thumb or argument derived from experience”. [119] p. 2

Explicit knowledge

“Knowledge expressed in numbers/words and shared in the form of data, formulas,
specifications, manuals and universals principals”. [119] p. 2

Tacit knowledge

“Knowledge stored in subconscious mind of experts and not easy to document e.g.
intuitions, emotions, mental models”. [119] p. 2

Inference Engine

Algorithms intending to handle the knowledge inside the knowledge base similar to
human reasoning with the ability to derive new information about the problem [112],
[113].

Fig. 3-2. Knowledge intensive tasks. Adapted from [118].
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3.3 MOKA methodology: an overview
MOKA stands for “Methodology and software tools Oriented to Knowledge based engineering
Applications” [28] p.14. MOKA methodology is the result of a European project (Esprit project
25418) and defines KBE as:
“The use of advanced software techniques to capture and re-use product and process
knowledge in an integrated way” [28] p.11.
This definition is adopted throughout this document with particular emphasis on the design
process. The purpose of MOKA as any other KBE methodology is to reduce time and cost for
knowledge-based engineering applications concerning automation of repetitive design tasks while
integrating multidisciplinary expertise domains. MOKA acceptance among industry makes it one of
the most implemented KBE methodologies [6], [121]. MOKA is based on the six KBE lifecycle steps
shown in Fig. 3-3. MOKA literature focus mainly on the technical aspects, the capture and formalize
steps since the other steps are more application dependent.

Fig. 3-3. KBE developing lifecycle of MOKA Methodology [28].

A brief description of each step is now given.
Identify: The process susceptible for KBE application are those where the knowledge is well
defined and its use is repetitive. According to MOKA no KBES should be use when the design
process knowledge is not defined clearly, the technology on the design process changes regularly,
the design process can be modeled in a simple program, the knowledge is not available, and the
organization does not want to invest in a KBES. The activities in this stage may include stating the
objectives and requirements for the target KBE application, to define stakeholders, to set the scope
of the application, to make sure knowledge is well known and can be captured, to define the platform
where it will be implemented.
Justify: It may involve planning, costs, risk management and technical feasibility to use a
KBE solution. The main objectives of this phase are estimation of resources, assessment of risks,
success criteria definition, project plan, use case, win directors acceptance.
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Capture: This involves the process of collecting knowledge, the sources can be experts or any
other sources (e.g. documents), then to structure it into the MOKA informal model representation.
To create this informal model, the knowledge engineer must use the ICARE forms (Illustration,
Constraints, Activities, Rules, and Entities). The goal is to have as output a knowledge book, which
is a text version of the ICARE forms with the purpose to record the expertise knowledge of the
company.
Formalize: In this step, the knowledge is formalized to provide a representation without the
need for formal programming skills. This formal model helps to fill the gap between the knowledge
engineer and the software developer, in other words, between the informal knowledge and the
computer language. The formal knowledge is divided into two models, the product model and the
design process model. The MOKA consortium created the MOKA Modeling Language (MML) to
represent the knowledge in both models with the flexibility to be adapted if needed. The MML is an
extension of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). The product model metamodel is shown in Fig.
3-4. It is composed of five views: structure, function, behavior, technology, and representation. These
views are linked together in order to provide the proper semantic description of the product.
The design process model main goal is to provide the “how” of the of the design process, this
design process can be viewed from the macro-level and micro-level perspective. However, because
the process is application dependent, MOKA only provides some suggestions for the micro-level
view with activity diagrams. In the proposed framework, a new design process model is proposed as
an extension in order to provide a clear knowledge representation. Both, the product model and design
process model are customized with the purpose to make simpler the knowledge representation
regarding the development of electric machines.
Package: This step involves the KBE application developing process; the application is built
by following the formalized knowledge in the previous step. MOKA states that the translation of the
formalized knowledge to code can be done either through a manual or automatic process, however
no automatic tool is provided. For the scope of this thesis the process is manual.
Activate: This step is basically the KBE deployment phase where the KBE application is
delivered to the end users, training of the tool is provided until the tool is in use.
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Fig. 3-4. MOKA Product metamodel [28] p.203.

MOKA generalizes the actors throughout the KBE lifecycle as: knowledge engineer, experts,
developer, end-users, project managers, and general managers. The framework in this document
focus only in the knowledge engineer, developer, experts, and end-users. The knowledge engineer is
the actor in charge of formalizing the knowledge, process that is carried out after capturing it. The
experts are one source of knowledge and are responsible to define the scope of the KBE application.
The developer is the coder of the KBE application and reads or interprets the formalized knowledge.
Finally, the end-user is the person using the final KBE-application. The end-user can also be an
expert.
This section introduced MOKA to make the reader familiar with the methodology and its
terminology. The knowledge integration process of this framework follows a similar structure as in
MOKA methodology. The reader can go into more depth about MOKA in [28].
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3.4 MOKA adaptation & extension applied to the design of
eMachine
In order to apply the MOKA methodology to the field of electric machine design, several
considerations and adaptations are needed. From the literature review, it can be said that there are no
references that apply MOKA methodology to the domain of electric machines. Therefore, a new
derivation has been developed in this thesis. In this section, the key aspects and the generic
adaptations and extensions are presented following the steps of MOKA.

3.4.1 Identify
The first step is to identify the goals of the KBE system oriented to the real needs and
limitations of the specific company. In this first step, it is important to analyze the technical viability
according to the knowledge sources of the company and the development efforts that will be
available. This study cannot be generic.
This work is developed with research purpose, thus, this section uses general knowledge about
electric machines. The knowledge source will not be the knowledge of a particular enterprise. Hence,
the knowledge sources are literature and experts on the different domains from Mondragon
Unibertsitatea. These experts have experience on the design of electric machines in the realm of
research and industrial applications. The standardized macro-level framework of this thesis is
oriented to European SME involved in the electric machines development industry. A detailed
identification could be obtained by making a study of the representative companies covering the
different sectors and enterprise sizes. However, this study is out of the scope of this thesis. Then,
common characteristics of these companies are obtained from the experience of the Electric Machine
Research Group from Mondragon Unibertsitatea. This group has cooperated with different Basque
Country SME electric machine manufacturers covering different sectors and company sizes.
Considering this information, the Identify task is performed following the next steps of MOKA
methodology.
1. Identify stakeholders and clarify their needs and objectives
The following are potential clients identified.
Type A client: SME of the electric machine industry (main clients)
Small and medium European enterprises in the electric machines development industry,
especially those having machines with a high degree of specialization in their sector (industrial
applications, marine, high power, elevators, cranes, automotive, aerospace, etc.). Typically, they
offer customized products to the final integrator of the machine into the application.
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Needs:
The electric machinery industry is diverse having different sizes and needs. In many cases, the
companies’ dependence on a single sector makes its future competitiveness highly reliant on the
variation of the market sales in that specific sector. To cope with this dependence they usually make
plans of opening new products to new sectors and expand their businesses internationally.
They also have the need to adapt their design processes to the rapid integration of new
technologies (topologies, materials, etc.) and product customization to the client in shorter periods.
These enterprises are in the process of complete digitalization of their engineering and manufacturing
departments, they are also seeing the advantages of using the powerful commercial CAE/CAD design
software, although they still rely on their own tools to make calculations for their more conventional
designs. The use of CAD/CAE software is not completely agile, because it requires significant
engineering resources for its implementation. Normally, few specialized technical personnel manage
these CAD/CAE tools, which may lead to risks because of delays in simultaneous design works due
to lack of more trained personnel.
In summary, it can be said that the KBE system needs are:


A comprehensive structure that enables innovation, standardization of manufacturingoriented design, customization of the product, and a rapid response to new
developments.



Investment adjusted to features and real needs of the enterprise. Investment adjusted
to the size and requirements of new products.



Integration of current engineering processes and good practices of the enterprise to
facilitate the transition and make faster the new system implementation.

Objectives:
The devised KBE system for this type of client would have the following objectives.


Systematize and leverage the complete knowledge of the company to improve
innovation in designs and shorter development times.



Use advanced design tools (own and commercial) to ensure reliability and accurate
computation in the different design stages.



Use of standardized processes for either automation or manual execution.



Provide support to the end-user (designer, supplier, client, manager, etc.) with routine
tasks automation. Opening new advanced capabilities associated with the intelligent
use of information (search for proper solutions to problems, warnings of design
parameters out of range, intelligent assistance, etc.).
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Type B client: Technological agents (secondary clients):
Nowadays, technological agents (technology centers, universities, research labs, etc.)
collaborate with European electric machine companies to provide technological and research support.
The support can be given directly to the enterprise or through public European or state research
organizations. The design system of these agents could be part of the global system of the enterprise
to which they provide support or can be managed independently.
Needs:
The design systems of technological agents are focused in the search for innovative solutions.
Their efforts are based in the development of own advanced design tools and use of cutting-edge
commercial CAD/CAE software. Typically, they are not sensitive to engineering efforts for new
design customization nor to the development of low cost manufacturing concepts (i.e. reuse of
manufacturing resources of the company). The agents give solutions to needs in different sectors and
there is no guarantee of continuous work in one particular sector. They cannot afford to make big
research efforts for a specific sector.
In summary, for this client the KBE system needs are:


A system that provides innovation capabilities, and is compatible with the systems of
the companies with which it works.



Investment in generic features of the system that can give support for different
technologies of electric machines and industrial applications. Flexible and scalable
system that can be progressively expanded needing low initial investments.



The system should considered the final manufacturing processes that will allow
building a cost effective electric machine.

Objectives:
The devised KBE system could have similar objectives as the type A client but with the
following differences:


Use of knowledge from own innovations and recent research from technologies and
scientific domains to guarantee a wide design space.



Provide fast integration of the latest commercial design tools. Collaboration with
CAE/CAD SW developers can facilitate the integration of own developed tools into
their software or their design tools into the KBE application. The objective is to be at
the forefront in high fidelity computation of the different physical phenomena in
electric machines.



Follow standardized processes. Although within each micro-process, the system can
give freedom to the designer to apply its own ideas without constraints.
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Incorporate artificial intelligence whenever possible to make results predictions or find
design patterns for different cases by data analysis.

2. Define the role and scope of possible application of the KBE system
In this case, it is important to define the main value added that the company seek in the
development process. In some cases, the manufacturing company prefers to outsource R&D efforts,
and prefers to focus its objectives on having a product customization based on limited product
solutions in which it is ensured a cost effective manufacturing. For these cases, it is more advisable
that the KBE system is center on the Industrial V-cycle. On the other hand, an innovation laboratory
could be focus on the Concept V-cycle. Regardless, this work proposes that although there are
different levels of automation that can be obtained both SME and technological centers should
integrate the three V-cycles.

3. Identify knowledge sources and the ability to acquire it
In this phase, the knowledge sources regarding design and manufacturing of electric machines
are defined. These knowledge sources are characterized in types such as persons, documents, models,
software. At the same time, the ability to acquire the knowledge is evaluated. For instance, knowledge
can also be in an external company but could also be captured if it has part of the internal know-how
through mutual collaboration.
In general terms, for the electric machines industry the following knowledge sources have been
identified.


Personnel: Experienced design and manufacturing technicians are a source of implicit
knowledge. These personnel have solved most of the engineering problems the enterprise has
faced. For the case of electric machines some problems are of high theoretical complexity, many
of these problems have been solved in practical ways by applying learned engineering methods
(e.g. optimal combination of number of slots and poles for different cases like reducing vibroacoustic problems). Although this knowledge is accessible and MOKA offers processes to obtain
this informal knowledge, the challenge for the company is on finding the methods to obtain it
when the personnel knows is for a KBE system. This means that the company should guarantee
a good social-work environment among the employees when working on obtaining their
knowledge. In this context, an employee may feel threatened with losing his job due to the KBE
system, hence, he will possibly have not a good attitude towards giving his acquired knowledge.



Technical documents: This knowledge source is quantifiable, expressed in technical language
as rules (equations, formulas, algorithms etc.), simulation results, testing results, literature
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references. The process to extract this knowledge can be focus on the analysis of these documents
by the expert in the domain and capture it with the support of the knowledge engineer through
ICARE forms or directly formalize it through language representation.


Engineering computation tools: Within each company there are internal developed
computation tools (implemented either through software or manual operation) that has been
validated throughout the experience of the enterprise. The knowledge is implicit if the context of
the rules used within these tools is not kept in a knowledge base. However, this type of knowledge
is defined in a deterministic way through the algorithms employed and the processes of
computation.



Manufacturing and quality assurance processes: In an enterprise a series of manufacturing
and quality assurance processes are undertaken to guarantee the offering of a competitive product
with the best price-quality relation. Normally, these processes have been optimized accounting
the history of incidents and continuous improvement programs. The whole set of these processes
represent a true intangible asset for the company. The systematization of this knowledge through
the KBE technology offers opportunities to get the most out of the know-how when developing
new products.



Prototypes: In this case, the knowledge is expressed as a prototype or a real manufactured
product that fulfills a set of specifications and experimental validated performance. If the
requirements specification, design computation process, and experimental validated results were
available, this information would be a good source of knowledge. In addition, it can be included
the followed manufacturing layouts, manufacturing processes and mounting. The maintenance
manuals are also a source worth of consideration. The physical prototype is a source of direct
knowledge by extracting information on how the design process has been implemented. But
could also be an indirect source of knowledge by having to make tests to the prototype to validate
different models of computations for the different multiphysics domains.



Suppliers: At the beginning of the manufacturing value chain of electric machines, we have the
suppliers of raw materials and manufacturing tooling. These suppliers contain knowledge
specialized in their products. The know-how contained by these suppliers typically is within their
R&D departments. In many occasions, they need their customers employ their new products or
new manufacturing methods in order to validate them in developed electric machines. For this
reason, there is an open opportunity for electric machines manufacturers to carry out joint
development work and to acquire from the suppliers significant knowledge of new materials and
manufacturing processes. It is important to remark, that there are sensitive aspects of the
knowledge of the suppliers that they might not be willing to share since it is a core part of their
competitiveness. Therefore, these aspects should be identified to well determine the scope of the
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joint collaboration. For example, the material supplier can have as confidential the internal
manufacturing process of the material but can share details of the properties of the material to
optimize its use in the design and manufacturing of electric machines. Another example could be
that die manufacturers may not give you information of the process of tooling of your die but can
share the tolerances of the output cut in the sheets for consideration in design. Respecting the
sensitive know-how of suppliers may open them to share in short or long term their knowledge
that will enrich current development of electric machines.


Technological suppliers: Technology suppliers are agents that their contract is limited to offer
a specific problem solution. Similar to the previous suppliers these can be an important source of
knowledge because they are specialized in a specific scientific and/or technological field. The
knowledge is withheld within the project deliverables associated to the collaboration contract
(drawings, reports, demonstrations, etc.). Regarding the devised KBE system, it is convenient to
define the scope and format of the deliverables taking into account its inclusion in the knowledge
base. An alternative scheme of the relationship supplier/manufacturer could be based in a longterm collaboration where the technological supplier personnel is a knowledge source for the
manufacturing enterprise. In this case, besides the deliverables for specific contracts the
personnel can be a treated as internal employees from which knowledge can be gathered. For this
purpose, there should be intellectual property agreements between both parties. It is worth to
highlight that the formalization of knowledge for a KBE system makes explicit what knowledge
is shared. Making possible to engage into clear agreements avoiding misunderstandings in the
scope of the know-how shared.



Clients: Within the development scheme of an optimized electric machine as end product for a
particular application. The client has the information about the needs of the application.
Therefore, they are the source of knowledge to know what requirements and KPI are important.
The requirements specification itself can be used to formalize the knowledge for specific
applications. Generalizing these requirements through knowledge engineering methods may
provide global knowledge giving the possibility of anticipating variants of electric machines for
an application. Furthermore, a mutual collaboration between client/manufacturer can lead to the
generation of knowledge sources that can predict future needs of the clients becoming in future
developments and improvements to electric machines.



Competitive monitoring and technological/scientific state of the art: Analysis of patents,
product competitive benchmarking, and keeping track of scientific and technological state of the
art in electric machines represent an important source of knowledge that a company should
contemplate. The enterprise should evaluate its resources to perform proper competitive
surveillance. In case its resources are limited it is advisable alliances with other enterprises to
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share resources to cover all global references that are related to their product seeking
improvements in the market.
This thesis has based his knowledge sources mainly on the R&D team of Mondragon
Unibertsitatea Group of Electric Machines. It is considered that due to the experience of this team, a
sufficient source of knowledge has been obtained to show the potential of a KBE system. It is not an
objective of this work to define general or specific knowledge for each type of electric machine
developer. Instead, the goal is to show a representative knowledge base and the process of its
generation to begin a first concept implementation of a KBE system for a future practical application
for an electric machine developer.

4. Identify means of knowledge capture
Depending on the type of knowledge source, the means to capture this knowledge will be
identified. It is important to evaluate the time and manner of capturing information from expert
designers. For the process to be effective, the time should be short and the complexity required low
otherwise it is likely the capture process will be tedious and not properly executed.
Next, a first proposal of knowledge capture means is presented for the different knowledge
sources.


Personnel: In this case, the knowledge is informal or tacit. The means of capturing it can be
through formal interviews conducted by a knowledge engineer to fill in the ICARE forms.
Likewise, in addition to the knowledge engineer it would be helpful to have an engineer that
knows the domain not necessarily an expert but that has skills on integrating technologies and
processes for instance a systems engineer. Eventually, in a process of continuous improvement
the same personnel will be able to fill out the ICARE forms by themselves.



Technical documents: The knowledge is explicit expressed in technical language supported by
equations, simulation results and literature references. The means of capturing this knowledge
will be through depth analysis to extract the relevant knowledge to the KBE system. The expert
should carry out the process supported by the knowledge engineer who will formalize it.



Engineering computation tools: To use a developed computation tool effectively, you must first
ensure that its results are reliable. Therefore, the complete process should be validated: problem
definition, proper parameter selection, inputs and certainty of results interpretation. If the process
is written in manuals, the knowledge should be captured using the process as with technical
documents. If the process is within the expertise of the developer then the knowledge should be
captured following the process mentioned in personnel.
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Once the tool is validated (reliable and accurate) then the tool is a valuable source of
knowledge. There are two ways to use this source of knowledge:
a) As explicit knowledge: the tools represent explicit form of the physical phenomena (e.g.
analytical equations) or technical solutions (e.g. diagrams of solutions extracted from a
database). The domain expert can extract this knowledge to save it in generalized form in
the knowledge base. From this knowledge other solutions may arise, that is why it is
convenient to have it in a knowledge base in order to facilitate the reuse of knowledge in
other tools or other processes.
b) As implicit knowledge: If there is no access to the knowledge within the tool perhaps
because of its complexity or is a blackbox and only the relation input/outputs can be used.
Then the tool can be used directly as a solution to support a particular process in the design
phases. Another usage could be to make a sensitivity analysis correlating inputs and
internal parameters to see the output behavior to these variations. Finally, it can also be
used as a tool to validate explicit analytical equations for a problem in a bounded operating
environment.


Prototype: Additionally to the documents of a prototype, the physical prototype or product is a
knowledge source. The knowledge capture means can be performance tests, stress tests,
accelerated age tests, etc. Likewise, the direct analysis of mechanical tolerances between the
different parts, the mechanical properties of the parts such as if they have suffered corrosion,
wear, micro-tears, etc. are means to understand and know the health of the electric machine
subjected to a certain lifecycle. In the last phase of life of the prototype, the parts can be
dismounted making possible the analysis of degradation of parts through external dimensions
measurement, micro-tear analysis in microscope as well as chemical properties analysis of
materials and mechanical tests.
5. Identify target KBE platforms
Here is undertaken the evaluation of the degree of particularity required for the KBE platform

and if commercial tools can be integrated to fulfill objectives.
In this thesis, several tools have been analyzed. Knowledge formalization tools such as
Protégé, MML, PROLOG, LISP, SysML, and others. Product data management (PDM) and product
lifecycle management (PLM) tools, requirement management tools, design tools for specific domains
and generic optimization tools. While each tool alone does not meet the needs of a KBE system for
the company, herein however, it is considered the intelligent and systematic use of these tools through
a customized framework for a company can reduce the workload and costs of an implementation of
a particular KBE system developed from scratch. Furthermore, not only the implementation should
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be taken into account but also the maintenance, continuous improvements and expansion of the KBE
system. When choosing a commercial or own developed platform it should be flexible enough to
adapt to new versions and integration of new tools.
If the KBE system is limited in terms of tasks to execute and complexity, the enterprise itself
could implement it, avoiding licenses costs of external software. Nevertheless, taking into account
the maintenance of the platform will be done by the enterprise.
In conclusion, it can be said that current commercial software can become part of the devised
KBE system to provide particular solutions. These software platforms even have the capability of
interconnection among third party tools and automatic information sharing. Therefore, it exist the
possibility to develop a centralized software tool to command all the integrated tools. The use of
commercial tools allows a faster implementation and improvements of functionalities since each
software supplier offer better capabilities in newer versions of their product. However, it is worth
considering that there is a dependence with external software suppliers implicating license cost, low
flexibility in internal changes in their tools, vulnerable to external decisions and versions updates of
the software (e.g. lack of compatibility of newer versions and discontinue software). On the other
hand, an implementation by the enterprise itself requires limiting the scope of the KBE system,
management of economic and human resources for its implementation and maintenance.

6. Assess technical feasibility
Taking into account the aforementioned points, the technical evaluation of knowledge
assistance support to the design process is analyzed. It is a challenge to accomplish a KBE system
that includes multidisciplinary knowledge intensive design processes. In some cases, even the end
goal of the KBE system can be lost during its implementation, which is to make it a useful tool to
support designers. Some parts of the design process could be complex to formalize its knowledge
making the formalization process efforts larger than the contribution it might give. Then, for these
cases would be more practical to represent it in an informal way linking the knowledge to its original
source (people, computer software, drawings, etc.).

3.4.2 Justify
Following MOKA methodology, this task have the next steps.
1. Estimate resource requirements and costs
For each devised KBE system the cost estimation of implementation as well as estimation of
future necessary resources should be carry out.
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2. Assess technical, cultural and commercial risks
The business culture should be taken into account to define the degree of acceptance of an
enterprise to a KBE system.
3. Define acceptance criteria
For each envisage KBE system the definition of what criteria can make the project acceptable
to the stakeholders of the enterprise should be analyzed. With special emphasis in the stakeholders
that intervene in the design, manufacturing and validation of the electric machines.
4. Generate a project plan
In this stage, future projects using the KBE system should be defined including the different
scenarios and products.
5. Prepare the business case
For each project, a business plan would be defined. It is important to take into account the
different actors involved in the design process of a new electric machine. Some manufacturers choose
to outsource a large part of the design process, therefore, the role of external actors and how they
participate both technically and financially in the integral KBE system should be taken into account.
6. Gain management approval
In this case, the necessary information to be shared between the internal / external provider of
the KBE system and the internal stakeholders of the company will be defined to make the project be
accepted in a solid way.
This thesis centers its attention on the technical engineering aspects of KBE, administrative
factors are not considered in depth although mentioned throughout the work. The administrative part
is considered to be closely linked to the complete structure of each company. In general, the main
activity is to capture and formalize the knowledge, to make later a progressive implementation of the
KBE system.
Likewise, another business model not directly contemplated in the thesis could come from a
generic software company that would commercialize a generic KBE package that could be distributed
to the different electric machine manufacturers. It should be noted that the needs of different
companies are very different, and making a very complete generic KBE system would require great
development efforts and the final acceptance by the manufacturer of the electric machine might have
risks; since companies are willing to pay exclusively for the design assistance features that they
specifically need.
From the analysis of commercial multi-domain software products associated with mechatronic
systems, an integration of commercial programs has been observed through a series of SW business
purchases. Thus, there are a small number of technology providers (Ansys, Altair, Siemens, etc.) that
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offer a suite of tools for each domain (increasing compatibility with each other) to be used by the end
customer in a simpler and more comprehensive way. These comprehensive tools are offering multipurpose generic designer assistance modules, initially more focused on optimizing the calculation of
the specific domain rather than a vertical extension of the entire design process.
It is recommended to manufacturers of electric machinery to make continuous surveillance of
the state of the art and to extend the collaboration with these technological suppliers of specialized
SW multi-domain. From the capabilities of these companies to offer specialized design assistance
products; it has been observed that the proposals in the market focus more on generalized products
that can be used by a large number of clients (universities, manufacturers of various sectors) rather
than products providing an integral response to a particular sector for the development of electric
machines. Analyzing the future perspective regarding KBE systems, electric machines developers
can integrate these platforms of commercial SW because the SW by themselves can hardly give a
complete solution to the specific company needs.

3.4.3 Capture
This stage covers the raw knowledge collection and structure of the knowledge by means of
the ICARE forms (Illustration, Constraints, Activity, Rules and Entity forms). The collection of this
forms create the informal model. The main idea is to have a coherent knowledge representation
understandable by expert designers and the knowledge engineer facilitating them to work together.
The result of this phase is a knowledge book withholding the knowledge.
The steps to follow in the capture process are:
1. Prepare for collection
In this step, the assurance that the previously identified knowledge is relevant is carried out. In
addition, that the knowledge is accessible and a capture plan is prepared with defined procedures and
means of storage of information.
2. Collect required knowledge
This task will capture the knowledge of design experts of electric machines and reference
documents. The method to capture the knowledge is mainly through an on-site registration of the
process and considerations that the expert follows in carrying out each process of the V-cycle.
Regarding the documents information, a structure technique of categorizing the proposed information
will followed as recommended in MOKA.
3. Structure the raw knowledge
In this step, the raw knowledge is structured filling out MOKA ICARE forms. The knowledge
is detailed as entity (parents, child), illustration, constraint, activity, and rules.
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4. Check fitness for purpose
During this step, a revision is done assuring that the structured knowledge matches the initial
gathered knowledge. To support this, several use case examples can be analyzed and the process is
studied and compared to both the knowledge source and structured knowledge.
5. Annotate and file models
The gathered knowledge is stored in a repository and it represents a readable source of informal
knowledge by any designer. In this thesis, a generic knowledge structure about the design of the
electric machines is generated. To create the knowledge book and simplify the task of knowledge
capture, a macro with the ICARE forms was developed using Visual basic in Microsoft Excel.

a)

b)

Fig. 3-5. a) Macro creation; b) Main window: access to a knowledge project.

Fig. 3-5a. Fig. 3-5b shows the main window, it gives the options of creating a new project,
modifying (or continuing) an existing project or deleting a project.
Fig. 3-6 shows the following window where the user can opt for any of the ICARE forms,
permitting to either modify (or visualize) or create a new one.

Fig. 3-6. ICARE form selection.
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Fig. 3-7 shows as an ICARE form example, one rule-form with all the fields. In this case, the
form shows the entity form of the stator lamination with its functions, related manufacturing
processes, features and other forms linked to this one in order to understand the context of this part.

Fig. 3-7. MOKA ICARE forms – Rule form.

When the user saves the form, the information gets stored automatically in its respective
worksheet. At the end of the process, the result is a knowledge book. This favors the fast
implementation of the capture phase and allows having the information structured as a database,
which support fast filtering and modification of the data.
Fig. 3-8 presents a view of the knowledge book, a worksheet for each type of form. In this
phase, the information does not reflect well the knowledge therefore the importance of the
formalization step.
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Fig. 3-8. Knowledge book - MOKA capture phase.

3.4.4 Formalize
This section presents the knowledge representation regarding the product model and process
model. The knowledge representation of MOKA has been extended and adapted to ensure fitness for
the electric machine development process. The derived profile name is KBeMotorProfile.
MML (MOKA Modeling Language) is an extension of UML. In this thesis, SysML was
selected as the modeling tool instead of UML because of the following reasons. One reason is that
SysML makes possible the knowledge representation for the macro-process level. SysML is the
standard modeling language of MBSE (see Section 2.2.2). MBSE has become the methodology
follow in systems engineering and broadly adopted in academia and industry. Therefore, it is likely
a company is already implementing SysML models in their processes making possible the reuse of
existing models. Another reason is due to its flexibility of extension through stereotypes and MBSE
tools offer integration capabilities with other software tools (Matlab, CADs, and others).
Furthermore, the accessibility of many SysML open source and commercial software tools makes it
technically feasible to implement it in any project. Current MBSE tools are even capable of
generating code automatically. In addition, SysML compared to UML introduces the requirement as
a model element having traceability, satisfaction and derivations expanding its use for different
systems.
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No confusion should arise about modeling a system and modeling knowledge, the KB is
independent of the system modeling but it can have models from the system that represent macrolevel knowledge. For example, the diagrams shown in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 are considered part of the
knowledge base in this work. They represent a system in a high-level form. Nonetheless, their
adaptation to a particular system (knowledge implementation) may not require being part of the KB.
This is an agreement that should be decided among the actors involved.
The knowledge representation is still divided in the product model and the process model as
MOKA’s structure. The formalization of both is described in the following subsections.

3.4.4.1 eMachine product model.
The product metamodel shown in Fig. 3-4 divides its views in structure, technology, behavior,
function and representation. Fig. 3-9 shows some of the stereotypes added to develop the MML for
the product model as a profile extension of SysML. In addition, the association relationships among
the objects like has part, is part of, has material, has manufacturing process, etc. are added. Please
check appendix C for a complete list of the stereotypes.
«Stereotype»

Block

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

Block

Tags

Structure

Tags

«Stereotype»

Function

Tags

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

Product

«Stereotype»

part

Tags

Tags

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

feature

Composite Feature

Assembly

Tags

Tags

Tags

Tags

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

Principle of Solution

Technical Solutions

Tags

Tags

a)

b)

«Stereotype»

Block
Tags

«Stereotype»

Representation
Tags

«Stereotype»

CAE
Tags

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

Block

Technology

Tags

Tags

«Stereotype»

CAD

Analytical

Tags

Tags

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

CAE property

CAD property

Analytical property

Tags

Tags

Tags

c)

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

Manufacturing Process

Test

Material

Tags

Tags

Tags

d)

Fig. 3-9. MML stereotypes as a profile extension of SysML. a) Function; b) Representation c) Structure; d) Technology

The product model is as proposed in MML with the difference of being an extension of SysML
rather than UML. New stereotypes are created some are shown in Fig. 3-9. For instance, Test for the
technology view, the representation view has CAD, CAE and Analytical as new stereotypes. One
additional aspect is the constraint or constraint block. Constraint block is a class of SysML. MML
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suggests different type of constraints: attribute bound, class bound, association bound, and existence.
Instead of following MML guidelines for these cases, Fig. 3-10 shows the new way of representation
through associations (class bound) and dependencies for each type of constraint classification. Same
semantics but using SysML.
Class‐bound
«C onstraintBlock»

«part»

StatorLamConstraints

StatorLam

Constraints

hsy:RhpReal

{{hsy} hsy<30 mm}

72

wd:RhpReal

{{restriction} hsy>wd}
{{wd} wd<=11.5 mm}

Association‐bound
«Attribute»

«Attribute»

hsy:RhpReal

wd:RhpReal
{XOR}

{wd<=11.5 mm}

{hsy<30 mm}

Attribute‐bound

«C onstraintBlock»

StackingFactor

«feature»

«feature»

slotless

withslots

Constraints

{{StackingFactor} Kl>0.95}

Existence

Fig. 3-10. Knowledge representation of constraints for the product model.

Next, examples that can serve as reference to the reader of the product model with respect to
electric machines are given. The behavior view of the product model is intentional omitted since this
knowledge representation could be replaced with state machines of SysML. The reader is encourage
to read the behavior view in MOKA.
Structure view:
This section summarizes the structure view by showing some relevant diagrams and
relationships about the electric machine product model. This view describes the decomposition of the
motor into assembly, parts and design features. The highest level of decomposition is the product,
which represents the entire electric machine, next, different machine parts or subassemblies constitute
the assembly, and a part is the lowest level of decomposition. Composite feature and features
represent design features of a part.
Fig. 3-13 shows the eMachine structure classes such as parts (e.g. stator and rotor lamination,
permanent magnet, bearing), assemblies (e.g. stator core, shaft), composite features and features (e.g.
slots, magnet slots) and their relationships among other objects. In this case, to limit the knowledge
base and to avoid introducing unnecessary information, devices that their decomposition was not
required are considered parts e.g. sensors and actuators, fans etc. Of course, this decomposition may
change to the convenience of the knowledge engineer.
The features shown in Fig. 3-13 can also be represented as attributes. The main reason to create
a feature is only to leverage its use as an object. However, if the need of an object is not required it
can be used as an attribute as illustrated for the rotor lamination in Fig. 3-11.
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«part»

RotorLamination
Values

DuctHole:RhpReal
InnerDiameter:RhpReal
MagnetSlotDimensions:RhpReal
OuterDiameter:RhpReal
PolePairs:int
PolePitch:RhpReal
ShaftHoleDiameter:int
SketchReference:RhpString
YokeHeight:RhpString

Fig. 3-11. Rotor lamination object and attributes.

Function view:
The function view can become the most extensive, since a set of functions can be described
for each part (or assembly). This consist of a break down of functions with their principle of solution
and technical solutions, in this way the user can be guided to select a specific solution fulfilling his
requirements. In addition, some general constraints are shown in this view although these can be
included in any view as long as they help to communicate what is needed. To show how the
knowledge is represented let us concentrate on the rotor structure as seen in Fig. 3-13. The diagrams
are shown from bottom to top i.e. starting from the rotor lamination, then the rotor core and so on up
to the whole rotor assembly.
Fig. 3-14 shows the functions for the rotor lamination. One of the functions the rotor lamination
has is to define the rotor core pattern. This pattern refers to the cross-section of the rotor that depends
on the dimensions, number of poles, and typology (non-salient or interior permanent magnet). The
selection of the number of assembled sheets defines the rotor core length. Another function is to
enhance the magnetic flux flow. These functions are realized through the sizing process of the motor,
where the designer typically solves out using analytic models or FEM analysis.
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«Part»

«feature»

Rotor Yoke

hole

Shaft Slot

«feature»

LaminationInsulation

«feature»

1..*
«Part»

Housing

2
«Part»

Endbells

«feature»

Shoe

Tooth

*

«feature»

1..*

Teeth

«C omposite F eature»

«feature»

b)

Stator Yoke

1

«Part»

2

1..*
«Part»

c)

«feature»

RotorCoreSpace

Rotor Lamination

Keyways

1..*

«Assembly»

RotorCore

«C omposite F eature»

Shaft

«A ssembly »

Bearings

«Part»

2..*

BearingJournals

«C omposite F eature»

Permanent Magnet

Slot

«feature»

1..*

Span

Keyway

«feature»

«feature»
«feature»

ShaftCoupling

«part»

*

BearingJournal

Overhang

«feature»

1..*

Rotor

Slots

Fasteners

«Part»

1..*

Seals

Shaft

«Assembly»

«Ass embly»

«C omposite F eature»

Fig. 3-12. eMotor structure model.

Coil

«Part»

1..*

«part»

Fig. 3-13. a) Rotor lamination structure; b) Stator lamination structure; c) Shaft structure

«feature»

«feature»

1..*

Slot of Magnet

Duct Holes

«C omposite F eature»

0..*

1..*

«P art»

«Part»

Insulation

«Part»

Stator Lamination

Frame

«Assembly»

Stator Lamination

a)

1..*

Winding

1..*

«Ass embly»

1..*
«Assembly»

Stator Core

1..*
«Part»

Sens ors _Ac tuators

«part»

Magnet Slots

1..*

0..1

«Part»

Air Guide Cover

Stator

«Ass embly»

RotorLamination

*

Cooling System

«Ass embly»

«C omposite F eature»

0..*

«Part»

Fan/Blower

0..1

«Part»

*

Heat Exchanger

Heat Sink

eMotor

«Produc t»
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On the other hand, in order to enhance the magnetic flux flow the designer as a principle of
solution selects one among different types of soft magnetic materials where the selected material is
a technical solution to the function
«C onstraintBlock»

«P art»

Rotor Lamination Constraints

Rotor Lamination

In PMSMs Eddy currents can be caused on the rotor by:
1.- Time harmonics in the stator current waveform.
2.- Space harmonics in the stator winding distribution.
3.- Air gap permeance variation due to stator slotting.

Constraints

{{HighRelativePermeability} }
{{HighSaturationField} }
{{LaminationStrength} It must resist the centrifugal forces acting on it.}
{{LowCoercitivity} }
{{ManufacturingProcess} Lamination pattern either stamped or machined.}
{{It must reduce eddy currents (coating).} Coating type.}

«F unction»

«F unction»

«F unction»

«F unction»

Define Rotor Core Pattern

Define Rotor Core Length

Enhance Magnetic Flux Flow

Restrain Eddy Currents

«Principle of S olution»

Check IEC-60404 for classification and
more magnetic materials. More info in
literals' comments.

*
«P rinciple of Solution»

Soft Magnetic Materials

*
«Principle of S olution»

Coatings

1..*

«Type»

Soft Material Type

Sizing

«Type»

«realized by»

Lamination Coating Type

Amorphous (Class I)

Fully Inorganic

Iron-Cobalt Alloy (Class F)

Fully Organic

Low Carbon Steel (Class B)

FEMmodel

Analytic Analysis

Mixed

Silicon Steel (Class C)

1

«may have combination with»
«P rinciple of S olution»

«P rinciple of Solution»

«Technical S olutions»

FEM Analysis

SoftMagneticMaterialType

«may have combination with»
AnalyticModel

Type:SoftMaterialType

Fig. 3-14. Rotor lamination function view example.

The last function the rotor lamination shall satisfy is to restrain eddy currents, this is done by
insulation coatings on the lamination surface, which in this case is realized by the selection of one of
the different coatings type. Now, the rotor core (see Fig. 3-15) shall retain the magnet poles. To make
this possible, mechanical retaining method or chemical retaining methods or a combination of both
can be used.
«A ssembly »

RotorCore
1

«Technical S olutions»

Clamps
«F unction»

Retain Magnet Poles
1..*

«realized by»

«Technical S olutions»

«P rinciple of Solution»

Wedges

Mechanical Retaining Methods
«realized by»

1..*

«may have combination with»

«P rinciple of Solution»

Chemical Retaining Methods

«may have combination with»

«realized by»
«realized by»
«Technical S olutions»

Soldering

«realized by»
«Technical Solutions»

Wrapped Fibers

«Technical Solutions»

Adhesives

Fig. 3-15. Rotor core function view example.

Following the same process the rest of the rotor is shown in Fig. 3-16 and Fig. 3-17. Apart
from the visible information in all the aforementioned figures, within the objects it is possible to have
descriptions of steps, rationales or links to source documents of any part, Fig. 3-17d shows a
description example.
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«part»

ShaftCoupling

«Type»

CouplingsRigidType
Clamp
Flange
Sleeve
«F unction»

Connect Motor and Load Shafts

«Type»

CouplingsFlexibleTypes
Beam

a)

Bellows

«P rinciple of S olution»

Chain

«P rinciple of S olution»

Rigid Couplings

Flexible Couplings

Diaphragm
Disk
Gear

«realized by»

Grid

«realized by»

Jaw
Oldham
Schmidt

«Technical S olutions»

«Technical S olutions»

RigidCouplingsType

FlexibleCouplingsType

Type:CouplingsRigidTypes

Type:CouplingsFlexibleTypes

«part»

Seals

«Type»

«Type»

Shaft Seal T ype

Static T ype

Brush Seal

Hollow Metal O -rings

O -ring

O -rings

PTF E Seal

Sealants

Univ ersal Lip Seal

T-rings

«Func ti on»

«Functi on»

«Func ti on»

Exclude Co ntamina nts

Contain Lubr icants

Seal Pr essur ize d Fluids

V -Shaped Spring S eal

«Type»

Seals M ate rial T ype

«Type»

Packings

Elastomers

C otton

b)

«Principle of Soluti on»

«Principle of Soluti on»

Seals Duty

Gap T ype Seals

Gaskets

F lax

Packings

Leather

Rigid Materials

«Principle of Soluti on»

«Princ iple of Soluti on»

Static S eals

Shaft Seals

«Type»

Elastomer s

«Technic al Soluti ons »

«realized by »

«Principle of Soluti on»

SealsMater ials

A brasionResistance

«realized by »

Labyr inth Seals

Ty pe:SealsMaterialTy pe

A cidResistance
C oldTemperatureO peration

«Type»

«realized by »

Gaskets

High Temperature O peration

«Technical Soluti ons »

Impermeability

C ork
F illed Rubber
«Type»

«realized by »

StaticSealsT ype

C ork and Rubber C ompound

Ty pe: ShaftSealTy pe

F oams

Rigid M ater ials

«Tec hnical Soluti ons »

ShaftSealsT ype

Ty pe:StaticTy pe

Paper

C arbon C eramics

Resilient P lastics

F lame spray ed C ompou...

«embodied by »

«embodied by »

Metals

«embodied by »
«Assembly»

Plastics
Plating

Shaft

«Assembly»

Fr ame

«A ssembly »
«Technical S olutions»

Shaft

Splines

«Technical Solutions»

«realized by»

Keys

«F unction»

Transmit Torque and Power to Load

«realized by»

«Technical Solutions»

«Technical Solutions»

ShaftMaterialType

Pins

Type:ShaftMaterialsType

«realized by»
«Technical Solutions»

c)

Tapered Shafts

«P rinciple of S olution»

«realized by»

Mechanical Joints

«P rinciple of S olution»

Shaft Design-dependant

«realized by»
«P rinciple of S olution»

Shaft Materials
«P rinciple of S olution»
«Type»

Macaulay Method

Shaft Materials Type

«P rinciple of S olution»

Castigliano Method

ShaftFEMModel

Shaft Analytic Analysis
«P rinciple of S olution»

Area Moment Method

Aluminium Alloys

«may have combination with»
«P rinciple of S olution»

«P rinciple of S olution»

Shaft FEM Analysis

«may have combination with»
ShaftAnalyticModel

Brass
Bronze
Carbon Steel
CastIron
Stainless Steel

Fig. 3-16. Function view for a) shaft couplings, b) Seals, c) shaft.
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«C onstraintBlock»
«part»

Magnets Constraints

PermanentMagnet

Constraints

1..*

{{ChemicalCharacteristics} }
{{Coercivity} Hc}
{{EnergyProduct} BH}

«F unction»

{{HysteresisLoop} Second quarter}

Produce Magnetic Field

{{MechanicalCharacteristics} }
{{Remanence} Br}
{{Resistivity} }

a)

{{TemperatureCoefficients} }

«P rinciple of S olution»

Hard Magnetic Materials
«Type»

Magnets Type
«realized by»

ALNICO

Check IEC-60404 for classification and
more magnetic materials. More info in
literals' comments.

Ferrites
NdFeB
«Technical S olutions»

SmCo

PermanentMagnetsType
Type:MagnetsType

«part»
«Technical S olutions»

JournalBearingsType

Bearings
1
«F unction»

Type:SlidingType

Maintain Uniform Airgap

«Technical S olutions»

«F unction»

RollingBearingsType

1

1
1
1

Type:RollingType

Transfer Loads to Frame

«F unction»

Support Rotor Motion
«F unction»

Reduce Friction and Wear

b)

«Type»

Ball Bearings

«Technical S olutions»

NonContactBearingsType

1

AngularContact

Type:NonContactBearingsT...

«F unction»

DeepGroove

Withstand Radial Axial Forces

FillingNotch

«Type»
«Type»

«Type»

Sliding Type

non-Contact Type

Hydrodynami Lubrication

Air

Regular Lubrication

Magnetic

Roller Bearings
«Type»

Rolling Type

Cylindrical
Needle

Ball Bearings

Spherical

Roller Bearings

Self Lubricating

Tapered

«Assembly»

Rotor

«Function»
«Function»

Enclose Rota ting P ar ts

Transmit Torque and Power to Load

«Principl e of Solution»

c)

A sse mbly of Rotor P ar ts

«Principle of Solution»

Between rotor core, shaft and bearings

Shaft De sign-dep endant

«Principle of Solution»

Inter fer enc e Fit
«realized by »
«realized by »
«Technical Soluti ons»

«realized by »

«realized by »

«Technical Solutions»

T oler a nce Ring s

«realized by »
«Technical Soluti ons»

P r ess F it
«Technical Soluti ons»

Shr ink F it

«Technical Solutions»

Adjustable Locking Devices

Se r r a tio n Fit

d)

Fig. 3-17. Function views for a) magnets, b) bearings, c) rotor, d) object description.
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Technology view:
This view has the classes of manufacturing process, material and technology. The test class is
added as an extension; see Fig. 3-9d. This class intends to cover any type of test during the
performance testing of a motor e.g. thermal test, load test, no load test. Fig. 3-18b shows typical test
carry out on electric motors.
Moreover, the function view presented technical solutions that are closely related to
manufacturing process and materials. These data types are shared between both views. Fig. 3-9c
illustrates one example with the soft magnetic materials type.
«M anufacturing P rocess»

«Type»

SplicingType

a)

«A ssembly »

WindingManufacturingProcess

Winding

Arc Welding

DistributedWindingType:DistributedWindingType

Crimping

FillingFactor:RhpReal

Insulation Displacement Contacts

NoPhases:int

Laser Welding

NumberOfCoilsPerPhase:int

Resistance Welding

NumberOfTurnsPerPhase:int

Soldering

PhaseInductance:RhpReal

Thermal Compression Welding

PhaseResistance:RhpReal

Ultrasonic Welding

Flyer Winding

PhaseSequence:int

Wire Bonding

Linear Winding

SkewFactor:RhpReal

Needle Winding

SplicingProcess:SplicingType

Trickle Winding

WindingConnection:int

Winding Insertion

«Type»

WindingSchemesType

1..*

«Type»

Winding Process Type

WindingLayout:RhpString
WindingProcess:WindingProcessType

Form

WindingScheme:WindingSchemesType

Orthocyclic

«Type»

CoilsArrangementType

WindingType:CoilsArrangementType

Random

Concentrated
Distributed
«Type»

DistributedWindingType
Concentric Winding
Lap Winding
Wave Winding

«P roduct»

eMotor

1..*

1..*

1..*

«Test»

«Test»

«Test»

Routine Testing

Type Testing

Research Testing

Type:In-process Tests:In-p...

b)

1..*

«Test»

In Process Testing

Type:Routine Tes...

«Type»

Type:Type Tests:Ty...

«Type»

In-process Tests

Type:Research Tests:Re...

«Type»

Routine Tests

«Type»

Type Tests

Research Tests

Dissipation Factor

Bearing Insulation Resistance Measurement

Heat run tests at continous rated service factor

Accelerated Life Tests

Mechanical Inspections

Hi-pot Test

Locked Rotor Test

High Accelerated Life Tests

Partial Discharge Testing

Locked Rotor Current Measurement

No Load Saturation

Step Stress Accelerated Life Tests

Residual Unbalance Test

No Load Current Speed and Power Readings

Performance Characteristics

Sealed-windings Insulation Test

Shaft Voltage Measurement

Speed Torque Curve

Stator Core-loop Test

Single Phase Rotor Test

Vibration and Noise Tests

Surge Comparison

Slow Roll Test

Winding Insulation Resistance

Stator Winding Resistance
Vibrations and Bearings Check
Winding Insulation Resistance

«M aterial»
«P art»

ElectricalSteelLamination

Annealing property to recover thermal
and electromagnetic properties.

Stator Lamination

BertottiCoefficients:RhpString

1..*

1

Density:RhpReal

1..*

IronLossesCurve:RhpString
KneeCoefficient:RhpReal

1

LaminationCoating:LaminationCoatingType
MagneticCurve:RhpString

«M anufacturing P rocess»

MagneticPolarizationAtSaturation:RhpReal

«M anufacturing P rocess»

MachinedLamination

RelativePermeability:RhpReal

StampedLamination

LaminationAnnealing:RhpBoolean

SoftMagneticMaterial:SoftMaterialType

LaminationAnnealing:RhpBoolean

MachinedType:MachiningType

StackingFactor:RhpReal

Type:StampingType

Thickness:RhpReal

c)
Check IEC-60404 for classification and more magnetic
materials. More info in literals' comments.

«M anufacturing P rocess»

LaminationGeneralManufacturingProcess
«Type»

Soft Material Type

LaminationPattern:LaminationPatternType

«Type»

Lamination Pattern Type

Amorphous (Class I)

Connected Segmented Lamination

Iron-Cobalt Alloy (Class F)

Individual Teeth and Yoke Integration

Low Carbon Steel (Class B)

One-piece Lamination

Silicon Steel (Class C)

Slinky Lamination
Slotless
T-shaped Segmented Lamination
Two Section Lamination

«Type»

StampingType

«Type»

MachiningType

FineBlanking

ElectricDischargeMachining

ProgressiveDies

LaserCutting

SteelRuleDies

WaterJetCutting

Fig. 3-18. Technology view: a) winding, b) tests, c) stator lamination
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Representation view:
The representation view depends on each case of application. It means that depending on the
KBE application that wants to be developed some parameters of an entity may be discarded in the
representation view. The extended stereotypes of this view has been set as CAD, CAE and Analytical
as seen in Fig. 3-9c. This is devised in this way since the electric machine is modeled using these
types of tools. The CAD stereotype is used to describe any type of geometry and CAD files. CAE is
used for any model represented in FEM, CFD or any other tool that suits this category. Finally, the
analytical stereotype regards the creation of particular functions or models developed outside any of
the other categories e.g. Simulink models, VB, python, Matlab. Fig. 3-19 shows the general attributes
inherited by CAE models for FEM_FLUXGKB and LumpedCktTool_MOTORCAD. Fig. 3-20
shows the properties related for the CAE tool FEM_FLUXGKB.
«C A E »
«Representation»

FEM_FLUXGKB

RepresentationGeneralAttributes
ModelingMethod:ModelingMethodType
ModelingToolName:RhpString
ModelingToolType:ModelingToolType
ModelingToolVersion:RhpString
Description:RhpString

«C A E»

LumpedCktTool_MOTORCAD

«Type»

ModelingMethodType
«Type»

ModelingToolType
Analytical
CAD
CAE

.

BEM
CFD
FEM
LumpedCircuit
MBD

Fig. 3-19. Inheritance example of general attributes.
«C A E property »

Flux_Application

«P roduct»

«C A E»

eMotor

Application:ApplicationMagnetostaticDC2D

FEM_FLUXGKB

«C A E property »

Flux_GeometricParameter
Bt:RhpReal
By:RhpReal
coef_Br:RhpReal
coef_Cu:RhpReal

«C A E property »

«C A E property »

«C A E property »

Flux_MechanicalSet

Flux_StrandedCoilConductor

Flux_Sensors

Fixed:MechanicalSetFixed

BA:CurrentStrandedCoil=IA

FA:SensorPredefinedMagneticFlux

Movil:MechanicalSetRotationalAxis

BB:CurrentStrandedCoil=IB

FB:SensorPredefinedMagneticFlux

BC:CurrentStrandedCoil=IC

FC:SensorPredefinedMagneticFlux

dens:RhpReal
Dre:RhpReal
Dse:RhpReal

«C A E property »

Flux_ParameterIO

Dsr:RhpReal
hr:RhpReal
Ke:RhpReal
Kex:RhpReal
Kfb:RhpReal
Kh:RhpReal
Kl:RhpReal
Ks1:RhpReal
Lfc:RhpReal
Lstk:RhpReal
N:RhpReal
P:RhpInteger
Phi0:RhpReal
Qs:RhpInteger
Seq:RhpInteger
wd:RhpReal

Abscissa:RhpReal
BR:VariationParameterPilot
GAMMA:VariationParameterPilot
IA:VariationParameterFormula=ISA
IB:VariationParameterFormula=ISB
IC:VariationParameterFormula=-(IA+IB)
IS:VariationParameterPilot
ISA:VariationParameterFormula=Sqrt(2)*IS*Cosd(P*AngPos(MOVIL)+PHI0+90+GAMMA)
ISB:VariationParameterFormula=Sqrt(2)*IS*Cosd(P*AngPos(MOVIL)+PHI0+90-SEQ*120+GAMMA)
Rs:VariationParameterPilot
TorqueElecMag_MOVIL:RhpReal
VA:RhpReal
VB:RhpReal
VC:RhpReal

Fig. 3-20. Representation view of FEM tool Flux.

Finally, the associations among the object are visualized with more clarity through the tree
view of the browser the tool provides. Fig. 3-21 shows the tree view of the rotor lamination where
these associations can be read.
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Fig. 3-21. Tree view of rotor lamination in Rhapsody.

3.4.4.2 eMachine process model
MOKA suggests the use of activity diagrams to accomplish the knowledge formalization of
processes and extends UML activity stereotypes with compound activity and elementary activity.
The former to represent nested actions belonging to a higher activity and the latter to represent a
single action. In addition, it suggests the following attributes for each activity.
1. Description: rationale of an activity.
2. Inputs and outputs: reference to instance objects.
3. Locals: process data not contained in the product model.
4. Constraints: soft (open to modifications), hard (mandatory) and user constraints (any
other)
5. Method: rules associated with an activity.
One example can be seen in Fig. 3-22 with a method beside an elementary activity that links a
method to a rule form of the knowledge book.
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<<Elementary activity>>
Motor model design on FEM

<<Elementary activity>>
Set FEM tool for simulations

<<Elementary activity>>
Compute MAPT

[Not valid]

<<method>>
Rule MOKAMAQ-DM-MAPTAlgorithm-R021

[valid]

Fig. 3-22. Activity linked to rule form outside the knowledge modeling tool.

According to MOKA the design process can be approached at the macro level and micro level
view. However, Stokes et. al in [28] page 220 state that “MML relates more specifically to the micro
view, providing sufficient detail to enable them to be automated”. Besides MML relates specifically
to the micro level view, its representation has limitations such as linking to the knowledge book rather
than having the knowledge at hand on the same modeling tool. This makes difficult the knowledge
retrieval from one software. Instead, you may need to jump among software (or paper) in order to
understand the problem. MOKA only offers guideline for the design process model not a metamodel
as with the product model. It suggests the use of UML activity diagrams for process representation
and adds the classes of elementary and compound activity. SysML activity diagrams offer more
options with actions call behavior and call operations. The eMachine process model is divided in the
macro-process and the micro-process level. The knowledge representation for the eMachine process
model is now described.
Macro-process level. As shown in Fig. 3-23, the macro-process knowledge representation
encloses the SysML profile and the KBeMotorProfile. The KBeMotorProfile intends to complement
the macro level view by modeling knowledge for the micro level view and it is explain later. SysML
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is the selected modeling language for the macro level view. The motivation for its selection were
previously described.
Macro‐process
view

Micro‐process
view
Refinement
through
SysML
diagrams

SysML

KBeMotorProfile
‐micro‐process extension
‐product model extension

MML

‐product
model

‐process
model

Fig. 3-23. Macro and micro process profiles relations

The macro-process view for the eMachine development process is conceived to cope with
knowledge modeling regarding KBE applications integration with other entities (SW, end-users, etc.)
to pursue a goal. This overcomes the shortcoming of MOKA of not showing the usage of KBE
applications in the design process. Furthermore, knowledge regarding system design can also be
modeled to make it part of the generic KB. For example, the requirement-engineering framework
presented in Chapter 2 is a result of a thorough knowledge structure modeling from the captured
knowledge regarding the approach the consulted experts carry out to undertake this stage of the
development process. The proposed requirement-engineering framework is an example of macroprocess knowledge representation. This requirement engineering framework is part of the KB.
To make a macro-process part of the generic KB. In this thesis, it is suggested considering
knowledge modeling for macro-processes with static knowledge or with controlled and predictable
changes or transform the knowledge into a higher-level form. Knowledge that changes dynamically
cannot be part of the generic KB. For instance, assume that your company has two development
teams of electric motors. Team A develops motors for elevation systems and team B for electric
vehicles. Both use their own requirement framework. However, team A develops in the industrial Vcycle having always the same requirements fields (not values) and team B has contracts only for the
concept V-cycle, thus their requirement fields changes over time (for instance cooling system type,
materials, geometries). Then, the requirement framework of team A is worth of consideration for its
incorporation to the generic KB. On the other hand, not the team’s B framework. Another option is
to capture the knowledge of both and make a higher-level requirement framework achieving a
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framework with a common ground. Like the one presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 gives an
implementation example for the macro-process level.
Micro-process level. The KBeMotorProfile is devised to overcome MOKA’s shortcoming
about the micro-process model. The Venn diagram in Fig. 3-23 shows that the micro-process view
depends on the KBeMotorProfile and can be refine through SysML diagrams such as parametric
diagrams, requirements diagrams, sequence diagrams, etc. The KBeMotorProfile contains the MML
product model. In addition to the previously mentioned extensions of the product model, a new
metamodel is proposed to represent knowledge in the micro-process level. This metamodel is shown
in Fig. 3-24. This metamodel is derived after a thorough analysis of the problem solving cycle as a
micro-cycle according to VDI-2206 [85] and illustrated in Fig. 3-25a. Supposing that the knowledge
for a particular process is well-defined. Therefore, objectives are stablished. The resulting reasoning
is the following.
Starting from the premise our objective is defined then to accomplish this objective one or
several approaches for a solution can be carried out. Each approach is undertaken through a set of
indications with given criteria. One indication can also have criteria or can be composed of more
indications (expanded indications). Finally, the following argument should always be considered: An
indication can be transformed into an objective if an indication of one objective contains more
indications (expanded indication) and it can be understood out of the context of the container
objective. Therefore, this indication can stand by itself and it can be transformed into an objective.
Examples are given regarding this issue during the implementation phase, presented in Chapter 5.
The main point is the knowledge engineer be consistent throughout the knowledge
formalization.
The definition of each concept in the context of the metamodel is now described.
1. Objective: a micro goal, task or plan to achieve a purpose.
2. Approach: a particular manner of addressing the objective. It encloses one or a group of
indications.
3. Indication: It is a step, suggestion, hint, rule, or principle of solution for a particular
approach.
4. Criteria: It enclose the rationale, conditions, exceptions, description or facts for an
approach or indication.
5. Domain: Specific sphere of knowledge. This stereotype was particularly introduced for the
six design domains in the electric motor V-cycle. However, the author leaves it open for
any knowledge sphere.
6. Cross-domain objective: objective involving two or more domains.
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7. Requirement: requirement of the KBE application.
defined by

Domain

1..*
1..*

1
allocated to

1..*
MO KA Pr oduct M odel Component

may be allocated to

v alidated by

1..*

*

1

1

1

Objective

*

1

allocated to
1

From MOKA
product model
views

allocated to

Cr oss-domain Objective
1

1

may be deriv ed from

1..*

allocated to
*

*
*

1

Cr iter ia

satisfy

1
satisfy

1

allocated to

*

*
1..*

1..*

allocated to

1..*

1

Indication

Requirement
allocated to
1..*
A pproach

1..*

1

Indication A ct

{XOR}
1
A pproach CB

1

may call expanded inidcation

A pproach A ct
1

1

1

1..*

0..1

Indication action

1..*

1
*

1..*
Indication cnst

1..*

1

Indication CB

*
may be allocated to expanded indication

Fig. 3-24. Micro-process metamodel.

«Stereotype»

Cross-domain Objective

«Stereotype»

Approach Act

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

Block

Domain

Activity Diagram
«Stereotype»

Indication Act
«Stereotype»

Objective

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

Constraint

Indication cnst

«Stereotype»

Indication CB
«Stereotype»

ConstraintBlock

a)

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

Approach CB

Action

Indication action

«Stereotype»

«Stereotype»

rationale

Criteria

b)
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Fig. 3-25. a) problem solving micro cycle VDI-2206 [85]. b) stereotypes for the micro-process metamodel.

Fig. 3-25b presents the stereotypes classification as an extension of SysML for each term. To
explain the proposed micro-process metamodel let us start from the objective. The objective is a
specialization stereotype of the class block. The objective is allocated to a domain. It can be allocated
to none or several cross-domain objectives. An objective satisfies one or more requirements. An
objective can be derived from another objective. An objective contains one or more approaches.
Continuing with the approach, an approach is specialized in two classes, approach CB and approach
Act. For a given approach, one route between the two must be taken. Indication is a generalization
of four classes, Indication CB, Indication cnst, Indication Act and Indication action. Their use
depends on the approach selection. An indication can also be allocated to the criteria class.
Approach CB is a specialization of the class constraint block. An approach can be allocated to
a criteria stereotype. The criteria is a specialization of the SysML rationale. The purpose of Approach
CB is to allow the creation of indications in text format suited for those indications relating rules in
equation form or algorithms difficult to show through activity diagrams. Besides, by using this type
of representation the knowledge engineer can elaborate more among several rules (equations) using
parametric diagrams (example in Section 5.3). Approach CB contains Indication cnst of the SysML
class constraint and may contain Indication CB of the type constraint block to expand a particular
Indication cnst.
To illustrate one of the advantages of this knowledge representation first check Fig. 3-22. This
figure follows MOKA guideline for process representation. It can be seen that the activity call
“ComputeMAPT” is linked to a rule form saved in the knowledge book (implemented in MS Excel
in this thesis). The rule form is put in the figure for illustration purpose; however, the form is outside
the knowledge modeling software. Therefore, the user must literally look for that rule in the
knowledge book making the knowledge representation less readable in the same modeling tool.
On the other hand, following the proposed representation (for this particular example the
Approach CB) the algorithm can be included in the same model. Fig. 3-26a shows this example, the
figure shows how each objective contains the purpose of each algorithm, and each objective is linked
through aggregation and “has approach” association end (check Appendix C) relationship to the
Approach CB which contains an indication cnst type with the algorithm. Fig. 3-26b shows an
example of an algorithm illustration within an Indication cnst, at the same time this Indication cnst
can be allocated to Criteria. Fig. 3-26b shows an example of Criteria belonging to algorithm 1. Then,
the activity mentioned of Fig. 3-22 can be allocated to its respective objective having all the
knowledge representation at hand in the same modeling tool. This section also provides examples of
this type of allocation but first the Approach Act must be explained.
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«Object ive»

ComputeIsGivenT or queA ndA ngle

«Approach CB»

«Indication cnst»

FEM CoupledA lgor ithm_T emS ear chIs

A lgorithm1

Given the torque and angle get the current magnitude that
produces that torque

«C riteria»

«Object ive»

ComputeChar acter isticsGivenSpeedVoltageId

«Cr iter ia »

TemSearchIs A lgorithm1 Description
«allocate»

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm1} 1...

«Approach CB»

«Indication cnst»

FEM CoupledA lgor ithm_VellipseT em

A lgorithm2

Given the speed and voltage reference and a given d axis
current get the current vector where that voltage is reached.

«Cr iter ia »

V ellipse A lgorithm2 Description
«allocate»

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm2} 1...

«allocate»
« Object ive»

«Approach CB»

«Indication cnst»

ComputeChar acter isticCur r ent_IchSear ch

FEM CoupledA lgor ithm_IchSe arch

A lgorithm3

Get Ich of the motor

« Object ive»

«Approach CB»

ComputeMA PT Point

FEM CoupleA lgor ithm_mapt

Given the torque get the MAPT point

« Object ive»

«Approach CB»

ComputeMT PA Point

a)

«Indication cnst»

FEM CoupledA lgor ithm_mtpa

V oltageEllipseC omputationWithA lgorith

«Cr iter ia »

A lgorithm4

mapt A lgorithm4 Description
«allocate»

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm4} 1...

Given the current limit get the MTPA point

«Cr iter ia »

IchSearch A lgorithm3 Description
«allocate»

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm3} 1...

«Cr iter ia »

«Indication cnst»

mtpa A lgorithm5 Description

A lgorithm5
«allocate»

«C riteria»

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm5} 1...

« Object ive»

«Approach CB»

ComputeSpeedsA longCur r entCir cle

Given the current and voltage limit get the FW speeds along the
current circle

FEM CoupledA lgor ithm_rpmIs

«Indication cnst»

«Cr iter ia »

A lgorithm6
«allocate»

rpmIs A lgorithm6 Description

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm6} 1...
«allocate»
SweepO fC urrents

«Objective»

«Approach CB»

ComputeMT PVPoint

FEM CoupledA lgor ithm_mtpv

Given the speed and voltage limit what is the MTPV on the
corresponding voltage ellipse

«Cr iter ia »

A lgorithm7

mtpv A lgorithm7 Description

«allocate»

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm7} 1...

«Approach CB»

«Objective»

FEM CoupledA lgor ithm_mode1

ComputeMode1 Limit

«Indication cnst»

«Cr iter ia »

«Indication cnst»

A lgorithm8

mode1 A lgorithm8 Desciption
«allocate»

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm8} 1: Gi...

Given the voltage limit get mode 1 limit.

«Approach CB»

« Object ive»

ComputeMode2 n3Limit_C PSR_M PSR
Given the voltage and current limit get the mode 2 limit, CPSR and MPSR.

FEM CoupledA lgor ithm_mode2 n3

«Indication cnst» {{A lgorithm9} 1...

«Indication cnst»

«Cr iter ia »

A lgorithm9

mode2n3 A lgorithm9 Description
«allocate»

«allocate»

«Indication cnst»

Algorithm1

b)

1: Given torque_ref, angle_ref, tolerance_torque>0, k:=0, k_max, initial Is0,
step_number = n, motor model and tool parameters
2: Initialize variables Is=[0]; Torque=[0]; coverge=False
3: While not converge:
4: simulate point (Is_k, angle_ref) with given step_number
5: get FA, FB, FC
6: compute Fds, Fqs
7: compute Torque_k with Equation: Temf = 3/2p*(Fds*Iqs-Fds*Ids)
8: append values to Is and Torque
9: If abs(Torque_ref - Torque_k) <= tolerance_torque
10:
converge=True
11:
return(characteristic variables)
12: elif k=k_max: break
13: else:
14:
dIs = Is_k - Is_k-1; dTorque = Torque_k - Torque_k-1
15:
Is_k+1 = Is_k + dIs/dTorque(Torque_ref - Torque_k)
16: k= k + 1

«Cr iter ia »

TemSearchIs A lgorithm1 Description

Algorithm 1 determines the targeted current magnitude for a given
torque and a fixed angle value, in this case the secant method is
used to converge to the result, and usually it finds the value in less
than ten iterations if the first guessed is not too far. See attached
Figure.

Fig. 3-26. a) Knowledge representation example of the approach CB route. b) Expanded indication cnst and criteria.

Following the proposed metamodel shown in Fig. 3-24. The Approach Act is a specialization
of the class activity diagram. It contains Indication actions, a specialization of the class action (see
Fig. 3-25b). For this case, the expansion of an indication can be done through either the Indication
Act or the Indication CB. Indication Act is a specialization of activity diagram and Indication CB is
a specialization of constraint block. The Indication Act is referenced to the container indication
through a call behavior action and for the Indication CB this is done through allocation. Fig. 3-27
shows an example for the Approach Act. For this case, the browser view of the modeling tool (Fig.
3-27a) is added in order to view the different classes since the indication actions stereotype cannot
be visualized directly on the diagram.
The diagram is now summarized. The objective “compute magnets and copper temperature
change” has the solution approach name “motorcad_calcScript”. This approach has the six indication
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actions shown within the diagram, where two of these indications have criteria. In addition, the
indication “Compute temperature change” is extended through the Indication CB with name “Copper
and magnets temperature change equations” containing two <<indications cnst>>. In the same form,
an indication can be allocated to an objective if this indication can stands by itself as an objective.
act [O bjective] C omputeMagnetsA ndCopperTemperatureChange [motorcad_calcScript]

«Criteri a»

setinputv ariablesinMotorcad

Check if inputs exis t in
dataset

Inputs

Inputs

[True]

Variables within the properties: axial, cooling and losses.
Check eMotor Lumped Parameter Model Representation
diagram (linked to this criteria). It is assumed the model is
already set, the variables listed are the only ones that can
be adjusted for new computation.

[F alse]
«allocate»

Set input variables in lumped circuit model

«Criteri a»

Simulate in mode "Do steady s tate analysis"

outputdata

Variables within output data
property, check eMotor Lumped
Circuit Model Representation
«allocate» diagram (linked).

Get average temperatures

Save to datas et

a)

Compute temperature change

Allocated To:
«Indication CB»
CopperAndMagnetsTemperatureChangeEquations

b)

Fig. 3-27. a) Browser screenshot (objective with approach Act). b) Knowledge representation example with approach act.

Fig. 3-28 presents examples of indications allocated to objectives. The first indication action
in the approach act diagram is allocated to the objective previously mentioned in Fig. 3-27. The
objective to which is allocated can be used for different contexts and the process of computation will
not change.
act [Objective] ComputePCatOperatingTemperature [ProcessthroughLumpedCircuit]

Allocated To:
«Objective»
ComputeMagnetsAndCopperTemperatureChange
Compute dTcu, dTm for requested point
through lumped paremeter circuit model
Inputs Request
Retrieve dTcu and dTm
from dataset

InputsRequest

Compute new Rs and Br considering
change of temperature
Allocated To:
«Indication CB» BrRsThermalComputation

Change Rs and Br in FEM model
Allocated To:
«Objective»
FindRequestedPointOfeMotorforPCcomputa
tion
Get PC for the eMotor in FEM

Fig. 3-28. Knowledge representation including indications allocated to objective.

The cross-domain objective follows the same structure of an objective. However, this is
bounded by the objectives and cross-objectives allocated to it. Fig. 3-29 illustrates one example where
the electromagnetic and thermal domains are involved in the process of computation of performance
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characteristics of an eMotor. Fig. 3-29a shows the objectives allocated to the cross-domain objective
and Fig. 3-29b shows the Approach act with name “electromagnetic and thermal computation” in
which these objectives are applied.

[Ich available]

Input Ich

«C ross-domain O bjectiv e»

Compute optimal performance characteristics given Torque Speed and Vlimit

[Ich not available]

Input torque, speed, voltage
limit and motor type
Allocated To:
«Objective»
FindRequestedPointOfeMotorforPCc
t ti

A llocated From

ComputeCharacteristicCurrent_IchSearch
Compute PC at Operating Temperature
Find requested point of eMotor for PC computation

Allocated To:
«Objective»
ComputeCharacteristicCurrent_IchSearch

Compute Ich

Compute performance characteristics for
optimal point in FEM

[interest in operating temperature]

[not interest in operating temperature]

Compute performance characteristics at
operating temperature using Lumped circuit

Allocated To:
«Objective»
ComputePCatOperatingTemperature

a)

b)

Fig. 3-29. Cross-domain objective example with approach act. a) Allocated objectives. b) Approach act.

Finally, the MOKA product model component shown in the metamodel in Fig. 3-24 is a
generalization of the product model objects. The dependencies <<defined by>> and <<validated
by>> to specific domains provide a way to link the product model and the process model for the cases
the objects from the product model are involved in a process. Besides, the component is allocated to
objectives or cross-domain objectives to define the how to undertake the desired process involving
the component by the specified domains. Fig. 3-30 gives an example of these associations where the
stator core is defined by the electromagnetic domain and validated by the structural and
electromagnetic domains. The tree view of the browser in Fig. 3-30a shows these relationships with
more clarity. The stator core is allocated to the objectives “select manufacturing process” and
“determine stator core length within limits”. The objectives are allocated to one specific domain. The
same figure illustrates the objective “determine stator core length within limits” that satisfies the
requirement “stator length limit”.
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«Domain»

Structural

«D omain»

Electromagnetic
«allocate»
«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

SelectManufacturingProcess

DetermineStatorCoreLengthWithinLimits

«allocate»

«satisfy»
«allocate»

«allocate»

«Requirement»

StatorLengthLimit

«A ssembly »

ID = Req001

StatorCore
«validated by»

«validated by»

The solution alternatives shall never exceed
200 mm

«defined by»

«Domain»

«Domain»

Structural

Electromagnetic

a)

b)

Fig. 3-30. a) Browser screenshot. b) Objective relationships with requirements, components and domains.

The proposed micro-process metamodel not only gives the capability to represent knowledge
in an intuitive manner but also provides the advantage of retrieving knowledge through relational
tables that can be read and understood by any actor. IBM Rhapsody, the tool herein used, has the
capability of using context pattern to retrieve information (other MBSE tools has similar capabilities).
Context patterns is the description of a path of elements in a model through a list of tokens. Fig. 331 illustrates an example of a screenshot of a table showing the objectives and their indications with
criteria descriptions. The table was retrieved by applying the following context pattern: Package*,
{Objective}Objective,

{Approach}has

approach:,{Criteria

Approach}

allocate:|{Indication}

Indication CB | {Indication} Indication cnst| {Indication} Indication action | {Indication} Indication
Act, {Criteria} allocate:.
In conclusion, this stage changes significantly compared to MOKA. It adopts from MOKA the
MML product model. Nevertheless, a disadvantage found from MOKA’s process model is that most
of the knowledge had to be linked to the knowledge book. This step achieves a knowledge
representation that favors on keeping the knowledge within the same modeling tool. The knowledge
book is still consider important, especially for a quick knowledge capturing process. Nevertheless,
todays technologies permit to move entirely from a document-based approach to a model-based
approach understandable for any engineer. For the exceptions where the knowledge cannot be
represented then a link to either the knowledge book or the knowledge source can still be maintained
in the same modeling tool.
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Fig. 3-31. Screenshot of knowledge retrieval example through relational tables.
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3.4.5 Package
This phase emphasizes the knowledge implementation and integration during the software
development. In this stage, the KBE applications development and integration with other entities take
place. In other words, the software system is developed. Usually, the main goal to achieve in a KBE
project are KBE applications for both the macro and micro level.
In order to develop a software system with these characteristics three options are available.
Option number one is to start from scratch and develop the software entirely. Option number two is
to engage with a software supplier company and make a collaboration agreement with them to
develop the KBE system by customizing their applications and developing new features if required
to achieve the desired system. For instance, ANSYS and Siemens are companies that offer a complete
suite of software applications that can be integrated to achieve the wanted KBE system. Option
number three is to develop the KBE applications and integrate them with commercial off the shelf
software (COTS). The first mentioned option is a long-term development process approach and less
likely to be considered, unless you are interesting to introduce a new software to the market. The
second option creates complete dependency on an external company but could be an approach worth
of consideration.
This thesis implements the third option. This type of implementation can be undertaken within
the same company, reduces the development time and provides the option of not changing radically
the process the eMachine experts carry out by reusing the same design tools they currently used. In
this way, this work suggests a top-down decomposition of the software system and developing using
a bottom-up approach for its construction. Therefore, an approach that fits to this type of system
implementation is component-based software engineering (CBSE) [122]–[126]. CBSE principle
relies on coupling independent components into systems.
Sommerville in [124] combines the definition of component from Heineman [126] and
Szyperski [125] and defines it as: “A software unit whose functionality and dependencies are
completely defined by a set of public interfaces. Components can be composed with other
components without knowledge of their implementation and can be deployed as an executable unit”.
Therefore, the main point is to integrate the selection of commercial software components with the
KBE applications to accomplish the goal for the product development process. Moreover, the
software engineer must develop the micro-level KBE applications as components for reuse. The
COTS (CAD/CAE, requirement engineering, PDM) defined for the KBE system typically provide
access to their application through ActiveX, APIs and/or plug-ins, which may require implemention
for different programming languages. Then, the construction of middleware such as adapters is
crucial to undertake the proposed approach.
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Focusing on KBE applications, this work decomposes them in three parts, the knowledge
wrappers, auxiliary modules, and the user interface. The knowledge wrappers are the software
modules with no access to edition to the end-user that contains (wraps) the formalized knowledge
from the previous step. After modeling the knowledge using the representation described in the
previous section the knowledge engineer and software engineer must work together in order to
convert that knowledge into code. Having the software modules that wraps the knowledge classified
from the rest of modules facilitate the KBE application upgrade and maintenance. The auxiliary
modules are software modules that makes the KBE application run properly but does not contain the
formalized knowledge.
The user interface (UI) is the set of commands or menus on which the end-user will interact
with the KBE application. Preferably, the UI should have the capability of visualization (diagrams,
instructions, warnings, etc.) of the integrated knowledge to the end-user, when not possible at least
handle the documentation containing the integrated knowledge. From the experience gained, the
author suggests to develop micro-level KBE applications with no graphical user interface (GUI)
whenever possible but provide a user interface through commands in a language the end-user may
be familiar with. This increase the development process and allows the end-user experience with the
KBE application faster. For the macro-level, GUIs may be more appropriate to be implemented.
In conclusion, the package stage is in general the software development process executed by
the software engineer with the support of the knowledge engineer. The package name highlights the
translation of the formalized knowledge into code (kept in modules) for the KBE application. The
modules that contains the formalized knowledge are called in this thesis knowledge wrappers.
However, in order to build a KBE system other software components may be involved, therefore,
middleware has to be develop in order to execute the KBE system properly. A detailed description
of the software development process is out of the scope of this thesis. This works centers more its
attention on the knowledge integration and execution of KBES in the eMachine development process
with emphasis in the design process. The software engineer should choose the methodology to follow
and he may support the software development process with Application Lifecycle Management tools
(ALM).
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3.5 Discussion
MOKA methodology was adapted and extended for the electric machine design process. The
purpose of this adaptation and extension of MOKA is to facilitate its implementation in the electric
machine industry. The capture and formalize steps provides sufficient details for the Knowledge Base
generation. The knowledge base is the foundation of a KBE system.
Moreover, the proposed adaptation and extension of MOKA for electric machines cope with
the shortcomings mentioned in the introduction in the following manner. The first limitation says
MOKA focused more on the knowledge engineer and not the end user. In this work, insights for the
identify and justify phases centered in the electric machine developer were given to support the
decision and analysis of the application of a KBE system as a solution to the enterprise needs. The
second limitation highlights the lack of supporting tools and mechanisms of knowledge
representation, for this reason, this chapter gave example of implementation options by using
Microsoft Excel for the informal model and MBSE tools as a KB tool for the formal model.
Regarding the third shortcoming of not considering its usage in the design process and knowledge
reuse and maintenance a solution to this problem is addressed in the next chapter.
The fourth and final shortcoming is that MOKA is more product-oriented and not processoriented. In this thesis it is deduced that the product model of MOKA is well structured and well
defined that its adaptation to any application is simple. Therefore, examples of the product model
applied to electric machines (eMachine product model) were illustrated to serve as reference of its
usage to the reader.
Problems were encountered to represent knowledge using the process model specially by not
having some knowledge forms available in the same KB tool. For instance, the need of linking an
activity to an informal rule form instead of having the rule embedded in the same diagram or at least
in the same software tool. In addition, MML only focus on the micro level view no knowledge
representation for the macro level view is provided.
Hence, a new proposal of knowledge representation was developed for the eMachine process
model. This was divided into micro-process and macro-process levels. For the macro-process level
SysML was adopted as the language for this case. Example of the macro-process knowledge
representation is the proposed requirement-engineering framework (presented in Chapter 2)
addressing the process from the initial specifications provided by the integrator and deriving them
until lower level requirements are obtained to begin the design process. For the micro-process level,
a new metamodel with stereotypes extended from SysML classes was provided and described
through several examples. This metamodel is considered a contribution of this thesis. Apart from
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SysML a new profile called KBeMotorProfile was created and described with the stereotypes it
contains. Examples of micro-process knowledge representation using the new profile were illustrated
as reference to the user.
The package phase was introduced in this chapter providing high-level insights of the phase.
The detailed description of software implementation is out of the scope of this work but it is an
important part of the entire process.
In conclusion, substantiation of the Knowledge Base generation process upon the development
of KBE systems for the electric machine industry was described. A new knowledge representation
for the eMachine process model was derived providing examples of each kind of knowledge
representation.
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Chapter 4
KBE SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
This chapter introduce the KBE system framework for the development of electric machines.
The framework integrates and adapts relevant technologies used in industry for the product
development process. The proposed framework synthesizes the concepts presented in the previous
chapters in order to create a successful KBE system. The framework is based in the so-called KBV2model, which consist of the Knowledge Base generation process adapted from MOKA methodology
and the eMachine standardized macro-level framework. In addition, the actors, tools, knowledge
management, and KBES SW architecture is presented.
This chapter is divided in seven sections. Section one presents an introduction to the
framework. Section two introduces PLM and PDM. Section three describes the KBV2-model with the
generalization of actors, and tools. Section four presents the knowledge management features by
describing the knowledge base structure and data management. Section five shows the proposed
architecture for the KBE system SW. Section six presents an implementation example for the
eMachine Product Model. Finally, section seven discusses the results.
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4.1 Introducción
Contemporary technologies relevant in industry were reviewed and described in the previous
chapters. The proposed solution is to use and integrate these technologies to achieve a complete KBE
system for the development of electric machines. Fig. 4-1 summarizes the involved technologies and
their integration is described in this chapter.

MBSE

KBS Tools

VDI 2221/2206

Requirement
Management

KBE system
framework for
the
development of
eMachines

Analytical
Tools

Multiphysic
tools

PLM / PDM

Co‐simulation

Fig. 4-1. Integrated technologies to develop a KBE system.

Chapter 2 presented and suggested a standardized macro-level framework concept to develop
electric machines. Chapter 3 introduced the Knowledge Base generation process and its application
for electric machines including knowledge representation. Merging the Knowledge Based Generation
process and the eMachine standardized macro-level framework adapted from VDI-2206/2221 is the
core concept of the proposed KBE system framework. This chapter synthesized the concepts so far
explained giving additional description and generalization of aspects such as actors, tools, knowledge
management and architecture.
Moreover, an implementation of the eMachine Product Model is presented at the end of the
chapter. The use case example is metadata customization of PDM systems with the goal of further
use in the implementation of the development of a KBE system presented in Chapter 6.
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4.2 Product Lifecycle Management and Product Data
Management
This section clarifies the concepts of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Product Data
Maganement (PDM). Product data is all the data in the process that is used to imagine, design,
produce, use, support and dispose the product. According to [127] p. 134, product data management
“is the activity of managing product data”. PDM systems were introduced in the early 80s, due to its
usage in today’s industry it has become one of the main software in product development. A PDM
system is a software application that manages product data and is part of a PLM application [127].
PDM system is a crucial part of a PLM application and its selection and implementation has been
unclear in industry. People still struggle about the scope of a PDM system there is a misconception
in the concepts of PLM and PDM, this will be clear in a concise way in this section from the
information gathered from literature.
PLM comes to integrate the business activities by organizing and making information and
processes available throughout the lifecycle of the product in a collaborative platform. Stark [127]
p.1 defines PLM as “the business activity of managing in the most effective way, a company’s
products all the way across their lifecycles; from the very first idea of the product all the way through
until it is retired and disposed of”. Schuh et al. [128] p. 210 define PLM as “a systematic concept for
the integrated management of all product related information and processes through the entire
lifecycle, from the initial idea to end-of-life”.
On the other hand, PDM centers on managing design data of the product development
processes. PLM focus on managing the whole process related to product lifecycle. Fig. 4-2 shows the
lifecycle of a product and the complexity of the whole process, the vertical axis shows the
components that need to be addressed to manage the whole process and the horizontal axis the
lifecycle phases.
Solidworks [129] p. 2 states “PDM is a design-focus technology that increases efficiencies
within existing product development processes by improving the management of product design data.
PLM on the other hand is a strategic, process-centered approach that leverages PDM and other
technologies, along with consulting services-to manage product lifecycles, remake processes and
increase output. As a result PLM improves productivity across the connected enterprise rather than
in a single department or specific process”.
PDM is useful to transform raw data (drawings, datasheets, reports, etc.) into metadata, which
provides more information about the data. It also helps query data easily retrieving past files that can
be helpful for a new problem. PDM links all data to the belonging product in a collaborative
environment allowing availability of information worldwide 24/7. PDM guarantees an improvement
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in reuse of design information, in use of resources, access to files, control engineering changes,
support of customers and security of information with the profit of reducing lead time and costs [130],
[131].

Fig. 4-2. Product lifecycle management components and phases [131] p.5.

Selecting the ideal system requires a complete evaluation of the needs, goals, and structure of
the product development and manufacturing organizations, a guideline of PDM and PLM selection
and implementation can be read at [127], [128]. Depending the size of your company, you may need
a PLM or PDM solution. Fig. 4-3 presents what PDM and PLM covers as well as the lifecycle stages
of a product, it can be seen that PDM may have part or all of application integration, visualization,
collaboration and reporting and analytics.
Finally, some examples of commercial PLM tools are:
1. Siemens Teamcenter
2. PTC Windchill
3. Autodesk Fusion Lifecycle
4. Oracle Agile
5. Arena PLM
6. Dassault ENOVIA
7. SAP PLM
8. Omnify Empower PLM
9. Aras Innovator PLM
Other tools only offer data management such as SYNECT from dSPACE.
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Fig. 4-3. PLM and PDM relationship and lifecycle stages adapted from [4], [130].

From literature, it can be concluded that less time should be spent on deciding which PDM or
PLM system to purchase instead the software should be adapted to the company needs and by
working this way its implementation would be fast enough to start getting profit out of it. This thesis
follows this philosophy by selecting and open source PLM and customize the metadata to fulfill the
objective of this work. Therefore, the selected PLM software is Aras Innvator. In addition, based on
its availability the data management tool SYNECT is also used. However, during the implementation
of the KBE system framework only PDM features of Aras Innovator will be used since the
implementation scope of this thesis is limited to an electric machine department. More details about
both tools will be given later in the respective implementation section.
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4.3 KBV2-model
The proposed KBE system framework is encapsulated in the KBV2-model. Fig. 4-4 shows the
KBV2-model that stands for Knowledge Base generation for the V2-model. This model synthesized
the processes described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. This model is composed of two main parts, the
Knowledge Base generation process (left section) and the standardized macro-level framework to
develop electric machines (right section). The model is devised to provide the involved actors a
holistic view of the process flow for the development of KBE applications regarding the electric
machine context. At the same time, their responsibility on the process. In other words, when
implementing the model for a specific KBE project (for either the macro or micro scale), the model
should reflect the KBE application purpose for the V2-model. Schemes can be added to clarify the
KBE application purpose into the standardized macro-level framework. Working in this form
introduces the systems engineering ingredient for the development of a KBE system showing KBE
applications integration with other entities of the eMachine development system. Chapter 3 described
the standardized framework, which is created following the VDI guidelines to facilitate its adaptation
to any current methodology an enterprise uses.
KBE application requirements

Fig. 4-4. The KBV2-model.

The previous chapter mentioned one of the shortcomings MOKA has is the no attention of the
KBE application usage in the design process. Then, including the eMachine standardized design
processes overcomes this issue by providing the actors a general view to specify the purpose of the
KBE application into the system of the company.
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The model intends to serve for both the macro and micro levels. However, the scope of what
is micro and macro should be defined. The Knowledge Base generation process maintains its
structure for the macro and micro levels. The only difference lies on the knowledge representation.
What defines the macro level perspective is the standardized macro-level framework, the actors must
agree on the requirements of the KBE application regarding the entire system or only part of it, for
instance only one V-cycle or particular high-level steps of the V-cycle. Taking into account the tools,
stakeholders and interchange of information among these. For KBE applications in the micro scale
level the particular process where it wants to be deployed ought to be specified. The aim of the micro
level view is to create KBE applications for particular processes within the seven steps of a V-cycle.
It is important to remark that the micro level view is the most adopted approach for developing KBE
applications [13], [29], [121]. Another way to view the difference between macro and micro could
be in terms of the system outputs, for the macro-level the suite of KBE applications are part of a
system to support the product development process ending up with a product concept, component or
industrial product for mass-customization. The micro-level case supports the fast execution of a
process for a particular task. The actors must agree and define the boundary between the macro and
micro level for the KBE project.
Introducing the MVP principle (Appendix A) allows the end-user integration to the KBE
application development process. The main idea is to develop KBE applications following this
principle. In particular, the type of MVP that must be pursue is the single feature MVP [132]. To
make this possible the macro level KBE application, which would be the ultimate goal, should be
broken down into micro level KBE applications (components). During the implementation of this
framework, this proved to be helpful for not only fast developing and integration but also to gain
feedback from the end-users allowing the improvement of features for every KBE application. Fig.
4-5 illustrate the MVP principle to create a macro-level KBE application. The figure tries to show
how KBE applications with less features can be extended by developing in multiple facets until the
desired KBE system is achieved.

Fig. 4-5. MVP principle for multiple facets development of a Macro KBE application.
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This principle could influence general managers not assimilating KBE as a solution to a
problem, which could be an obstacle to submerge into a KBE project. A feasible alternative in case
of economic uncertainty is to develop a MVP to see if it is a real solution to the enterprise needs. One
aspect to highlight is KBE relies on well-known knowledge since its goal is to automate routine tasks.
Therefore, the technical uncertainty to achieve a goal is low. Another advantage of developing in
multiple facets is that the end-user can leverage the benefits from single features applications faster
rather than waiting for a finished viable application.
Moreover, the process to develop an electric machine in a high-level form (as shown in the
eMachine macro-processes) is similar for any application domain. Application domain in this context
means the particular field where the machine accomplish its final purpose i.e. integration
(automotive, elevator systems, aerospace). The difference among the application domains stands on
the requirements the machine satisfies deriving in different design features in structure and
performance. Thus, going deeper into details, the knowledge differs from application domain to
application domain although the design domains maintains (EMC, insulation, electromagnetic,
thermal, vibro-acoustics and structural). For this reason, the proposed KB structure in this framework
takes into account this issue by creating different units in the KB considering different electric
machine applications, this is explain in more detail in Section 4.4.
The sunburst diagram in Fig. 4-6 summarizes the proposed KBES framework. The planning
and break down of modules should be carried out from the innermost to the outermost (same as a
top-down approach). Each V-cycle step can be decomposed into more sections. The developing
process following the KBV2-model should be executed from the outermost to the inner most (same
as bottom-up approach).
In summary, the main purpose of the KBV2-model is to support the actors by providing a
holistic view of the process to facilitate their decisions on the aspects they muset take into account in
order to develop the KBE system. The economic feasibility of a KBE project is not consider in this
model. It is only focused on the technical aspects of KBE. The eMachine standardized macro-process
and the Knowledge Base generation process. A synthesis of the involved actors in the KBV2-model
and tools generalization are described in the following subsections.
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Fig. 4-6. KBE System framework for the development of electric motors.

4.3.1 Actors
The proposed KBES framework identifies five actors regarding the technical aspects of a KBE
system. These actors are the knowledge engineer, software engineer, systems engineer, eMachine
experts, and end-users. One person may play different roles in the KBE system framework. The use
case diagram in Fig. 4-7 presents the main roles of each actor in the KBES framework. One of the
limitations of this framework is the not inclusion of managerial processes guidelines during the KBES
development, for instance, resources management, communications guidelines among actors, cost
analysis and risk analysis for KBE projects. Then, let us focus on the technical aspects of each actor
in the KBES framework. The actors are referred in singular form, nevertheless, the diagram shows
that for each actor one or more people may be involve.

4.3.1.1 Systems engineer
This framework introduces the systems engineer. The system engineer holds the holistic view
of the eMachine development process, thus, he has the higher hierarchical level among the rest of
actors. Due to its profession nature, this actor is responsible of making or analyzing (in case he did
not give the proposal) the formal proposal request for a KBE solution in order to improve the
efficiency of the current system. Definitely, this cannot be done without analyzing the needs and
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taking into account the opinion of the eMachine experts (the actor providing the knowledge for the
KBE solution). Typically, the idea of KBE arises from the need of actors with lower hierarchy, for
example, the eMachine designers.
Once the project starts. The system engineer envisage and designs the KBE system. The KBE
system, in summary, is the system describing the integration of the KBE applications and other
software components into the product development process. Therefore, he is in charge of showing
how the suite of applications will interact with other entities of the current system. This includes the
definition of requirements for the KBE application with the support of the eMachine developer and
end-users. Another task to carry out is the definition of a standard information exchange among tools
and actors. For instance XML among software, xlsx to present results to the end-user, SysML among
actors. He also should break down the KBE project following the MVP concept as shown in the
sunburst diagram in Fig. 4-6. The systems engineer assesses the entire project by monitoring the KBE
system development. Finally, he must evaluate the performance of the finished KBE system in the
product development process.
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Fig. 4-7. Actors and their roles in the KBE system framework.
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4.3.1.2 Expert
The expert can be any of the eMachine developers. The generalization of the eMachine
developer was presented in Fig. 2-13. The electric machine developer is the actor responsible for the
design/manufacturing of the machine satisfying the requirements of the customer. In the KBES
context, he must define the knowledge for the KBE application, approve the knowledge
formalization, and validate the results of the KBE application.

4.3.1.3 Knowledge engineer
This actor is in charge of the knowledge base generation, which includes the steps of capture
and formalize. Therefore also responsible to manage the knowledge during the entire KBES
development. He is responsible of the Knowledge Base generation process described in Chapter 3.
Furthermore, he supports the knowledge implementation process that leads to the final KBE
application.

4.3.1.4 Software engineer
The software engineer is the one who transforms the knowledge into a real functional software
tool. He decides the development platform and the approach to achieve the system. He develops the
KBE application, if several KBE applications as well as other software components are involved is
capable of their integration as one software system. He also develops the user interface and is in
charge of the KBE application deployment or KBE system deployment.

4.3.1.5 End-user
The end-user, typically more than one, is the operator of the KBE system. He is the specific
eMachine developer using the KBE application. He can provide feedback including feature
improvements for the KBE application.

4.3.2 Tools
The proposed KBES framework intends to integrate the technologies illustrated in Fig. 4-1 to
enhance the product development process (PLM/PDM, KBS, MBSE, multiphysics, analytical, and
co-simulation tools). Fig. 4-8 remarks where the technologies could be implemented on the KBV2model. Nevertheless, their implementation is flexible and must adjust to the needs of the enterprise
or design departments.
In order to generalize the KBES framework to a certain extent, this section provides a list of
tools options that can be selected for the implementation (package) phase for a KBE project. A
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summary of state of the art commercial and open source tools are listed in Fig. 4-9. The purpose of
providing this list is to expand the possibilities of implementation of the proposed KBES framework
to the readers.
Even though in this thesis the implementation goal is accomplished by developing a KBE
system regarding coding of KBE applications through programming languages. There are different
ways of knowledge implementation. For instance, you could define an application only to inferred
knowledge from your KB through inference engine tools (e.g. Protégé, PyKE, Prolog, and Lisp).
Another way of knowledge implementation could be the creation of a product model for PDM
metadata customization. Thus, the KBS tools herein provided can be used for several ways of
implementation. However, it is remarked that the Knowledge Base generation process must stick to
the steps and knowledge representation provided in this work where a MBSE tool is used as a KBS
tool i.e. still using the knowledge representation shown in Section 3.4.4 to formalize the knowledge.
The resulting KB could later be implemented as the actors wish e.g. in one of the listed KBS tools.

Fig. 4-8. Implementation of tools on the KBV2-model.

Moreover, MBSE tools should be used to support the design of the KBE system (i.e. applying
systems engineering). MBSE is suggested to model the whole system in order to have an integrated
way to trace and manage requirements in a cross-discipline environment as well as to have the entire
process modelled to support the product development and risks could be detected from early phases.
Requirement management tools with MBSE support the process of requirements traceability,
satisfaction and verification for both the KBE system and the eMachine development process.
Multiphysics and analytical tools are normally used independently but lately the trend in
industry is to work in an integrated way with a co-simulation environment (either commercial or
custom software) whenever exist the need to achieve multi-disciplinary optimization (MDO). Finally,
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to manage the whole product lifecycle PLM/PDM is the top of the line tool to do so. In addition, it
can be used as the source of truth in the KBE system.








MBSE tools + Requirement Managment
tools
No magic ‐ Cameo System Modeler +
Cameo requirements +
IBM ‐ Rational Raphsody + Rational
DOORS
Ansys ‐ SCADE
Vitech ‐ Genesys
Sparx Systems ‐ Enterprise Architect
Artego ‐ Artisan Studio












PLM / PDM tools
Siemens – Teamcenter
PTC – Windchill
Autodesk – Fusion Lifecycle
Oracle Agile
Arena PLM
Dassault ENOVIA
SAP PLM
Omnify Empower PLM
Aras Innovator PLM
Solidworks PDM













KBS tools
Prótégé
MOKA ICARE + MML
SysML / UML
Technosoft ‐ AML
Genworks – GDL
PROLOG
LISP
Jcolibri
PyKE
Jess for Java
CATIA‐Knowledgeware

Multiphysics and Analytic
tools
 CAD/CAE tools
 Matlab / Simulink
 Maple
 Phoenix Integration ‐
ModelCenter
 Altair‐Hyperworks
 Ansys‐Simplorer

Fig. 4-9. List of software tools available in market.
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4.4 Knowledge management
To get the most out of the knowledge resources mentioned throughout this work. This section
presents the knowledge-base (KB) structure and organization the author believes is the most
appropriate for the successful management of knowledge in the KBE system. Furthermore, it presents
the data and information organization among the different integrated technologies to the KBE
applications.

4.4.1 Knowledge base structure and organization
The interest of the KBES framework is to develop KBE applications in multiple facets. Thus,
the eMachine KB increases while the number of KBE projects increases. Fig. 4-10 shows the
structure of the KB. The figure shows the eMachine KB consists of the generic KB and the application
domain KB. Different applications domains (electric vehicle, elevators system, etc.) can be part of
the KB. The KB is composed of units, every unit is part of the KB and a unit can be used by any
specific project. The organization of the KB in units is derived from the implemented tool in this
work, IBM rational Raphsody. A unit in Rhapsody is a file in which the modeled information is
stored. Different types of units can be created in Rhapsody, however, only package units is of the
interest to the concept of this thesis.

Generic KB unit

KBE project unit

Fig. 4-10. Knowledge base structure.

Regardless of the selected tool used, for the interest of this work the unit is a file containing
part of the formalized knowledge of the eMachine KB. It can be seen enclosed in the figure the two
types of units, the generic KB unit as well as the KB unit for a specific KBE project. Every specific
KBE project is a type of KB unit for a particular application domain.
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This thesis recommends when beginning from scratch (no KB exists) that the starting point
should be the creation of a generic KB preferably from the eMachine product portfolio of the
company. This makes the knowledge engineer familiar with the knowledge domain and with this
KBES framework. The generic KB should contained general knowledge about electric machines of
the enterprise i.e. knowledge that can be used in a KBE project irrespective of the application domain.
Therefore, the knowledge engineer with the support of the eMachine developer (experts) are
accountable for the decision of what knowledge will be part of this KB unit. The generic KB is a
finding that arose with the project of metadata customization of a PDM system, this implementation
is presented in Section 4.6. It was found that this structure facilitates the reuse of the knowledge
gathered and modeled in new KBE projects. Hence, the separation of KB units into specific KBE
projects and the generic KB.
Every KB unit contains the product model and process model. The generic KB imports
knowledge from specific KBE projects. A KBE project may use entirely or partly the knowledge
withheld in the generic KB as well as the knowledge withheld in another KB specific KBE project
from the same application domain type. Finally, it is important to clarify the generic KB is not a KBE
project although it can contain complete KBE projects. Since these units derive from packages. Then,
every unit stored in the repository can be imported as a package within the KB tool.
The organization of the units in the repository may follow a similar structure to the KB as
illustrated in Fig. 4-10. To provide an example Fig. 4-11a shows the folder organization containing
the KB units. Fig. 4-11b shows a screenshot of the generic KB folder containing two versions of units
for the generic KB named KBeMotor_v1 and KBeMotor_v2. The file extension for the units in IBM
Rhapsody is –sbsx–.
eMotor KB

Application domain 1

KBE Project unit 1
KBE Project unit 2
Application domain 2

Generic KB

GKBeMotor_v1
GKBeMotor_v2
KBeMotorProfile

a)

b)

Fig. 4-11. a) Folder organization of KB units and profiles. b) KB units organization example in a repository.
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The new developed profile KBeMotorProfile for knowledge representation has the same file
extension format (package unit in Rhapsody). However, in this work the KBeMotorProfile and
SysML will be referred as profiles and not units.
The structure of a project in the KB tool is demonstrated in Fig. 4-12 (the structure can be
applied in all MBSE tools). Within the project file, the units should be arranged as shown in the
figure. On top, we have the specific KBE project unit (called eMotorPCFinder in the figure), followed
by the profiles (SysML and KBeMotorProfile) and finally the generic KB unit (called KBeMotor_v1
in the figure). The same figure also gives an example of a KBE project using the modeled knowledge
from a previous KBE project. This demonstrates the advantage of knowledge reuse by structuring
the knowledge by units. That is, the units can be imported as needed for specific KBE projects.
Project file name

Imported KBE Project unit now
contained by the eMotorPCFinder unit

Specific Project KBE unit
called eMotorPCFinder

Imported Profiles:
KBeMotorProfile and SysML

Imported Generic KB unit
called KBeMotor_v1

v

Fig. 4-12. KBE project structure in Rational Rhapsody.

In conclusion, the KB structure is decomposed in generic KB unit and specific KBE projects
units. The generic KB unit holds general knowledge from the product model and process model that
can be reused by any application domain. All units may contain the product and process models, the
organization of the units as files should follow a similar structure that allows the knowledge engineer
to import any desired unit into a new project. The project organization within the KB tool was
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illustrated in Fig. 4-12. The order that should be followed from top to bottom is KBE project, profiles,
and generic KB.

4.4.2 Data management
Data management refers to the administration of data in the product lifecycle. This work
centers its effort in the design process. Thus, the integration of data is adapted to suit designers in the
eMachine development process. Micro-level KBE applications are usually integrated in the same
design tool (CAD, FEM, CFD), so the outputs from these are data files that can be stored in a shared
or local repository. However, when dealing with macro-level KBE applications that are part of a KBE
system, data management becomes a crucial aspect of the development process. From the perspective
of a KBE system, this section provides an alternative for the organization of data in the eMachine
development process. The reader must recall that the interest of the KBE system is to integrate a suite
of KBE applications into the eMachine development process for a particular goal. Then, it is not the
intention of the author to illustrate how to manage your data in a company but a proposal on how to
manage the data regarding the creation of a KBE system to enhance the eMachine development
process.
Lately, product development is executed in a collaborative environment. This approach allows
knowledge share and data share among the stakeholders, in addition to the capability of design tools
integration. PLM/PDM technologies trend is to integrate more tools, in many cases they still cannot
fully support all tools capabilities integration, for example, MBSE and PLM integration is still an
ongoing matter [4], [8]. For a designer, during the specific domain design process (electromagnetic,
thermal, etc.) a more pragmatic approach is to work in a local environment. It is more common to
find in literature KBE applications in a local environment. Nevertheless, due to the dispersion of
design teams and manufacturers, either interdepartmental or around the world, keeping common data
updated is crucial for a successful development of the product. An additional issue when working
locally is that designers tend to manage files independently and when retrieval of data is required
confusion may arise. Retrieval of important information may vary within a range from 30% up to
70% of the designers overall effort [133]. Therefore, an engineering data management system is
relevant. Fig. 4-13 shows the architecture of data management from the KBE system perspective.
The architecture shows a common data repository linked to the collaborative environment and to the
local environment. The figure also shows the functionalities, it can be seen that it is in the local
environment where the creation of design models and other files take place as well as modifications.
The collaborative environment is managed through a PDM system. Section 4.2 described the
advantages a PDM system can provide to the product development process. Therefore, from the KBE
system perspective the end-user can have the capabilities of viewing models and files as well as to
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make changes whenever required through the integration of design tools e.g. CAD, CAE to the PDM
system. Changes in this context means modifications to metadata information but depending the
capabilities of the implemented PDM system changes may involve modifications to models in the
same PDM system. During this research, it was found that even though PLM/PDM systems allows
the integration of design tools many still lack of a built-in plug-in for many design software. Most of
the design tools selected for the implementation of this work require a custom plug-in in order to
make modifications to models within the selected PDM system. This is technologically possible but
needs many hours of work. It is up to the actors to make the decision if modifications to models
within the PDM system is worth of application. That is why the only functionalities suggested and
highlighted for the end-user is to view and make changes to metadata information. Engineers’
preference is to modify models or other files in a local environment for later saving in the repository
and updating (filling or changing) the metadata information.

Fig. 4-13. Data management architecture.

Summarizing the functionalities regarding the KBE system, creation and modifications of
models are managed locally; viewing of models and files as well as changes to the metadata
information are managed in a collaborative environment. Both make use of a common data
repository. The PDM system retrieves data from the repository, the eMachine developers can retrieve
data from the repository but if these data is linked to the PDM system the metadata must be updated.
The eMachine developer can save data to the repository and query data from the PDM system.
For the eMachine developers involved in the KBE system, it is advantageous to add to the
KBE application the capability of accessing these data files directly from the repository (in a
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controllable way) and update automatically the changes in the PDM system for a collaborative work
with other actors. This will reduce the workload of the designers and enhance the creativity work.
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4.5 KBE system architecture
This section provides the architecture of the KBE system with emphasis on the KBE
application. It was mentioned in section 3.4.5 that the KBE application is composed of the knowledge
wrapper that consist of the formalized knowledge translated into code, the auxiliary modules that
make possible the correct performance of the KBE application and the user interface. In order to
integrate the KBE application to other software components middleware is mandatory. Middleware
is the software that makes possible the interconnection among different software components
enabling the applications to interface among them. Fig. 4-14 shows the architecture proposal for a
KBE system.

Fig. 4-14. SW architecture for KBE systems.

The KBE system consists of the integration of the KBE applications with the rest of
technologies in the product development process. The architecture shows the KBE application
communicates with the other technologies through middleware (see section 3.4.5). To cover the
whole product development process the applications selected are PDM, MBSE plus requirement
management, data repository and design tools. Nonetheless, the product lifecycle involves more
processes not considered in this work. As a matter of concept, the architecture shows that a KBE
system of the engineering department can interact with other departments by a PLM platform
integration if required. The proposed KBE system architecture focus on the design process. The
architecture is devised for the macro-level perspective. For the micro-level cases the developed micro
KBE application may or may not require middleware for integration with software components,
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typically, their execution is embedded in the target software (CAD/CAE) or few links can be needed
to other software components. The difference between macro and micro KBE applications can be
seen in terms of their system outputs, for the macro-level typically the suite of KBE applications
supports the product development process ending up with a product concept, component or industrial
product for mass-customization, for the micro-level case it supports the fast execution of a process
for a particular task.
Depending on the goals set by the KBE system, the eMachine development process can have
one or several KBE systems. A common data repository is suggested for the KBE system. The
architecture shows the design tools can be linked through a co-simulation platform but some design
tools have built-in integration among third-party software that can leverage fast implementation. The
KBE system architecture integrates the technologies for a successful product development process.
However, the final structure depends on the devised system approved by the actors, the architecture
is flexible enough to adapt to the needs in the product development process.
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4.6 KBES framework use case example: PDM metadata
customization
In this example, using the proposed Knowledge Base generation process an initial product
model description is derived for a generic electric machine. The goal is to illustrate the eMachine
product-model implementation by customizing a PDM metadata that will further be utilized for the
KBE system presented in Chapter 6.
IBM Rational Rhapsody 8.3.1 is the software tool used for the creation of the KB. This section
centers on describing the implementation of the product model i.e. the Package stage of the extended
MOKA methodology for the development of electric machines.

4.6.1 Problem context
This work does not count with a given eMachine product structure metadata, therefore, one is
created by capturing general knowledge from general machine structures and properties of each part.
In this case, the developed generic KB intends to serve as a starting point to develop a product
structure on a PDM software. However, if available, the enterprise can start the KB from their own
product portfolio. The aim is to provide the reader with tools and steps that allow the process to be
replicated. The generic eMachine KB holds general static knowledge. The purpose of this generic
KB is to be the foundation for knowledge reuse for specific KBES projects regarding the design of
electric machines. It is important to remark that the generic eMachine KB is not a KBE application
but only knowledge that serves as a set of knowledge-tools basis to create any KBES application.
The implementation of the formalized eMachine product model described and shown in
Section 3.4.4.1 is now carried out. The implementation does not undertake the development of a KBE
application (coding). The knowledge implementation is applied into two commercial PDM software,
Aras innovator and dSPACE Synect. In Aras all CAD related data is to be managed, thus, this
application withholds the product structure metadata. On the other hand, Synect is more related to
model-based design rather than CADs. So the metadata of Synect is customized to structure the data
of electric machines multiphysics and analytical models.

4.6.2 PDM metadata customization
Next, the implementation is undertaken.

4.6.2.1 eMachine product metadata customization
Fig. 4-15 illustrates the knowledge transition from the KB to implementation. Starting from
the KB, the structure and technology classes are created in Aras. Aras structure comes with the class
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Part and nested are the subclasses component, material and software shown in the figure. To avoid
re-structuring the Part class (relationships, BOM, etc.) and to take advantage of Aras built-in metadata
only its label is changed to Structure (only for the user view) and its subclasses are kept. Nevertheless,
the subclasses Assembly, Part and Product are added in order to follow the KB product structure.
The same process is applied for the technology view. The technology class aims to describe a
structure instance in more detail. What this means is that the BOM levels are still maintained within
the structure view, however, the technology view can elaborate more on any structure instance
through either material or manufacturing process. The test class is not added since it will be managed
in Synect.
KB

Aras class structure

User interface

Fig. 4-15. Structure and technology class implementation.

Relationship types accomplish the aforementioned connection between structure and
technology. Fig. 4-16 shows the transition from the KB association-end stereotypes to its application
in PDM. The classification of the different type of structures for the electric machine is entered as a
direct property on the structure class, see Fig. 4-17. The reader might ask himself why not to entered
the motor structure as classes directly, well, after a couple of thoughts it is decided to enter them as
a property to maintain the BOM levels within Product, Assembly and Parts and specify these motor
classes instances by the selection of the property. This also avoids creating a large structure metadata
that may need constant modifications. Therefore, making easier to modify a list of properties as seen
in the same figure rather than a complete class metadata. Nevertheless, the user may adjust the
structure to his needs. Remember that the main point of this section is to illustrate the knowledge
implementation for customizing a PDM metadata.
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KB

Aras class structure

User interface

Fig. 4-16. Relationships implementation.

The attributes of each class are entered by extended classification. This is a flexible capability
Aras provides to add groups of properties, and reference them to item-types.
KB

Aras class structure

User interface

Fig. 4-17. Electric machine structure type.

The created structure and technology trees of this extended classification are shown in Fig. 418. The trees make more evident the structure followed in the KB. Finally, the attributes from the KB
are entered as properties for each classification, see Fig. 4-19.
At the end of the process, a customized metadata has been set in a PDM software, permitting
fast reuse and retrieval of data. In addition the standardization of the information. The aforementioned
process substantiates the steps of knowledge implementation from a KB created using MOKA
methodology. However, the electric motor development process also involves motor models
(thermal, electromagnetic, etc.). This issue is addressed in the following subsection.
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KB

Aras extended classification trees

Fig. 4-18. Structure and technology view extended classification.
KB

Aras class structure

User interface

«M aterial»

ElectricalSteelLamination
BertottiCoefficients:RhpString
Density:RhpReal
IronLossesCurve:RhpString
KneeCoefficient:RhpReal
LaminationCoating:LaminationCoatingType
MagneticCurve:RhpString
MagneticPolarizationAtSaturation:RhpReal
RelativePermeability:RhpReal
SoftMagneticMaterial:SoftMaterialType
StackingFactor:RhpReal
Thickness:RhpReal

«Type»

Soft Material Type
Amorphous (Class I)
Iron-Cobalt Alloy (Class F)
Low Carbon Steel (Class B)
Silicon Steel (Class C)

Fig. 4-19. Attributes and data types implementation.

4.6.2.2 eMachine models metadata customization
In this case Synect is used as the tool to manage the data related to motor models. These models
are linked to each of the different design domains of electric machines (electromagnetic, vibro-
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acoustic, insulation, thermal, EMC). It is important to remark that only one PDM software can be
used for the same purpose, however, to leverage the built-in metadata of Synect, this is customized
to meet the purpose of this section.
In this work, the standardization of models structure and parameters is executed with the
representation view. Fig. 3-20 showed the representation of a FEM tool with the properties that
should be created in order to use any model regarding electromagnetic models. The chosen name of
each property must be in agreement with the designers, thus, creating a standard glossary of
parameters to work in a systematic approach. Fig. 4-20 shows the implementation of the general
attributes into Synect metadata. As a matter of example, the modeling method attribute (see the
figure) is composed of typical CAE methods implemented to model and analyze electric machines
(BEM, CFD, FEM, lumped circuit, MBD). The enumeration type named CAEToolMethodType
contains them; this is linked to the custom attribute modeling tool method. Finally, the user interface
shows its use where FEM is selected for the electromagnetic model.
Synect class structure

KB
«Representation»

RepresentationGeneralAttributes
ModelingMethod:ModelingMethodType
ModelingToolName:RhpString
ModelingToolType:ModelingToolType
ModelingToolVersion:RhpString
Description:RhpString

«Type»

ModelingMethodType
«Type»

ModelingToolType
Analytical
CAD
CAE

User interface

BEM
CFD
FEM
LumpedCircuit
MBD

Fig. 4-20. General attributes for models.

Another example can be seen in Fig. 4-21. Here all the properties are implemented as a custom
attribute of the item type signal-and-parameters. The parameters contained in the property
Flux_ParameterIO (see Fig. 3-20) are created as parameters with their respective value (where
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applies). Once this is finished, the proper option among all modeling tool property can be selected.
This is illustrated in the user interface of the same figure.
KB

Synect class structure

«C A E property »

Flux_ParameterIO
Abscissa:RhpReal
BR:VariationParameterPilot
GAMMA:VariationParameterPilot
IA:VariationParameterFormula=ISA

User interface

IB:VariationParameterFormula=ISB
IC:VariationParameterFormula=-(IA+IB)
IS:VariationParameterPilot
ISA:VariationParameterFormula=Sqrt(2)*IS*Cosd(P*AngPos(MOVIL)+PHI0+90+GAMMA)
ISB:VariationParameterFormula=Sqrt(2)*IS*Cosd(P*AngPos(MOVIL)+PHI0+90-SEQ*120+GAMMA)
Rs:VariationParameterPilot
TorqueElecMag_MOVIL:RhpReal
VA:RhpReal
VB:RhpReal
VC:RhpReal

Fig. 4-21. Signal and parameters representation view implementation.

The same process is followed for the tests shown in Fig. 3-18b. Enumeration types of the
different tests cases are created for the user to select the proper one among them. Fig. 4-22 presents
this transition from the KB to the user interface.
KB

Synect class structure

«Type»

Routine Tests
Bearing Insulation Resistance Measurement
Hi-pot Test
Locked Rotor Current Measurement
No Load Current Speed and Power Readings
Shaft Voltage Measurement
Single Phase Rotor Test
Slow Roll Test
Stator Winding Resistance
Vibrations and Bearings Check
Winding Insulation Resistance

User interface

Fig. 4-22. Tests for eMotors, technology view implementation.

At the end of this implementation a standard template has been stablished for the user to use
on every new project. The template provides the customized metadata, parameters and units avoiding
the designer to spend additional time on their creation and at the same time standardizing the process.
Fig. 4-23 shows the resulting template.
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Template in XML format

User interface

Fig. 4-23. eMachine template in Synect for models data management.
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4.7 Discussion
The KBE system framework is encapsulated in the KBV2-model. The model provides a
holistic view of the process flow to create KBE applications and integrate them into the eMachine
development process. The KBV2-model is composed of the Knowledge Base generation process and
the eMachine standardized macro-level framework defined to show the purpose of the KBE
application into the system of the electric machine manufacturer. The actors were identified as well
as their role in the proposed framework. A list of tools were provided to generalize the
implementation of the KBE system framework. In addition, the knowledge management and the KBE
system architecture were described for a complete and well structure development of a KBE system.
The framework is the result of a thorough analysis of several KBE project implementations,
the proposed underlying structure is considered by the author the most appropriate to guide the actors
to achieve the expected results from a KBE application. However, it has the limitations of not
including a managerial perspective that is important to analyze costs and risks of a KBE solution in
an enterprise. It also lacks guidelines on communication channels among actors and lacks a software
development methodology for the KBE application and commercial off the shelf software (COTS)
integration. Nevertheless, the processes were mentioned throughout the KBES framework
description and the user of this framework can include a solution for each case.
To provide examples about the use of the KBE system framework, implementations are made
for the development of micro and macro level KBE applications in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5
MICRO-LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION
The purpose of this chapter is to provide substantiation of the proposed KBES framework
for the micro-level processes. Two KBE applications are developed, one to compute brushless
motor operating points and the other to query performance characteristics data directly from a
FEM tool.
Section 5.1 introduces the chapter. Section 5.2 presents the first micro-level KBE
application called eMachine Operating Limits, section 5.3 shows the second KBE application
called eMotor Performance Characteristics Finder. Finally, section 5.4 discusses the results.
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5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter addressed the eMachine product model implementation with one
example in PDM metadata customization. Nevertheless, the eMachine process metamodel has not
yet been implemented in detail. This chapter presents implementation of the KBE system
framework regarding the micro-process metamodel providing substantiation of the process.
Moreover, two micro-level KBE applications are developed. The second application
integrates the first one. The first application has the capability of computing motor operating
points through new algorithms coupled to FEM, targeting complex operating points for brushless
AC motors. A comparison study is carried out by computing the MTPA operating point with and
without the KBE application.
The second application expands the capabilities of the first one. The developed micro-level
KBE application supports designers to query the performance data of a given operating point of
a brushless motor using the electromagnetic and thermal domains. What makes challenging this
task is that the performance data is obtained directly from a finite element analysis tool searching
the point on one of the feasible control regions MTPA, FW and MTPV. In other words, the user
has not to prepare a sweep of simulations by himself, and has not to post-process the simulation
results to get the performance data.
Moreover, the searching algorithm founds the queried point on one of the feasible regions
i.e. the best possible performance of the motor is always obtained. The process is focus in the
formalize step in order to allow replicability. Finally, a use case example making a comparison
study of performance between a ferrite-assisted synchronous reluctance motor and synchronous
reluctance motor is carried out.
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5.2 KBE application: eMachine operating limits
Fig. 5-1 shows the process to develop the devised KBE application. In Fig. 5-1a the process
to develop the respective knowledge base is shown, the example tries to illustrate the liberty to
create schemes to clarify the process for the actors. Likewise, Fig. 5-1b shows a general scheme
of what the KBE application is capable of doing. To elaborate more, the figure shows that the
end-user can call the proper function to compute a desired operating point from the KBE
application. It also shows that the KBE application replies the end-user with acceptance or
warnings of errors and parameters out of range (not specified in the figure). In addition, the KBE
application needs an electromagnetic model as input to operate and as outputs; it returns the
characteristic variables seen in the figure.
Moreover, it can be seen that related to the V2-model the KBE application can be applied
in the domain-specific design stage for any of the three V-cycles.

a)

b)

Fig. 5-1. Model to develop the KBE application, eMachine operating limits; a) Knowledge Base Generation with
knowledge feedback; b) General scheme of the KBE application and its usage in the V2-model.
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The KBE application and its development process is now explained in more detail.

5.2.1 Identify and justify: problem context
The problem context is now described. In the conceptual phase of the design, where
changes to features of the model such as geometry is repetitive in order to find a valid model that
can later be completely characterized. Fig. 5-2a shows a typical process followed to compute a
motor’s characteristics using FEM. Once the model is set and ready, a sweep of simulation points
are done by introducing a range of three sinusoidal phase currents, the outputs are (but not limited
to) fluxes, currents and electromagnetic torque. After the results are ready, the designer exports
them for post-processing in order to obtain the characteristics that satisfies requirements and study
the performance of the machine at different load points.
In general and regarding electrical machine design, FEM tools compute a working point
targeted with phase currents, however designers are also interested in results that cannot be
targeted directly such as:
1. Given the torque and angle, get the current magnitude that produces that torque.
2. Given the speed and voltage reference and a given d axis current, get the current vector
where that voltage is reached.
3. Get the characteristic current (Ich) of the electric motor.
4. Given the torque what is the MAPT point that produces that torque.
5. Given the current limit what is MTPA point for that current.
6. Given the current and voltage limit get the FW speeds along the current circle.
7. Given a speed and voltage limit what is the MTPV on the voltage ellipse.
8. Given a voltage limit what is the mode 1 limit (MTPA-FW boundary) see algorithm 8
in Fig. 5-3
9. Given the voltage and current limit get the mode 2 limit (FW-MTPV boundary) see
algorithm 9 in Fig. 5-3, the CPSR point and the maximum power to speed ratio (MPSR)
point of the electric motor.
The goal is to accomplish the automatic computation of the eMotor limits targeting the 9
points previously listed. In this way, reducing the workload of the designer and supporting his
design process. Fig. 5-2 shows the reduction of steps that wants to be achieved by developing this
KBE application. It is concluded that the reduction of three semi-automatic processes in one full
automatic process will save significant workload and time to a designer. At the same time, the
evaluated efforts to automate this process are not costly.
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Design motor model in FEM

Set FEM tool f or simulations

Design motor model in FEM tool

Launch sw eep of simulations
[Not v alid]

Export FEM results

Set FEM tool for simulations

Post-process to compute
eMotor operating point

Compute eMotor operating limit

Allocated To:
«Objective»
ComputeFieldWeakeningCharacteristicsInFEM

[valid]

[v alid]

a)

[Not valid]

b)

Fig. 5-2. a) Typical process for motor limits computation using FEM. b) Process using the KBE application.

5.2.2 Capture and formalize
Retaking the Knowledge Base generation process the knowledge has been captured for
each activity of Fig. 5-2a. The first two activities do not change. However, previously a
standardized way of representation for the FEM tool has been shown in Fig. 3-20. This allows the
user to set the FEM tool following the same glossary of terms as any other fellow designer.
A step further is taken outside MOKA methodology with the creation of intelligent
algorithms that support the designer with the computation of these operating points. In this way,
during the automation process new knowledge was generated enriching the capture stage. Fig. 51a shows how in many cases a new knowledge feedback can be added during the process.
Nine algorithms have been created to accomplish the computation of the operating points
previously listed. The algorithms take the advantage of the high fidelity non-linear
electromagnetic environment of FEM tools to compute operation points such as MTPA, FW,
MTPV and others that cannot be targeted directly, therefore, considering variable dependencies
that are difficult to model analytically with high precision. Fig. 5-3 illustrates how each algorithm
works and what operating points it can compute on the circle diagram.
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Fig. 5-3. Algorithms’ target points on the motor circle diagram.

To shorten this section let us focus on algorithm 4 which targets the value of MAPT point
for a given torque, in summary what is done is to compute the constant torque curve for different
angles using Algorithm 1, then using cubic spline interpolation obtain the minimum current
magnitude. The MAPT operating point is the same MTPA point but targeted with the torque
instead of the current. The reader is encourage to read Appendix B where a complete description
is given for each algorithm as well as their validation.
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Next, the algorithms become part of the rules in the knowledge book. Following the new
micro-process knowledge representation presented in Section 3.4.4. The algorithms are
formalized as indications cnst within each specific objective. The knowledge model can be seen
in Fig. 3-26. The process to use the KBE application in FEM is the one shown in Fig. 5-2b. The
figure shows the indication action “Compute eMotor operating limit” is allocated to a higher level
objective called “Compute Field Weakening Characteristics in FEM”. From this objective derives
each of the objectives in Fig. 3-26 (see Fig. 5-4). It is important to remark that the knowledge
models are kept within the same knowledge modeling tool (IBM rational Rhapsody for this case),
before a link to the rule had to be included in order to seek it in the knowledge book, see Fig. 322.
«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

ComputeMode2n3Limit_CPSR_MPSR

ComputeMTPVPoint

ComputeIsGivenTorqueAndAngle
«derive»

«derive»

«derive»

«O bjectiv e»
«O bjectiv e»

ComputeCharacteristicCurrent_IchSearch

«O bjectiv e»

ComputeMTPAPoint

ComputeFieldWeakeningCharacteristicsInFEM

«derive»

«derive»
«derive»

«derive»
«derive»

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

ComputeMAPTPoint

«derive»

ComputeMode1Limit
«O bjectiv e»
«O bjectiv e»

ComputeSpeedsAlongCurrentCircle

ComputeCharacteristicsGivenSpeedVoltageId

Fig. 5-4. Derivation of objectives for the KBE application.

5.2.3 Package
The package stage of MOKA is carried out by implementing the algorithms in Jython, this
is the language coupled to Flux for the automation of processes in FEM. A module is developed
permitting the user to import it into a script.
The activate stage is shown in the following subsection. Which makes a computational time
comparison between the processes presented in Fig. 5-2.

5.2.4 KBE application use case example: Compute MTPA
(comparison of process with and without the KBE application)
To compare the computation time consumption in both processes with similar conditions
an example is now given with a ferrite IPM motor. For comparison only computation time is
considered, not any human work time to develop a task is taken into account, although it is evident
the conventional process involves more work. Suppose we have just finished a new IPM motor
geometry design with the features mentioned in Table 5-1 looking to satisfy the rated values
specified in Table 5-2. The best current phasor satisfying these requirements is certainly on the
MTPA curve. However, we do not know what that current phasor is. So with no prior analysis the
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current phasor will be found using both processes mentioned in Fig. 5-2. The application is set to
magnetostatic 2D, the tool use is Flux 2D/3D from Altair, it has Jython as the coupled language.
The process “set FEM tool for simulations” only refers to prepare the model to execute
simulations like faces, regions, mesh, physics, materials, etc. Because this is common for both
processes the time in the comparison is not considered.
Table 5-1 IPM motor parameters

Table 5-2. Motor requirements

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Units

Number of slots

54

Pole pairs

3

Torque

370

Nm

Current

≤12

A

Length

175 mm

Voltage

380

V

Length

<180

mm

The sweep of simulations for the conventional process is launched with the following range
of values, assuming the result lies between these values:
1. Range to search the MTPA current angle: [5°, 65°] in 10 steps.
2. Currents magnitude range for each angle: [8 A, 15 A] in 8 steps.
3. Number of steps in one-sixth of the electrical period (position angle): 3.
The time to finish the simulations was of 1457.37 s. The results were exported to excel, to
be used in Matlab for post-processing. The time of exporting the results was of 91.02 s. Applying
pre-developed post-processed scripts after the results are imported in Matlab the MTPA for each
current is found as it is shown in Fig. 5-5. The computation time to find the current on the MTPA

Torque [Nm]

curve that satisfies the rated torque value was of 0.4315 s.

Fig. 5-5. Post-processed MTPA curve.

Now, for the process using the algorithms. Algorithm 4 computes the minimum current
vector for a given torque value. For the reference torque of 370 Nm the algorithm inputs were set
as follows:
1. Torque tolerance 1 × 10−2 Nm
2. Current angle range [5°, 65°] in 10 steps.
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3. Current magnitude initial guess 10 A
4. Number of steps in one-sixth of the electrical period (position angle): 3.
The process lasted a total of 1076.83 s. The current results for each process and the
computation time consumption comparison are summarized in Table 5-3. The computation time
results suggest that in similar conditions using the algorithms will give the advantage to the
designer of reducing computational time to obtain a characteristic, besides less work to do it. The
results show the current magnitude is above requirements then changes to the model must be
made in order to satisfy them and the process should be repeated. The developed KBE application
provide the user the possibility to generate different machine candidates within the same FEM
tool taking into account all multi-physics effects of FEM. This example was given with Algorithm
4 to compute the minimum current phasor for a given torque, which is one of the algorithms that
takes longer to give a result, nevertheless, Algorithms 1, 2, 3 and 6 are algorithms that usually
take less than 5 min to provide an answer. The use and selection of the algorithms must be adjusted
by the designer needs to get the most out of it.
Table 5-3. Computation time comparison for both processes.
Process

Typical Process Time

Process Using the Algorithms

Launch sweep of simulations

1457.37 s

0.00 s

Export FEM results

91.02 s

0.00 s

Compute MTPA current phasor

0.4315 s

1076.83 s

Total time

1548.82 s

1076.83 s

Current result

13.1746 ∠ 58.23°

13.35 ∠ 58.40°

In conclusion, the computational time for one of the worst-case scenarios of application is
30% less than the normal process followed by the designer. Being able to optimize its use even
more and not considering the human work involved. The KBE application successfully
accomplished the goal of supporting the designer to compute complex points reducing
computational time and workload.
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5.3 KBE application: eMotor performance characteristics
finder
To highlight the MVP principle in some extent for micro-level development. This KBE
application incorporates and expands the capabilities of the previous application regarding the
design of brushless electric motors for the micro-level case. To avoid clutter and based on the
contribution in knowledge formalization of this work, the implementation of the framework is
presented with more emphasis in the “formalize” the knowledge stage. Fig. 5-6 shows the KBV2model for the KBE application. The model specifies where the KBE application will be deployed.
It can be seen that it can be used for the domain-specific design phase of any of the V-cycles
involving the electromagnetic and thermal domains. The model also provides a scheme showing
in general form the capabilities of the application as well as the tools for its implementation. This
is explained in more detail in the problem context.

Fig. 5-6. KBV2-model for the KBE application: eMotor PC finder.

5.3.1 Identify and justify: problem context
eMotor designers need to make accurate performance computations during the design stage
of AC brushless electric motors. Through the design process, they compute the performance
characteristics (currents, voltages, torque, losses, power, etc.) for different operating points to
analyze the behavior of the eMotor. For complex models were analytical models are not available,
the best way to obtain these results is through FEM simulations. The current approach followed
by the designers is, first, to make a sweep of simulations in FEM, second, to post-process the
results, then, to analyze the data. Finally, if the designer considers making changes to the
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electromagnetic model of the eMotor, then, the process (if required) should be restarted. They
also experienced the disadvantage of making too many unnecessary simulations. Additionally,
they also require computing for the same operating point the thermal performance of the motor.
Therefore, the KBE application shall query and retrieve the performance data of a requested
operating point for the user to analyze. The process should be as fast as possible and with the least
effort by the designer based on the inputs: torque, speed, and voltage limit.
The capabilities agreed are that the KBE application shall obtain automatically the
performance data for the requested point of operation entered in the form of
TORQUE@SPEED@Vlimit. The point shall be found in the feasible optimal operating region,
this region is one of the three type of controls MTPA, FW, and MTPV limited by the converter
voltage; see Fig. 5-7. If not found in any, the data should be saved but the user shall be notified
the requested point exceeds the voltage limit showing the maximum achievable point. Every result
shall be automatically saved for further use. The KBE application should be able to retrieve the
requested point if it has already been computed (never repeat the same simulation). In this manner,
saving time and making the computational process more efficient and intelligent. Finally, it shall
allow the designer to have the optional capability of computing the performance data in operating
temperature conditions by computing the change in temperature by a lumped parameter circuit
model and changing automatically the parameters in the FEM model for performance data
computation in one of the three modes of operation.

Fig. 5-7. Feasible regions for searching of operating point.

The design tools used by the designers are Altair Flux 2D and Motorcad so these are
mandatory for the KBE application. Regarding the knowledge-modeling tool, IBM Rational
Rhapsody 8.3.1 is selected and for coding Jython and VBScript as programming language since
the former is the language embedded for Flux and the latter for Motorcad. The results are
presented in an XML structure format for the user to read it as XML or to visualize it mainly
through Microsoft Excel.
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5.3.2 Capture and formalize
As with the previous example, the knowledge for this application was gathered from
general eMachine theory and validated through experts. This subsection explains how the
problem is solved through the formalized knowledge. The KBE project named eMotorPCFinder
is organized in IBM Rational Rhapsody as illustrated in Fig. 4-12. From the figure, it can be seen
that in the first level we have the specific project KBE unit called eMotorPCFinder as well.
Followed by the profiles and finally the generic KB called KBeMotor_v1. As it can be seen in the
same figure, the KBE project unit is divided into the process model, product model, and SysML
refinement.
The SysML refinement package contains diagrams that elaborate more about the KBE
application for better understanding. Please recall the term package here is related to SysML terms
not to the MOKA package step. It was created as a separate package to organize all SysML
diagrams outside the KBeMotorProfile. In this way, to illustrate and provide an example to the
reader, however, SysML diagrams can be created and organized within any other packages
(product or process) in the project. Fig. 5-8 shows the glossary contained within the SysML
refinement package with the variables used throughout the project.
PC: Performance Characteristics
Ich: Characteristic current
Vtmax: Maximum Voltage
MAPT: Minimum Ampere per Torque
MTPV: Maximum Torque per Voltage
FW: Flux weakening
Dre: Rotor external diameter
Dsi: Stator internal diameter
Dse:Stator outer diameter
Dsr: Stator slot-edge diameter
hr: Stator slot height
wd: Tooth width
Lstk: Length of stack
Qs: Stator number of slots
P: Pole pair
Phi0: Initial angle
Kl: Stacking factor
Ks1: Skew factor
Br: Remanence flux density
IS: Phase current-phasor magnitude
GAMMA: Phase current(phasor argument)
IA: Phase-A current
IB: Phase-B current
IC: Phase-C current
ISA: Phase-A current equation
ISB: Phase-A current equation
Rs: Stator resistance
Seq: Sequence
FA: Phase-A flux
FB: Phase-B flux
FC: Phase-C flux
BA: Coil phase-A
BB: Coil phase-B
BC: Coil phase-C
T_WINDING_AVERAGE: Average temperature of windings
N: Number of turns per coil
RPM: Speed of rotor in RPM

Bt:Teeth flux density
By: Yoke flux density
coef_Br: Magnet temperature coefficient
coef_Cu: Copper temperature coefficient
dens: density
fs: electric frequency in Hz
Ke: Bertotti Eddy coefficient
Kex:Bertotti excess coefficient
Kh: Bertotti hysteresis coefficient
Kfb: Bearing friction coefficient
Ph: Iron losses
Ph_teeth: Iron losses on teeth
Ph_Yoke: Iron losses on yoke
Ph_sp_t: Bertotti iron losses on teeth
Ph_sp_y: Bertotti iron losses on yoke
Vst: Volume of teeth.
Vsy: Volume of yoke
Pb: Bearing losses
Gr: Rotor mass
wm: Mechanical speed in radians
Pem: Electromagnetic power
Pmec: Mechanical power
Ps: Electric power
Ss: Apparent power
Qst: Reactive power
Pj: Joule losses
Tem: Electromagnetic torque
Tmec: Mechanical torque
eff: Efficiency
pf: Power factor
dTcu: Copper average change of temperature
dTm: Magnets average change of temperature
Lq: q-axis inductance
Ld: d-axis inductance
Ich: eMotor characteristic current
Lfc: Leakage inductance

Fig. 5-8. Glossary of variables for eMotorPCFinder.
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«Requirement»

«Requirement»

«Requirement»

Compute performance characteristics

Match values of current approach

Find the optimal working operation point

ID = KBEeMotorFEMPCF-InRS-01

Compute the motor performance characteristics
given the inputs of: mechanical torque, speed,
and voltage limit.

«Requirement»

FEM tool

ID = KBEeMotorFEMPCF-InRS-03

ID = KBEeMotorFEMPCF-InRS-02

The current process is as follows:
1. Make sweep of simulations of the eMotor model
in FEM.
2. Export the results to excel.
3. Import the results to Matlab for
post-processing.
4. Compute Torque Curves in Matlab
5. Compute MTPA, MTPV curves in Matlab
6. Compute performance characteristics in Matlab
7. If the eMotor model needs changes in FEM that
cannot be extrapolated with previous results go to
step 1.

The optimal operating point is that where the
inputs are met (Torque, Speed, Voltage limit)
in one of the operating regions MTPV, MTPA
or FW.

«satisfy»
«satisfy»

«satisfy»

ID = KBEeMotorFEMPCF-InRS-05
«satisfy»

The FEM tool shall be Altair Flux

«O bjectiv e»

Find requested point of eMotors for PC computation

«O bjectiv e»

Compute Performance Characteristics
«satisfy»

«O bjectiv e»

Compute PC at Operating Temperature

«Requirement»

Compute performance characteristics at operating temperature

«C AE »

FEM_FLUX

«satisfy»

ID = KBEeMotorFEMPCF-InRS-06
When requested by the user compute the motor performance
characteristics at the operating temperature given the inputs
of: mechanical torque, speed, and voltage limit.

Fig. 5-9. Requirement diagram of the micro-level KBE application.

Moreover, the package also withholds the requirement diagrams that support the actors (for
this stage in particular the knowledge engineer) to ensure the satisfaction and traceability of
requirements of the KBE application. Fig. 5-9 shows an example with some of the requirements
and objectives. Finally, the SysML refinement package also holds the use case diagram shown in
the scheme of Fig. 5-6 and contains diagrams that supports the SW development process (package
step).
Now let us start with the product model. In this case, the KBE application will not have as
outcome a complete design of a product, part or assembly. Instead, it will support the designer
with complex multiphysics computation for the performance analysis of the design. Fig. 5-10
illustrates the function diagram of the eMotor (the product) regarding the KBE application
context. The eMotor works within the feasible optimal operating region that is executed through
the control strategies MTPA, FW and MTPV. For this KBE project, the algorithms developed in
the previous applications will be reused. See the package Field Weakening FEM Coupled
Algorithms in Fig. 4-12 and the algorithms knowledge representation in Fig. 3-26. Therefore, as
technical solutions for the analysis we have the algorithms shown in the function diagram. For
the computation of the performance within requirements, the tools Motorcad and Flux are used
and presented in the diagram. In addition, the product class “eMotor” is reused from the generic
KB developed from the PDM metadata customization project presented in section 5.5.
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«P roduct»

eMotor
«F unction»

Performs within requirements at operating temperature conditions
«F unction»

Works within the feasible optimal operating region
Constraints

«P rinciple of Solution»

LumpedCKT_Motorcad

{{The motor performance must be within voltage limits of the converter (the current is considered a re...

«P rinciple of S olution»

«F unction»

Control Strategy

«P rinciple of S olution»

Performs within requirements at cool temperature conditions

«P rinciple of S olution»

MTPV

«P rinciple of Solution»

MTPA

FW @ Constant Torque

«P rinciple of S olution»

FEM_FLUX2D

«Technical S olutions»

Algorithm7

«Technical S olutions»

«Technical S olutions»

«Technical Solutions»

Algorithm4

Algorithm5

Algorithm2

«Technical S olutions»

Algorithm10

Fig. 5-10. Function diagram for eMotor PC Finder.

Note: The product model (the function diagram) by definition is used to describe
knowledge about the product (parts, assembly and others). Making functions about the KBE
application will transmit that the software is our product, since we want to focus on the eMotor
development process our product is always the eMotor. Making the KBE application as the
product is more suitable for a software development process and this can be part of the MOKA
“Package” development stage not the “Formalize” stage. This was added for clarification to the
reader about the product model. In particular, the pursued KBE application is more processoriented than product-oriented. Nevertheless, a product model diagram can be used to explain the
context as illustrated in Fig. 5-10.
Furthermore, the representation diagrams show the parameters within the properties of Flux
(FEM tool) and Motorcad (Thermal model tool) that must be created or set for simulation and
computation of performance characteristics. Fig. 3-20 shows the Flux parameters, most of these
parameters are reused from the “Field Weakening FEM Coupled Algorithms” project. For
Motorcad, Fig. 5-11 shows the representation of the parameters and properties used by the KBE
application.
«C A E »

«P roduct»

LumpedCktTool_MOTORCAD

eMotor

«C A E property »

«C A E property »

«C A E property »

Motorcad_Geometry_Axial

Motorcad_InputData_Cooling

Motorcad_OutputData_Temperatures_Main

Magnet_Length:double

Shaft_Speed_RPM:double

Schematic_Node_Ambient:int

Motor_Length:double

Stacking_Factor_Rotor:double

Schematic_Node_Magnet:double

Rotor_Lam_Length:double

Stacking_Factor_Stator:double

T_WINDING_AVERAGE:double

Stator_Lam_Length:double
«C A E property »

Motorcad_InputData_Losses
Stator_Copper_Loss_Ref_Speed:double
Stator_Iron_Loss_Ref_Speed_Back_Iron:double
Stator_Iron_Loss_Ref_Speed_Tooth:double

Fig. 5-11. Representation diagram for Motorcad.
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The process model is now explained. Even though the process is presented in a
straightforward manner, the reader must know that during the knowledge modeling many
iterations were needed in order to finish it as herein presented.
Two specific-design domains are involved the electromagnetic and thermal domains. So in
order to achieve the performance characteristic computations a cross-domain objective is created.
The cross-domain objective is called “Compute optimal performance characteristics given torque,
speed and Vlimit”. The approach within this objective is the process the end-user must follow in
the user interface to get the results. Fig. 3-29 shows the cross-domain objective and its approach.
The pursued KBE application will become a general design tool for brushless ac motors
(IPM, SynRM, non-salient). The tool creates a dataset of results for every project. The first
question that arises is; how can we make sure a simulation computation is not repeated without
making the designer creating additional lines of codes during its usage? To ensure this issue do
not happen, if we consider the changes that the designer can make to parameters in every
electromagnetic model (making it a new model for every change of geometry, material, etc.).
Then, since every model is different, it was decided to use the Ich in addition to the input
values (torque, speed and voltage) as a combination to check if a simulation has already been
executed. This is why Fig. 3-29b shows indications relating to the computation of the
characteristic current (Ich). As the reader already knows, the objectives allocated to the crossdomain objective must be shown in the approach. The indications in the diagram shows the
allocations to these objectives. Summarizing, the designer starts by either giving the Ich in case
his analysis does not involve changes to this parameter or computing the Ich following the
objective “Compute Characteristic Current_IchSearch” shown in Fig. 3-26, which basically is
algorithm 3. Then, the input values (torque, speed, voltage) must be entered, additionally, the
motor type shall be entered since we are dealing with three types of motors.
Afterwards, the computation of performance characteristics takes place. This indication is
allocated to the objective “Find requested point of eMotor for PC computation”. Finally, the
designer must decide if he wants to compute the performance characteristics at the operating
temperature for the same inputs. This indication is allocated to the objective “Compute PC at
Operating Temperature”.
Following with the aforementioned objectives, Fig. 5-12 shows that from these, other
objectives are derived. Fig. 5-13 presents a browser view of the objectives of Fig. 5-12 where the
type and relationships can be visualized. Objectives related to field weakening characteristics
computation algorithms are also used in this project (see Fig. 3-26).
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«C ross-domain O bjectiv e»

Compute optimal performance characteristics given Torque Speed and Vlimit

«allocate»
«allocate»
«O bjectiv e»

Compute PC at Operating Temperature

«O bjectiv e»

Find requested point of eMotor for PC computation
«derive»
«derive»

«O bjectiv e»

«derive»

«O bjectiv e»

Compute Performance Characteristics

Compute Magnets And Copper Temperature Change

«derive»
«O bjectiv e»

Compute Tem Given Tmec

«O bjectiv e»

Get Vmax on Constant Torque Curve

Fig. 5-12. Objectives derivation.

To avoid excessive content, only the significant diagrams will be shown to provide enough
substantiation of the process.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 5-13. Browser view of objectives.

Beginning with the derived objective “Compute Tem Given Tmec”, this is an objective
with an approach CB type holding the equations to pass from the mechanical torque given by the
designer to the electromagnetic torque that the electromagnetic model handles. Once this is done,
we have the inputs to find the requested point in one of the three optimal regions. Fig. 5-14 reveals
the main process of the application in FEM (approached contained by the objective of Fig. 5-13a).
The core of the process is, when a point is requested the algorithm starts searching the point
in the MTPV region. If the found torque is lower than the requested torque then the requested
torque cannot be reached with the voltage limit and the user only gets the performance
characteristics (PC) of this maximum torque operating point for the given voltage limit with a
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warning that the requested point cannot be reached. If the torque is equal to the requested torque
then the user gets the PC of the requested point in the MTPV region. On the other hand, when the
torque is greater than the requested torque then it is searched in the MTPA region. When found,
if the voltage is lower or equal to the voltage limit then the PC are presented. Otherwise, the
optimal point is searched in the FW region along the constant torque curve where the voltage limit
is met and the PC data is presented.
act [O bjectiv e] F indRequestedPointOfeMotorforPC computation [ProcessthroughF EM]

Check if requested point
exist in dataset
Inputs Request

[False]

InputsRequest

[True]

Allocated To:
«Indication CB»
UseDatasetXMLStructure

Check if MTPV exist in
dataset

Retrieve PC data
from dataset

[True]

[False]

Compute MTPV For eMotor PC Finder

[True]

Warn that the requested
operating point exceeds
voltage limit

[mtpv>Torq_reqst]

[mtpv<Torq_reqst]

Check if MTPA exist in
dataset

[mtpv=Torq_reqst]

Compute MAPT For eMotor PCFinder

[False]

[Vmapt>Vmax]

Compute
Performance
Characteristics

Allocated To:
«Objective»
ComputePerformanceCharacteristics

Allocated To:
«Objective»
GetVoltageOnConstantTorqueCur
ve

Find Vmax along the
constant torque curve

[Vmapt<=Vmax]

Save to dataset

Allocated To:
«Indication CB»
UseDatasetXMLStructure

Display PC data for
operation point

Fig. 5-14. Main process of eMotor PC Finder.

The rest of the indications in Fig. 5-14 are indications regarding data management and not
repetition of the same simulation point, considering also not repeating simulations during the
search process. In the approach Act diagram two indications call an expanded indication Act,
these are “Compute MTPV for eMotor PC Finder” and “Compute MAPT for eMotor PC Finder”.
Both are shown in Fig. 5-15. The indications filter the way to compute the requested point by
applying a different algorithm in the process for faster convergence depending whether or not the
motor is non-salient.
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act [O bjective] FindRequestedPointO feMo torforPCcomputatio n [C o mputeMTPVForeMoto rPC Finder]

act [Objective] FindRequestedPointOfeMotorforPCcomputation [ComputeMAPTForeMotorPCFinder]

Moto rType

Check motor type

MotorType

MotorType

MotorType

Check m otor type
Allocated To:
«Criteria» nonSalientMTPVCriteria
«Objective»
ComputeCharacteristicsGivenSpee
dVoltageId

[nonSalient]

[else]

[else]

[nonSalient]

Compute MAPT with
Algorithm1 where angle = 0

Compute MAPT with
Algorithm4

Compute mtpv with
Algorithm7

Compute mtpv using Algorithm2 w ith
Id = Ich

Allocated To:
«Objective» ComputeMTPVPoint

Allocated To:
«Objective»
ComputeIsGivenTorqueAndAngle

Allocated To:
«Objective» ComputeMAPTPoint

Fig. 5-15. Expanded indications.

An additional algorithm had to be developed for the indication “Find Vmax along the
constant torque curve”. The indication is allocated to the objective containing the algorithm and
it is presented and described in Fig. 5-16.
«A pproach C B»
«O bjectiv e»

FEMCoupledAlgorithm_VoltOnTorque

Get Vmax on Constant Torque Curve

«Indication cnst» {{Algorithm10} 1: Given Torque_re...

«Indication cnst»

Algorithm10
1: Given Torque_ref, tolerance_torque>0, speed, Vref, angle_vector=[angle0,.., angleEnd] where angle0 < angleEnd, Initial
Is0, k:=0, kmax, step_number = n; motor model and tool parameters.
2: Initialize variables torque=[]; Is=[]; angle=[ ]; Fd=[]; Fq=[]; Vt=[]; Stop=False; i:=0
3: While not Stop
4: run algorithm1 for angle
5: compute Vt with equation
6: append values in torque, Is, angle, Fd, Fq, Vt
7: if Vti<= Vref: Stop = True; Optional After Stop apply bisection method as needed between anglei and anglei-1
particularly when angle_vector steps are large.
8: if i==len(angle_vector)-1: break;
9: i=i+1
10:Apply cubic spline interpolation to variables Is, angle, Fd, Fq, Vt
11:Get values at Vref
12:return(characteristic variables)

«Criteria»

Algorithm10Description

«allocate»

This algorithm finds the given
voltage reference along the given
constant torque reference curve. It
uses algorithm1 for iteration.

Fig. 5-16. Algorithm 10: Find Vmax along constant torque curve.

Regarding the objective “Compute performance characteristic”, it contains an approach CB
type holding all the equations to get the performance characteristics of the motor. The indications
CB with the equations are shown in Fig. 5-17.
The objective “Compute PC at operating temperature” related to the thermal domain is
shown in Fig. 3-28. According to the process in Fig. 3-29, in order to use this thermal related
objective previously the computation in cool conditions had to be executed. The indications of
the approach (see Fig. 3-28) are first compute the copper and magnets temperature change, this
indication is allocated to the derived objective “Compute magnets and copper temperature
change” presented in Fig. 3-27.
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«Indication C B»

«Indication C B»

«Indication C B»

PowerEquations

BearingLossesEquations

JouleLossesEquation

C onstraints

Constraints

C onstraints

«Indication cnst» {{ActivePower} Ps = Pmec + Pb + Ph + Pj}

«Indication cnst» {{BearingLosses} Pb = Kfb*Gr*Speed*1e-3}

«Indication cnst» {{ApparentPower} St = sqrt(3)*Vt*Is}

«Indication cnst» {{RotorMass} Gr = pi*(Dre/2)^2*Lstk*1e-3*dens*1...

«Indication cnst» {{JouleLosses} Pj = 3*Rs*Is^2}
C onstraintParameters

«Indication cnst» {{MechanicalPower} Pmec = Tem*wm - Ph - Pb}
C onstraintParameters

«Indication cnst» {{ReactivePower} Qst = sqrt(St^2 - Ps^2)}
C onstraintParameters

gamma:Degree

gamma:Degree

dens:KilogramPerCubicMeter

Is:Ampere

Dre:Meter

Pj:Watt

Kfb:RhpReal

Rs:Ohm

Lstk:Meter

Is:Ampere
Pb:Watt
Ph:Watt

Pb:Watt

«Indication C B»

Speed:RPM

PowerFactor

Pj:Watt

Constraints

Pmec:Watt

«Indication cnst» {{pf} pf = Ps/St}

Ps:Watt

C onstraintParameters

Qst:VAR
St:VA

pf:RhpReal

Tem:NewtonMeter

Ps:Watt

Vt:Volt

St:VA

wm:RadiansPerSecond
«Indication C B»
«Indication C B»

«Indication C B»

MechanicalTorqueEquation

IronLossesEquations

Constraints

«Indication cnst» {{Tmec} Tmec = Pmec/wm}
C onstraintParameters

C onstraints

EfficiencyEquation
C onstraints

«Indication cnst» {{eff} eff = 100*Ps/Pmec}

«Indication cnst» {{IronLosses} Ph = Ph_teeth + Ph_yoke }
C onstraintParameters

«Indication cnst» {{IronLossesInTeet} Ph_teeth = Ph_sp_t*Vst*1000*dens }
«Indication cnst» {{IronLossesInYoke} Ph_yoke = Ph_sp_y*Vsy*1000*dens }
«Indication cnst» {{RatioYokeLosses} RatioYoke = Ph_yoke/Ph}

eff:RhpReal

Pmec:Watt
Tmec:NewtonMeter

«Indication cnst» {{SpecificLossesInStTeeth} Ph_sp_t = Kh*fs*Bt^2 + Ke*(fs*Bt)^2 + Kex*(fs*Bt)...

Ps:Watt

wm:RadiansPerSecond

«Indication cnst» {{SpecificLossesInStYoke} Ph_sp_y = Kh*fs*By^2 + Ke*(fs*By)^2 + Kex*(fs*By)...

Pmec:Watt

«Indication cnst» {{VolumeOfStTeeth} Vst = Qs*wd*hr*Kl*Lstk }

«Indication C B»

«Indication cnst» {{VolumeOfStYoke} Vsy = pi/4*(Dse^2-Dsr^2)*Kl*Lstk }

SpeedEquations
Constraints

«Indication C B»

InductanceEquations
Constraints

«Indication cnst» {{Frequency} fs = p*speed/60}

Bt:Tesla

«Indication cnst» {{Mechanicalspeed} w m = speed*pi/30}

By:Tesla

«Indication cnst» {{Ld} Ld = Fd/(Is*sin(gamma))}

dens:KilogramPerCubicMeter

«Indication cnst» {{Lq} Lq = Fq/(Is*cos(gamma))}

Dse:Meter

p:RhpInteger

fs:Hertz

Fd:Weber

hr:Meter

Fq:Weber

Ke:RhpReal

gamma:Degree

Kex:RhpReal

Is:Ampere

Kh:RhpReal

Ld:Henry

Kl:RhpReal

Lq:Henry

Lstk:Meter

C onstraintParameters

fs:Hertz

Dsr:Meter
C onstraintParameters

Speed:RPM
wm:RadiansPerSecond

Ph:Watt
Qs:RhpInteger
RatioYoke:RhpReal
wd:Meter

Fig. 5-17. Indications CB with equations.

The main purpose of the objective “Compute magnets and copper temperature change” is
to simulate in Motorcad with the resulting iron and Joule losses in cool conditions the change in
temperature of magnets and copper. Once this is finished, the second indication tells us that we
retrieve this temperature changes and compute the new resistance (Rs) and the residual magnetic
flux density (Br) value. This indication is expanded with an indication CB type containing the
equations to do so, see Fig. 5-13f. Afterwards, the new Rs and Br values are set in the
electromagnetic model and the process of finding the optimal point is repeated because the point
has been displaced in the electric current phasor circle diagram.
All the data is saved in XML format following the indication CB “Use dataset XML
structure” containing an indication with the schema presented in Fig. 5-18. Finally, to illustrate
refinement with SysML some diagrams are created to support the Package stage by linking
knowledge and software modules. For instance, the modules of the KBE application are
represented by SysML blocks see Fig. 5-19. The modules with their respective objectives as parts
are shown in Fig. 5-20. Furthermore, to show the relationships between parameters from the
software modules, the electromagnetic and thermal design tools and the PC equations shown in
Fig. 5-17 a parametric diagram is created providing clarification on how these equations should
be executed. The parametric diagram is shown in Fig. 5-21.
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«Indication C B»

Use Dataset XML Structure
«Indication cnst» {{XMLSchemaSpec} <?xml versio...

{<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<Project>
<ProjectName> </ProjectName>
<MotorcadName> </MotorcadName> 'if motorcad model file path provided
<DateOfCreation>YYYY-MM-DD TIME</DateOfCreation>
<InputsReq id="[Torque, Speed, Voltage, Ich]" id2="[Torque, Speed, Voltage, Ich]">
<Tmec> </Tmec>
<Is> </Is>
<Gamma> </Gamma>
<Vt> </Vt>
<Speed> </Speed>
<Ich> </Ich>
<Pmec> </Pmec>
<Ps> </Ps>
<Pj> </Pj>
<Ph> </Ph>
<Pb> </Pb>
<pf> </pf>
<eff> </eff>
<Fd> </Fd>
<Fq> </Fq>
<Ld> </Ld>
<Lq> </Lq>
<Rs> </Rs>
<Lfc> </Lfc>
<Qst> </Qst>
<Tem> </Tem>
<Ksl> </Ksl>
<Br> </Br>
<dTcu> </dTcu>
<dTm> </dTm>
<mode> </mode>
<ratio_yoke> </ratio_yoke>
</InputsReq>
</Project>}

Fig. 5-18. XML schema to save PC.
eMotorLibrary

«Block»

«Block»

MotorcadCalc

MotorLimits

Python module

Python module

«Block»

«Block»

PCBLACMotors

PCEq

Python module

Python module

«Block»

XMLPCDataset

Python module

Fig. 5-19. SysML refinement: Python package containing the modules to execute the KBE application.

«Block»

eMotorLibrary::MotorLimits

1

1

1

1

1

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

ComputeCharacteristicCurrent_IchSearch

ComputeMTPAPoint

ComputeMAPTPoint

ComputeSpeedsAlongCurrentCircle

ComputeMode2n3Limit_CPSR_MPSR

1

1

1

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

ComputeMTPVPoint

ComputeCharacteristicsGivenSpeedVoltageId

ComputeIsGivenTorqueAndAngle
1
«O bjectiv e»

«Block»

«O bjectiv e»

Get Vmax on Constant Torque Curve

eMotorLibrary::PCBLACMotors

ComputePCatOperatingTemperature
1

«Block»
«Block»

eMotorLibrary::PCEq

1

eMotorLibrary::XMLPCDataset

«Block»

eMotorLibrary::MotorcadCalc

«O bjectiv e»

FindRequestedPointOfeMotorforPCcomputa
1

1

1

«O bjectiv e»

«O bjectiv e»

ComputeTemGivenTmec

ComputePerformanceCharacterist

«Indication action»

«Indication action»

SaveToDataSet

RetrievePCfromDataset

«O bjectiv e»

ComputeMagnetsAndCopperTemperatureChan

Fig. 5-20. SysML refinement: Objectives each module must accomplish.
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«Attribute»

«Block»

PCBLACMotors

1

dTm:Celcius
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Pb:Watt

1

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty »

itsSpeedEquations

itsTmec2 TemEquations

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty»

fs:Hertz

1

itsBrRsThermalComputation

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty»

«I ndication cnst» {{eff} eff = 100*Ps/Pm ec}

itsEff iciencyEquation

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty»

«I nd icatio n cnst» {{Tm ec} Tm ec = Pmec/w m }

itsMechanicalTorqueEquation

«Constrai ntPr oper ty »

Tem:NewtonMeter

«CAE property»

coef_Rs:RhpReal

«I ndication cnst» {{dTm} dTm = Tm - Tambient}

«I ndication cnst» {{dTcu} dTcu = Tcu - Tambient}

Tambient:Celcius

Tm:Celcius

Tcu:Celcius

Pb:Watt

«Attribute»

Br:Tesla

«Constrai ntPr oper ty»

itsPowerFactor

Flux_ParameterIO

«CAE property»

BR:VariationParameterPilot

«Attribute»

Rs:VariationP arameterPilot

«Attribute»

Schematic_Node_Ambient:int

«Attribute»

Schematic_Node_Magnet:double

«Attribute»

T_ WINDING_AVERAGE:double

«Attribute»

St:VA

PCEq

«Block»

Rs:Ohm

1

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty»

Pj:Watt

Pj:Watt

«Attribute»

«Attrib ute»

Dsr:RhpReal

Dsr:Meter

Kh:RhpReal

Bt:Tesla

Lq:Henry

Is:Am pere

Is:Am pere

Is:Ampere

Gamma:Degree

gam ma:Degree

gam ma:Degree

gam ma:Degree

1

Fq:Weber

Fd:Weber

PCEq

«Block»

PCData:Array

«Valu eProp erty»

PCEq

«Block»

PCData:Array

«Valu eProperty»

Vt:Volt

«I ndication cnst» {{ComputeFWwithFEMCoupledAlgorithms} TSpeed:RPM

itsUseFEMCoupledAlgorithmsOutputs

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty»

Fq:Weber

Fd:Weber

Ld:Henry

Tem:NewtonMeter

«I ndication cnst» {{Lq} Lq = Fq/(Is*cos(gamm a))}

«I ndication cnst» {{Ld} Ld = Fd/(Is*sin(gam ma))}

itsInductanceEquations

«Attrib ute»

Kh:RhpReal
«Attrib ute»

Bt:RhpReal

dens:KilogramPerCubicMeter

dens:RhpReal

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty»

Qs:RhpI nteger

Is:Ampere

Tem:NewtonMeter

1

RatioYoke:RhpReal

itsJouleLossesEquation

PCData:Array

«Valu eProperty»

PCEq

«Block»

Vt:Volt

Ph:Watt

Ph:Watt

«I ndication cnst» {{JouleLosses} Pj = 3*Rs*Is^2}

itsPowerEquations

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty»

PCData:Array

«ValueProperty»

fs:Hertz

}

}

«I ndication cnst» {{VolumeOfStY oke} Vsy = pi/4*(Dse^2-Dsr^2)*Kl*Lstk

«I ndication cnst» {{VolumeOfStTeeth} Vst = Qs*wd*hr*Kl*Lstk }

«Attrib ute»

Qs:RhpInteger

Dse:Meter

}

hr:Meter

«Attribute»

Dse:RhpReal

«I ndication cnst» {{SpecificLossesInStTeeth} Ph_sp_t = Kh*fs*Bt^2 + Ke*(fs*Bt)^2 + Kex*(fs*Bt)^1.5

St:VA

«CAE property»

Ps:Watt

«Attribute»

hr:RhpReal

«I ndication cnst» {{SpecificLossesInStYoke} Ph_sp_y = Kh*fs*By^2 + Ke*(fs*By)^2 + Kex*(fs*By)^1.5

«I ndication cnst» {{RatioY okeLosses} RatioYoke = Ph_yoke/Ph}

}

}

«I ndication cnst» {{IronLossesI nYoke} Ph_yoke = Ph_sp_y*Vsy*1000*dens

«I ndication cnst» {{ReactivePower} Qst = sqrt(St^2 - Ps^2)}
Ps:Watt

«C onstrai ntPr oper ty»

wd:Meter Kex:RhpReal
itsIronLossesEquations

}

«I ndication cnst» {{MechanicalPower} Pmec = Tem*wm - Ph - Pb}

Qst:VAR

Ke:RhpReal

«I ndication cnst» {{IronLossesI nTeet} Ph_teeth = Ph_sp_t*Vst*1000*dens

«I ndication cnst» {{ApparentPower} St = sqrt(3)*Vt*Is}

Motorcad_OutputData_Temperatures_Main

Br0:Tesla

Rs0:Ohm

Kl:RhpReal

«I ndication cnst» {{ActivePower} Ps = Pm ec + Pb + Ph + Pj}

«I nd ication cnst» {{p f} pf = P s/S t}

Rs:Ohm

By:Tesla

«I ndication cnst» {{IronLosses} Ph = Ph_teeth + Ph_yoke

wm:RadiansPerSecond

1

Lstk:Meter

«Attribute»

Kex:RhpReal

wd:RhpReal
«Attribute»

Ke:RhpReal

«Attribute»

Kl:RhpReal
«Attribute»

By:RhpReal

«Attribute»

Lstk:RhpReal

Fig. 5-21. SysML refinement: Parametric diagram showing tools properties with equations.

«Attrib ute»

coef_Cu:RhpReal

«Attribute»

coef_Br:RhpReal

Flux_GeometricParameter

coef_Br:RhpReal

«I nd ication cnst» {{R sCom p utation } Rs = Rs0* (1+ coef_Rs* dTcu )}

1

Pmec:Watt

wm:RadiansPerSecond

Pmec:Watt

1

pf:RhpReal

Ps:Watt

Pmec:Watt

Ph:Watt

Pb:Watt

«I nd ication cnst» {{BrCo m pu tatio n} Br = Br 0*(1-co ef_ Br* dTm )}

«Constrai ntPr oper ty»

dTcu:Celcius

dTm:Celcius

eff:RhpReal

1

1

Tmec:NewtonMeter

«I nd ication cnst» {{E lectro m ag neticTo rqu e} Tem = P em/wm }

wm:RadiansPerSecond

wm:RadiansPerSecond

«I nd ication cnst» {{Mechanicalspeed} w m = sp eed *p i/30 }

«I nd ication cnst» {{Freq uency} fs = p *sp eed/60 }

«I nd ication cnst» {{E lectro m ag neticP ow er } Pem = Tm ec* wm + P h + Pb}

Tmec:NewtonMeter

1

Speed:RPM

p:RhpInteger

itsCopperAndMagnetsTemperatureChange

dTcu:Celcius

PCData:Array

«ValueProperty»

PCEq

«Block»

Tmec:RhpReal

«ValueProperty»

Speed:RhpReal

«ValueProperty»

Dre:Meter

itsBearingLossesEquations

«Constrai ntPr oper ty»

Kfb:RhpReal

«I nd icatio n cnst» {{Ro to rMass} Gr = p i*(Dre/2 )^ 2* Lstk* 1e-3 *d en s*10 00 }

Flux_GeometricParameter

P:RhpInteger

«Attribute»

Dre:RhpReal

«I nd icatio n cnst» {{Bearin gLosses} P b = Kfb*Gr *Sp eed *1e-3 }

dens:KilogramPerCubicMeter

«CAE property»

Speed:RPM

Lstk:Meter

1

dens:RhpReal

«Attribute»

Kfb:RhpReal

«Attribute»

«Attribute»

Lstk:RhpReal

«CAE property»

Flux_GeometricParameter

«CAE property»

Flux_GeometricParameter
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5.3.3 Package
In this stage, the KBE application is developed, the formalized knowledge is transformed
into code. The modules containing the formalized knowledge were shown in Fig. 5-19. The
programming language used to achieve the application are Jython for the FEM tool and VBscript
for the thermal lumped circuit tool. It was decided to implement the KBE application in Flux 2D
(the FEM tool) since it offers an environment to run Jython scripts or modules for automation of
tasks. That advantage is taken to run the KBE application within the same FEM tool and create a
middleware to run Motorcad from Flux when requested.
The modules are developed and classified as seen in Fig. 5-22. The knowledge contained
in each module is as shown in Fig. 5-20. XMLPCDataset is used for storage and retrieval of data
from the XML files following no specific represented knowledge that is why is considered and
auxiliary module. CallMotorcadCalc and main_PCFEM are modules that serve for connection
between both tools. They call specific methods from the knowledge wrappers modules.

Fig. 5-22. Classification of modules.

Fig. 5-23. Screenshot of Flux properties and KBE application user interface

The design tools must be set as the representation diagrams Fig. 3-20 and Fig. 5-11, for
instance, Fig. 5-23 shows a screenshot of Flux 2D and its properties. The same figure presents the
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user interface, a main script is loaded in the PyFlux Command window where the user can import
the modules and follow the process of Fig. 3-29. The example shows the modules that need to be
loaded as well as the commands for execution. For this case, the Ich is computed. The output
windows shows an example of a table displayed to the user but as mentioned in the formalize
stage the data is saved in an XML file too, following the structure of Fig. 5-18. In addition, a
different XML file is created for thermal computation. This was decided to facilitate the data
classification for the designer.
Moreover, due to the core of the process computation is mostly done through the algorithms
described in the previous micro-level project. Then, the same validation in Appendix B applies
for this KBE application.

5.3.4 KBE application use case example: Performance comparison
between a SynRM and PMSynRM
The developed KBE application was developed with general knowledge about brushless
motors; therefore, it can be applied in different design scenarios. However, here is a simple but
illustrative example of its usage by making a comparison study of performance between a ferriteassisted SynRM (technically IPM) and a SynRM motor.
For this case, the same SynRM electromagnetic and thermal models are used with the
difference the PMSynRM has ferrite magnets inserted in its slots. Table 5-1 shows the parameters
for both motor models. Three points of operation are analyzed in order to compare their
performance. Table 5-4 presents these operation points, through the KBE application both models
were executed in parallel with the instructions to run the operation points following the same
order presented in the table.
Table 5-4. Points of operation for comparison study and computational time of execution.
Torque

Speed

Voltage limit

Temperature

SynRM exec. time

PMSynRM exec. time

Max.

416 Nm

166 RPM

400 V

ambient

23 min

46 min

Rated

256 Nm

166 RPM

400 V

ambient

24 min

20 min

RMS

175 Nm

166 RPM

400 V

ambient

21.92 min

22.6 min

RMS

175 Nm

166 RPM

400 V

operating

50 min

50 min

-

-

-

Total:

118.92 min

138.6 min

For the maximum point, the results showed that the SynRM was not able to reach that
operating point, then, only the MTPV point was returned as result. On the contrary, the
PMSynRM can give it but on the FW region because in the MTPA curve the voltage limit was
surpassed.
A summary of results for each requested operating point is given in Table 5-5. From the
results, it can be concluded that this micro-level KBE application can be used for rapid
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comparison of different designs at the same working point obtaining automatically the electrical
and thermal performance.
The computational time of execution were provided in Table 5-4. The time of execution
depends on many factors such as the electromagnetic model, type of motor, and if distributed
computing is used. The algorithms were processed with an Intel core i5-4590 CPU with 16 GB
of RAM and no distributing computing was used. Thus, there is still a margin of making the
computational process faster. The algorithms perform faster for non-salient motors because their
behavior is predictable. Despite the aforementioned facts, FEM always consumes many
computational resources. However, one advantage of the KBE application is that the designer
only had to insert the commands of execution to check later the results, thus with no effort for
computation of parameters allowing using that time for other tasks.
Table 5-5. Performance of SynRM and PMSynRM.
Point of Op.

SynRM

Nm@RPM@V

Tmec

Is∠gamma

416@166@400

386

256@166@400

256

175@166@400
175@166@400
(@op. temp.)

180

PMSynRM

Vt

Eff

Mode

Tmec

Is∠gamma

Vt

Eff

20.49∠77.4

400

63.94

MTPV

416

12.01∠61.4

379.1

76.78

MTPA

256

175

8.87∠56.5

346.7

79.91

MTPA

175

8.87∠56.5

364.33

72.83

MTPA

15.25∠66.1

400

77.29

FW

9.75∠53.8

364.74

83.02

MTPA

175

7.18∠48.6

331.65

85.30

MTPA

175

7.30∠49.5

344.55

80.72

MTPA

dTcu

135.19 °C

100.82 °C

dTm

-

84.00 °C

Mode
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5.4 Discussion
The implementations presented in this chapter provides substantiation of the proposed KBE
system framework following the KBV2-model for the micro level cases. After the
implementation, the reader could noticed that in order to develop KBE applications the knowledge
base generation process is crucial for their successful development. In addition, the knowledge is
kept in models for future inspection or knowledge reuse.
The implementation of the framework provides advantages for repetitive task reduction. It
was found that the computational time reduction for one of the worst-case scenario of its usage
regarding the KBE application eMachine operating limits is 30% less than the normal process
followed by the designer without the KBE application. Being able to optimize its use even more.
Furthermore, it should be considered that the tasks required less human work. Therefore, the KBE
application successfully accomplished the goal of supporting the designer to compute complex
points faster and with less work effort.
The developed KBE application eMotor Performance Characteristics Finder integrated the
aforementioned application, extending its capabilities. Therefore giving example to some extent
of the MVP principle during development. A complete detailed of the KBE application was
provided through the formalize stage. Models for each type of the knowledge representation
following the proposed micro-process metamodel were provided. Likewise, examples of
refinement through SysML diagrams were also given.
In conclusion, the KBES framework micro-level proposal is considered successful since
following the process and using the new micro-level knowledge representation allowed the
creation of a KBE application with the capability of computing complex points of operation with
little effort from the designer and provides the results in acceptable times of execution.
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Chapter 6
MACRO-LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION
The purpose of this chapter is to provide substantiation of the proposed KBES framework
for the macro-level implementation. A KBE system is developed for the Industrial V-cycle. The
domain of application is the elevator industry. This chapter shows a practical implementation of
the KBES framework to develop a KBE system for the design of a viable motor solution.
The chapter is composed of the following sections. Section 6.1 introduce the chapter
Section 6.2 describes the development of the KBE system. Section 6.3 implements the KBE system
for the design of viable eMotor showing the process followed for each of the stages of the
Industrial V-cycle. Finally, section 6.4 discusses the results.
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6.1 Introducción
This chapter provides a practical macro-level implementation example of the KBE system
framework. The implementation is carried out for the Industrial V-cycle regarding the design of
electric motors for elevator systems. A KBE system is developed by integrating technologies to
enhance the development process. Attention is centered in the macro-level KBE application. The
implementation gives a complete description on how the KBE system works and how it is
developed with description of tools, architecture, user interfaces, and enclosed micro-level
applications (explaining the knowledge behind them). The section finishes by showing
systematically the implementation of the KBE system.
The process herein undertaken is based on previously validated motors. The only degrees
of freedom for the design of a new motor are the length of stack and the coil construction model.
In other words, the designer must satisfy the requirements for an elevator system by adjusting the
length of stack of the motor and the number of turns of coils with the flexibility of adjusting the
number of wires in parallel, wire gauge and type, and location of wires in the slot. The design is
validated for the electromagnetic and thermal domains through their respective models keeping
the same geometry, materials, layouts and manufacturing processes.
In addition, a comparison of estimated time consumption with and without the KBE system
is given. This chapter will not give details about how to design an electric motor.
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6.2 A KBE system for the development of eMotors for the
elevator industry domain
This section presents the development of a KBE system for the Industrial V-cycle. The
KBE system is created for the elevator industry domain and its main goal is to provide a viable
eMotor solution based on previous validated designs and manufacturing processes that are used
as references to satisfy new requirements for an elevator system. This section explains how the
KBE system works with emphasis on the macro-level KBE application including short
descriptions of the integrated micro-level applications for each stage in the Industrial V-cycle.
The KBV2-model for the KBE system is presented in Fig. 6-1. The application integration
testing stage is highlighted in yellow to remark and remind the KBE application has no direct
interaction with this stage. Another remark is that only the electromagnetic and thermal domains
are directly involved in the design process. This does not mean that the other domains are not
considered, since the system works with previous validated motor models the rest of domains and
manufacturing processes are implicitly included when the selection of functions and modules take
place. Assuring the right performance of the motor for each design domain, further explanation
during the description of the system.

Fig. 6-1. KBV2-model of the KBE system for the development of eMotors for the elevator industry.

6.2.1 Problem context
The case study is carried out in an electric machine design department. It has been identified
the need to provide fast viable solutions of electric motors that adapts to specific elevator system
requirements by customizing validated models of motors with define manufacturing processes. It
was concluded that designers follow repetitive and well stablished technical steps to accomplish
the goal for a viable motor solution given a set of requirements that depends on a particular
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elevator system. In the current process there is no data management system, thus, the information
is scattered and its retrieval is a concern since the data is hard to find or sometimes even its
location forgotten, therefore, slowing the process. In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that
studies say that an engineer to retrieve information may take up to 70% of its time effort.
Furthermore, each designer retains its own knowledge to provide a solution making the transfer
of knowledge to new co-workers complicated and time consuming. For all these reasons, the
creation of a KBE system solution suits well the problem context.
The outcome of the KBE system is a feasible industrial eMotor prototype, ready for serial
or mass production. Recalling the industrial prototype V-cycle from Chapter 2, the electric motor
developer is limited in variation of parameters for a finished motor. In other words, most
components are reused especially those that favors manufacturing such as the stamping die,
winding process and materials.
The KBE system shall be able to store, track and trace the entire development process by
integrating in an organized and collaborative way all the technologies involved in the
development process. The KBE application shall have the capability of automatically generating
motor alternatives varying only the number of turns and length of stack of the motor. In addition,
it shall provide a guideline to support the designer in each stage and have at hand the knowledge
expertise in case the designer wants to understand in more detail the process. The KBE application
shall have the capability of tracking the time spent by the designer in each stage as well as
registering the events the end-user makes. It shall have the capability of ensuring a viable solution
for the specified elevator system.

6.2.2 Formalize
This subsection presents the macro-level knowledge of the KBE system. This knowledge
is also available through the UI to the end-user in the KBE application. The knowledge models
for the macro-level view is the system designed to create a motor solution in an organized manner
with the integration of the technologies reviewed to enhance the product development process.
The KBE application as part of the KBE system, integrates six micro-level applications. The
knowledge model of only one of these micro-level KBE applications considered the core of the
process is described in this subsection. The rest of KBE applications will be briefly described.

6.2.2.1 KBE system description
Fig. 6-2 presents the selection of tools as part of the devised KBE system. For the PDM
Aras innovator v11.0 and Synect v2.4 were chosen. Aras to manage bill of materials i.e. CAD
related models in addition to manufacturing processes related to particular parts, assemblies or
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products. Synect is used for data management of domain-specific design models as well as the
integration of models. Synect as a tool is not considered entirely a PDM system but can be seen
as an extension of any PDM system to support data management of models. Its capabilities are
taken in advantage to extend Aras Innovator. For this particular case, only the electromagnetic
and thermal models are implemented. The PDM system is considered the source of truth of the
KBE system, thus all information updated in PDM must be used throughout the project.
«Block»

KBE System for the development of elevator eMotors

«Block»

«Block»

Aras Innovator

Synect

«Block»

Rational Rhapsody

«Block»

«Block»

Flux 2D

Motorcad

«Block»

eMotor Design Assistant

Design tools

PDM System

KBE application

«Block»

Rational Doors
«Block»

MBSE + req. management

Data Repository

Fig. 6-2. Tools selection for the KBE system.

Rational Rhapsody v8.3.1 is the tool that holds the system models to facilitate the end-user
the tracing and monitoring of the process for the Industrial V-cycle including requirements
verification. Please recall that Rational Rhapsody is also the tool to formalize the knowledge.
Linked to Rhapsody is Rational Doors v9.5.2.2, this is a well-known requirement management
tool. The KBE system is developed for low-level requirements, therefore, Rhapsody is the tool to
trace these requirements and update Rational Doors. In this work, these two tools are the only
ones integrated outside the KBE application.
The design tools to perform simulations of models are Flux 2D v.12.1 for the
electromagnetic models and Motorcad v.11.1.23 for thermal lumped circuit models. The data
repository was left intentionally as generic because several software tools are used such as SQL
databases and cloud storage solutions, there is flexibility on the way to handle the data objects.
However, the main purpose of the data repository is to provide a common repository for the KBE
system in order to provide a solution of common data shared among the stakeholders. Finally, the
KBE application called eMotor design assistant is the main part of the KBE system. The KBE
application is in charge of supporting the eMotor developer through the entire system processes.
Besides Raphsody and Doors some of these tools can be integrated among themselves, for
instance, Doors can also be linked to Synect for requirement management supporting test cases
management. This can be used to leverage the company resources. Nonetheless, the integration
among tools is out of the scope of this work, only the integration of the tools with the KBE
application will be covered.
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Fig. 6-3 summarizes the main actions of the KBE system. The system is composed of many
diagrams. However, this diagram is presented because it shows and summarizes the system highlevel actions with the purpose of introducing it to the designer. Although it does not show all of
the features of the KBE system for instance the loop among the V-cycle actions (specification
stage, definition of functions structure, definition of modules, etc.), micro-level activities and
others. It will be used to explain the main aspects of the system. Inside each action of the V-cycle
more activities are carried out, that is the reason each action is of the call behavior type. The rest
of the features of the KBE system will be described in Section 6.3 for better contextualization.
The KBE system is described emphasizing the KBE application as the main tool of the system.
Following the diagram of Fig. 6-3, starting in the specification stage the KBE application
needs the elevator system parameters in order to compute the low-level requirements values. The
low-level requirements were derived following the requirement engineering framework presented
in Chapter 2. The elevator parameters are saved in Synect and exported with Matlab extension
format for the KBE application. Once the low-level requirements values are generated, these are
set in Rhapsody and because of the linked by Gateway to Doors, they are automatically updated
in Doors too. This facilitate requirements traceability on the whole development process.
Furthermore, an XML file containing the Synect structure is generated in order to load these
requirements in Synect for test cases management during the design and prototype testing phases.
The next step is the definition of functions structures, since we are working with validated motor
features this stage provides the properties of the motors from the product portfolio previously set
as references for elevator systems. By doing this, the end-user is limited to select features of
motors that can lead to a possible solution. In other words, we are limiting the design space of
solutions.
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Fig. 6-3. KBE system activity diagram.
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The properties available in the eMotor product portfolio are exported from Aras innovator
and imported by the KBE application for the end-user to select among them. The selected
properties in the KBE application are saved in the data repository for future references for the
end-user.
The next stage is the definition of modules. With the selected properties from the previous
stage the part list of each possible motor solution is exported from Aras innovator. The motor
stator and rotor lamination are extracted from these part lists. Similarly, from Synect the models
lists linked to the part list of each motor is exported. The designer (end-user) defines the modules
to use and the KBE application provides the user the files of the selected motor.
The files in the repository are:
1. FEM model: in Flux format.
2. FEM model simulation results: this file contains previously made simulations for a
complete characterization of the motor in the FEM tool. Check ModeladoScript data
format in Appendix D for more information. A tool to export these data from Flux was
developed, the output file format is XML although initially an Excel file was used, so
both files format are supported by the KBE application but because of the developed
tool, Excel files will be no longer required in the future.
3. Lumped circuit model: this file is the model of the motor in Motorcad.
4. eMotor part list: is the BOM of the selected motor in Microsoft excel format.
A specific project is created in Aras and Synect and the information is saved in each system.
The next stage is the domain-specific design phase, speaking in general terms, this stage uses the
FEM model simulation results and the lumped circuit model to create motor alternatives based on
the designer inputs. The design process also involves simulations in Flux and Motorcad, the
former with the purpose of checking the torque ripple requirement satisfaction and the latter to
obtain temperature changes of copper and magnets in operating conditions. At the end of the
process, the designer selects a motor solution and the KBE application creates a set of files
describing the selected motor solution and saves it to the working path of the project in the
repository. The files includes:
1. Cost and volume data of all possible solutions.
2. All solutions alternatives from which one should be selected.
3. Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) analysis (if used).
4. Performance data of the selected motor. The selected eMotor data includes the
performance, no load, load and cost and volume tables for the selected solution.
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5. Tolerance analysis, a file is created with the critical values of the analysis. The
information is saved in the specific project in the PDM system and the test cases for
the design phase are resolved.
Once the design phase finishes, the manufacturing details and layouts stage comes into
place. The manufacturing templates and layouts are pre-established forms and drawings that
comply the manufacturer requirements in order to proceed with the manufacturing of the
prototype. The command of downloading the files is given in the KBE application but in the
background they are imported from Aras and once the information is filled the definite files are
output to the working path of the repository.
Finally, the last stage involving the KBE application is the prototype testing stage where
the results are imported following the same template created in the design phase and the KBE
application makes a comparison between FEM and experimental results. The designer must filled
the results values to check if they satisfy the requirements. These requirements are added in
Rhapsody and updated in Doors. The KBE application finishes with the generation of a design
report for the eMotor developer.
There is still one more phase missing, the application integration testing stage. The KBE
application offers no functions for the eMotor developer during this stage. However, the stage
must be carried out in order to finish the validation of the expected industrial prototype.
The KBE system has been described. The macro-level KBE application integrates six
micro-level KBE applications. These applications are now briefly described; later more
information will be given during the KBE system implementation section.
1. ElevSys: Based on the requirement engineering knowledge regarding elevator systems,
this application generates the values of the low-level requirements given the elevator
input parameters.
2. FindValidN: This application finds the solution alternatives sweeping the number of
turns for each length of stack given in array form. It uses the withheld knowledge to
analyze both, ambient and operating conditions searching and making decisions on
whether or not the given set of parameters in every iteration can be considered a motor
solution alternative. It uses ModeladoScript to compute the performance of each motor
in ambient and operating conditions.
3. ModeladoScript: The application computes the performance values of a given motor,
the only degrees of freedom are the length of stack and number of turns for each motor.
The motor output performance is obtained through the given input parameters (rated
torque, peak torque, RMS torque, speed and voltage limit), FEM simulation results and
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Motorcad file. It uses Motorcadcalc to get the change of temperature for operating
conditions computation. Motorcadcalc is a function that automatically computes an
array of temperature changes using the lumped circuit model given an array of Joule
and iron losses.
4. ModeladoScriptTolerance: This application analyzes statistical distributions of the
machine performance in function of three design variables selected from a sensitivity
analysis study. These design variables are the magnet remanent field (Br), stacking
factor Kl and overlapping factor (Kov). The application considers serial or massproduction tolerance variations, thus obtaining critical values that supports the designer
on the decision whether the design is valid or not. This application uses as basis
ModeladoScript, this KBE application is an example on how the end-user can expand
the features of an application mentioned in the previous chapter. The creator of this
application was provided with ModeladoScript, he used it and later adapted it to create
ModeladoScriptTolerance [91].
5. WindingComp: It uses the information stored in each motor reference to compute
winding parameters based on the selected stator and rotor geometry following the
experts’ knowledge.
6. MCDMAnalysis: This application uses multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)
methods to support the designer on the best motor selection from all alternatives. One
of four methods can be used these are, technique for order preference by similarity to
ideal solution (TOPSIS), weighted sum model (WSM), weighted product model
(WPM) and weighted aggregated sum product assessment (WASPAS). The methods
were customized for accurate performance score computation for each alternative from
a set of chosen motor performance criteria allowing the user to select the best motor
from the output rank.
Moreover, the micro-level knowledge on how to execute each stage successfully is
provided for the designer through the user interface.

6.2.2.2 FindValidN: micro-level KBE application
This subsection describes the knowledge of the KBE application FindValidN. The purpose
of describing the knowledge behind the application is to show the reader the core function of the
KBE system, which is to generate eMotor solution alternatives based only on the degrees of
freedom of number of turns and length of stack. The objective called “Find eMotor Solution
Alternatives for V-industrial” is created. The approach to accomplish the objective is pseudoFEM computations in combination with Motorcad simulations. Since FEM simulations require
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high computational cost, the solution approach uses a database of FEM simulations comprising
matrices from which interpolations are made to obtain a requested point. A tool to export the
simulations in the format the KBE application needs it was developed and it is described in
Appendix D. Using this approach enhances the searching of many solution alternatives in short
computational time. In synthesis, each electric motor considered a reference for the Industrial Vcycle is fully characterized in FEM and the data file saved in the PDM prior its usage in the KBE
application. In addition, for operating conditions the motor is simulated in Motorcad. The
computational cost using Motorcad steady state capability is considered acceptable (fast enough),
thus, the need of a database of losses (similar to FEM) is not required. This is also thought for
further work expansion of the KBE application to the Component V-cycle.
As mentioned earlier this micro-level KBE applications make use of ModeladoScript.
ModeladoScript is the application that uses the pseudo-FEM approach in order to compute the
performance characteristics of a motor. It has a function called motorcadcalc, the application in
charge of computing the change in temperature in Motorcad. For more information on
ModeladoScript check Appendix D.
The main indications to consider a motor a solution alternative is shown in Fig. 6-4. The
diagram says the following. The first step is to stablish the length of stack (Lstk) picked up from
the inputs given in array form. If the Lstk is within range then the second step is to adjust the
number of turns (N) to obtain rated torque within current limit. After this, validate the peak torque
at ambient temperature condition by calculating the peak torque value and make sure the
maximum voltage is not exceeded (at 90% of rated speed). If the peak torque is not fulfilled, go
back and reduce the number of turns avoiding to surpass the current limit. If reducing the number
of turns is not possible, increase the motor length.
Compute the motor losses at RMS torque. Once the losses are obtained, compute the copper
and magnet temperatures at RMS torque operating condition. If the motor temperatures surpass
the specified values increase the motor length. Then, validate the peak torque in operating
temperature conditions by computing the torque and making sure the voltage limit is not
exceeded. If the motor cannot reach the peak torque, go back and reduce the number of turns if
this is not possible change the length of the electrical machine. Finally, if everything was within
limits compute rated values at operating condition and the motor is considered a solution
alternative. The indication to compute copper and magnet temperature change is allocated to the
objective using the function Motorcadcalc. The rest shown in the diagram are allocated to the
objective related with ModeladoScript.
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act [Objective] FindeMotorSolutionAlternativesForVindustrial [pseudo-FEMwithMotorcad]

[current limit exceeded]

Inputs

Establish Lstk

Adjust N to obtain rated torque at
ambient temperature

[else]

[Lstk limit exceeded]

Allocated To:
«Objective»

Compute maximum torque at
0.9 speed

[else]

Compute motor Joule and Iron
losses at RMS torque

Compute copper and magnet
temperature change at RMS torque

[else]

Allocated To:
«Objective»

[voltage limit exceeded]

Allocated To:
«Objective»

[voltage limit exceeded]

Allocated To:
«Objective»

[else]

Compute rated values at
operating temperature
Allocated To:
«Objective»

[temperature limit exceeded]

[else]

Compute maximum torque at 0.9
speed and operating temperature
eMotorAlternative

Fig. 6-4. Pseudo-FEM with Motorcad approach for generating eMotor alternatives

6.2.3 Package
Fig. 6-5 shows the architecture of the KBES with the selection of tools for its
implementation. The KBE application is developed in Matlab App Designer because it offers the
options of deploying the KBE application as a web application or a stand-alone application.
Besides, the end-users are knowledgeable about coding in Matlab allowing adding features such
as customized functions, for instance, in the developed SW the economic cost function has to be
coded by the end-user in the same KBE application.
Even though it is technologically possible, by the time this thesis has been written, no
middleware is developed for automatic integration among the PDM systems and Rhapsody with
the KBE application. Thus, the process is done through manual operations. The drawback of
manual operation is that if the metadata information in the PDM system is updated and the files
are not exported or updated in the data repository, then the KBE application will work with old
files leading to unwanted results. Similarly and regarding the MBSE tool the requirements values
generated by the KBE application has to be entered manually not automatically, this could lead
to mistakes if the process is not done properly. Despite the aforementioned issues, the KBES
accomplish the objective of providing substantiation of the framework implementation.
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Fig. 6-5. KBE system implementation architecture.

The middleware to extract files or information from the data repository is mostly done
through ActiveX technology of Microsoft. To integrate Motorcad with the KBE application a
special function developed in VBscript is used as middleware and Python modules for Flux.
For every new project, prepared in advance templates for customization on each tool are
provided to the user. Fig. 4-23 shows an example for Synect. Similarly, Fig. 6-6 shows the
template in DOORS, the requirements specification is changed depending the project, however
the requirements remain the same. The system is provided through a Rhapsody project file
containing all the links among elements and models allowing the user to make few customizations
like updating the elevator system parameters and requirements specifications Fig. 6-7a shows a
satisfaction dependency between the requirements and motor parameters. If changes to
requirements are made in either DOORS or Rhapsody these are automatically updated through
the link in Gateway and shown in Fig. 6-7b. Regarding Aras Innovator, the customization of the
metadata shown in Section 4.6 supports the user to stablish the properties to store and retrieve
information about the structure of motors.
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Fig. 6-6. DOORS template for the KBE system for the development of eMotors for the elevator industry.
«fromDOORS Full Hierar chy»

«Block»

Elevator System::E630_2C_1mps::Str ucture::eMotor

ElecmgnTh-13 - Power factor

ID = ElecmgnTh-6

ID = ElecmgnTh-13

Trated shall be equal to: 256
[N m] .

pf shall be greater than or
equal to: 0.85 [] .

«Val uePrope rty»

RatedT orque:RhpReal=256

«satisfy »

«Block»

«fromDOORS Full Hierar chy»

ElecmgnTh-6 - Rated Torque

Elevator System::E630_2C_1mps::Str ucture::eMotor
«satisfy »

«Val ueProperty»

Power Factor :RhpReal=0.90 8 1

«Val ueProperty»

«Val uePrope rty»

«fromDOORS Full Hie rar chy»

MaxT orque:RhpReal=416
«satisfy »

«fromDOORS Full Hie rar chy»

ElecmgnTh-7 - M ax. Torque

ElecmgnTh-14 - Torque Ripple at Given F requency

ID = ElecmgnTh-7

ID = ElecmgnTh-14

Tmax shall be equal to: 416
[N m]

dTripple at F requency shall be less than: 0.02 [N m]

T or queRipple:RhpReal=0.0134

«satisfy »
«Val uePrope rty»

«Val uePrope rty»

RMST orque:RhpReal=175

«Val uePrope rty»

«satisfy »

RatedSpeed:RhpReal=166

«Val uePrope rty»

«satisfy »

RatedCurr ent:RhpReal=9.66

«fromDOORS Full Hie rar chy»

ElecmgnTh-8 - RMS Torque

ID = ElecmgnTh-15

Trms shall be equal to: 175
[N m]

Lstk shall be less than: 200 [m]

ElecmgnTh-9 - Rated Speed
«Val uePrope rty»

ID = ElecmgnTh-9

Voltage:RhpReal=37 1 .7 1

«satisfy »
«Val ueProperty»

Efficiency:RhpReal=0.866
«satisfy »
«satisfy »

«fromDOORS Full Hierar chy»

«fromDOORS Full Hierar chy»

ElecmgnTh-12 - Efficiency

ElecmgnTh-11 - Voltage Limit

ID = ElecmgnTh-12

ID = ElecmgnTh-11

eff shall be greater than
or equal to: 0.85 [] .

Vlimit shall be less than or
equal to: 390 [V] .

«fromDOORS Full Hie rar chy»

Nrpm shall be equal to: 166
[RPM ]
«fromDOORS Full Hierar chy»

«satisfy »

ElecmgnTh-15 - Length of Stack

ID = ElecmgnTh-8

«fromDOORS Full Hie rar chy»

Length:RhpReal=150

«Val uePrope rty»

StatorOuter Diameter :RhpReal=300

«Val uePrope rty»

Copper RiseOfTemper ature:RhpReal=94.095
«satisfy »

«fromDOORS Full Hie rar chy»

«Val uePrope rty»

ElecmgnTh-16 - Stator external diameter

MagnetRiseO fT emper atur e:RhpReal=64 .3361

ID = ElecmgnTh-16

a)

«satisfy »
«Val uePrope rty»

Dse shall be less than or equal to: 300
[m]

Cost:RhpReal=901.88

«fromDOORS Full Hie rar chy»

ElecmgnTh-10 - Rated Load

ElecmgnTh-17 - C opper change of Temperature @ RMS load

ID = ElecmgnTh-10

ID = ElecmgnTh-17

Irated shall be less than or
equal to: 9.5 [A ] .

dTcu @ RMS load shall be less than: 100 [°C ] .

«satisfy »
«satisfy »

«fromDOORS Full Hierar chy»

ElecmgnTh-19 - C o st
«fromDOORS Full Hie rar chy»

ID = ElecmgnTh-19

ElecmgnTh-18 - Magnet change of Temperature @ RMS load
ID = ElecmgnTh-18

C ost shall be less than or
equal to: 900 [€] .

dTm @ RMS load shall be less than: 90 [°C ] .

b)

Fig. 6-7. a) Rhapsody requirements diagram; b) Gateway link between Rhapsody and DOORS.

The software of the KBE application is developed using modular programming to facilitate
its maintenance and upgrading. Fig. 6-8 shows that for each stage one module is created, except
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for the application integration testing. The modules are prompted automatically according to the
progress of the project.

Fig. 6-8. Modular programming for the development of the KBE application.

The user interface for each module contains the same features. Fig. 6-9 illustrate these
features, the only difference in each module is the body of the stage due to there is a particular
purpose on each phase.
Project name

Body of stage

Working directory
explorer

Controls

Timer

Guideline of the stage

Fig. 6-9. Parts of the user interface in each module of eMotor Design Assistant.
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The KBE application offers the following advanced functionalities.
eMotor development process traceability. The KBE application tracks and trace the
development process from start to end. The controls provide the possibility of going to a previous
stage and close the current stage in order to proceed with the next stage.
Design requirements traceability and verification. Storage of parameters and values,
results, and events in each stage. Capability to resume the project were it was left. Recording
working time. In addition, the events on each stage are registered in a log file with a define
structure available to the user at all times; see Fig. 6-10 for one example.
For every project, in the given path of the repository a folder for each stage is created where
all the files corresponding to the stage will be exported automatically. The user can view the files
through the working directory explorer in the KBE application. Furthermore, the KBE application
has a timer that registered the time spent on each stage; the user can stop and start the timer in
order to register only working time. Every time the stage is closed and later resumed the timer
starts where it was left.
Finally, at the end of the process the KBE application generates a design report for the enduser with the information of each stage. For instance, selected properties and parameters, graphs,
saved notes, motor solution with layouts, manufacturing details and a complete recapitulation of
the development process with the statistics of time spent on each stage, revisits made to each stage
and more.

Fig. 6-10. Log file: registration of events during the development proves by the KBE application.

Accessibility to knowledge. Retrieval of knowledge, information, and data. The KBE
application integrates the knowledge saved in models with easy access to the user for context
understanding. The controls seen in Fig. 6-9 give the possibility of accessing the know-how,
which is knowledge the designer can read to understand in more detail the process. Each stage
provides a guideline (see figure) for the user to finish successfully the phase. The guideline is an
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animated activity diagram remarking in red the current step of the stage for tracking and assurance
all actions are made. Every time each stage is resumed the guideline shows the last executed
action.
Automation of tasks. The KBE application automates complex tasks by creating
intelligent algorithms as an outcome of the knowledge provided by the designer from the manual
performance of tasks. Automatic requirements verification, automatic simulations performed in
the design tools. Automatic cost analysis.
Some steps have to be done by the user through manual operation, the rest are executed
automatically. The manual steps have an “M” symbol besides the action in the guideline, these
steps typically requires judgement from the designer, therefore they are left as manual. The
activity diagrams are also part of the micro-level knowledge representation of the KB.
Intelligent support to the designer. Solutions alternatives are obtained from validated
models. Animated guideline to support the designer to get a valid solution. Different analysis
tools were created to assist the designer in each step of the development process. Intelligent
searching of solutions alternatives, warnings of requirements and variables out of range. Multicriteria analysis tools, manufacturing tolerance analysis tool, error analysis comparison between
design and prototype tests. The user can also create notes on each stage by clicking the notes
button in the controls; the notes are saved in a text file and are included in the final design report.
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6.3 KBE System implementation
This subsection presents step by step the implementation of the KBE system with emphasis
on the KBE application remarking the process undertaken in order to create a viable motor
solution. However, as mentioned earlier the files needed from the PDM systems are exported and
stored manually in the repository (specific path) for accessibility to the KBE application. The files
are the eMotor DB (containing the properties of each motor in the portfolio for the industrial Vcycle), the BOM, models list and layouts. For this particular case, two motors are available on the
database and they are called the Qs36p15 and Qs48p8. The files are exported in Microsoft Excel
format from Aras and Matlab format from Synect (except for models list), as future line of work
the information withheld in the database of the PDM system should be accessed automatically by
the KBE application to avoid this step. A screenshot of the files is shown in Fig. 6-11. Once this
is done the KBE application can start running.

Fig. 6-11. Exported files with database information from Aras and Synect.

An initial window appears where the name of the project and the path to the repository
directory is entered. Fig. 6-12. illustrates one example, furthermore, when the open option is
selected from the menu the project is resumed in the last stage and step the end-user was working
on. Each stage of the KBE system will be explained from the KBE application perspective and
its relationship with the designer and the rest of product development technologies mentioned
throughout this work.

Fig. 6-12. Initial window of eMotor Design Assistant.
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6.3.1 Specification stage
The elevator system and its parameters needed by the KBE application are shown in Fig.
6-13. It can be seen from the figure the use of SysML to specify the elevator system with the
parameters of interest for the development of the motor. The user should update the values in
Rhapsody as shown in the figure in order to have consistency among the tools. These parameters
are incorporated in the prepared in advanced template of Synect; the values can be updated and
exported in Matlab format to the repository. Fig. 6-14 gives an illustration of the process.
Moreover, Fig. 6-15 shows the specification stage of the KBE application. The
aforementioned elevator parameters are imported and automatically displayed in the user
interface. The designer must follow the guideline to finish the process successfully. Some manual
steps can be skipped if its execution is not needed, for instance, in this example the values of the
elevator parameters requires no edition since they were exported with the correct values from
Synect. However, the option is still available for the designer to edit the parameters and compute
the requirements for analysis.
The automatically computed requirements are the rated torque (Trated), peak torque
(Tmax), RMS torque (Trms) and speed in RPM. Furthermore, the characteristic curves are
generated automatically. Nevertheless, the designer must fill the requirement constraints and
values for the rest of requirements, if the requirement enable field is disable that requirement is
not taken into account along the entire process. In addition, the KBE application offers the
capability of adding two additional customized requirements (add requirements button).
However, if this feature is used these requirements must be added manually in DOORS and
synchronize it with Rhapsody too.
«Block»

Elevato r

«ValueProperty» acel:Met erPerSecondSquared=0.7
«ValueProperty» Conex:RhpReal=240
«ValueProperty» factor_pmultiple:RhpReal=0.25
«ValueProperty» fm:int=0.4
«ValueProperty» Jerk:Met erPerSecondCube d=2

1..*

«ValueProperty» Rend_h:RhpReal=0.75

«Block»

«ValueProperty» Rend_m:int =0.96

Pulley

«ValueProperty» susp:int=1

1..*
«Block»

Cable

«ValueProperty» vel:Me te rPe rSecond=1

«V alueProperty» Dp:in t=0.115

«ValueProperty» dens_c:KilogramPerCubicMeter=0.12

«V alueProperty» Jp:RhpRe al=0.1

«ValueProperty» Ncable s:in t=7
«ValueProperty» X:Me ter=21
1
1
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«ValueProperty» Qn:Kilogram=630
1

«ValueProperty» T ara:Kilo gram=900
1
«Block»

Converter
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1
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«V alueProperty» Jmf:RhpReal=0.3

Fig. 6-13. Elevator system with parts and parameters.
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Finally, the outcome of this phase are the files shown in the working directory explorer in
Fig. 6-15. In case the end-user needs to return to this phase in the future, the KBE application will
reload the data from these files and keep track of the process in the background.

Fig. 6-14. Exporting elevator parameters with values for specification stage.

Fig. 6-15. User interface of the specification stage in eMotor Design Assistant (KBE application).

Following the KBE system actions shown in Fig. 6-3 we need to load the low level
requirements into Synect and change the requirements specification in Rhapsody and synchronize
it with DOORS. The KBE application generates automatically an XML file with the Synect
requirements structure with the requirements specifications ready to be loaded, see Fig. 6-16.
Regarding Rhapsody and DOORS Fig. 6-6 and Fig. 6-7 shows the aforementioned process.
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Fig. 6-16. Requirements file generated by the KBE application and loaded in Synect for test case management.

The guideline for the user in this phase is illustrated in Fig. 6-17.
Hint: write notes or check knowhow at any moment.
Import application parameters

[False]

Edit application parameters

[True]

Edit requirements

Save requirements & parameters

Close stage
Compute eMotor requirements

Check computed requirements &
profile suits the application

Continue to next stage:
define functions structures
stage

Fig. 6-17. Guideline embedded in the KBE application for the specification stage.
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6.3.2 Definition of functions structure
In this stage, the goal is to limit the solutions space. The designer limits the space of solution
by the selection of properties of the motor. In this example, only two motors are available,
nonetheless, hoping the reader can foresee its importance when many motors are stored in the
database. Fig. 6-18 shows the user interface for this stage. The designer selects the properties
(same properties imported from Aras), once the data is saved the application checks for solutions
in the database and creates a file for the next stage in the background (not available to the enduser) with the motors that can become a possible solution. The only output here is a file with the
selected properties to serve as a reminder to the designer for replicability (see the directory
explorer in the figure).
Following the KBE system activity diagram (Fig. 6-3) and recalling the files containing the
properties, part lists and models list were prepared beforehand in order to execute the KBE
application (Fig. 6-11). The KBE application continues by filtering from the aforementioned files
the motors that fulfills the selected properties for their loading in the next stage. However, for
future line of work the filtering should be done automatically from the PDM system database,
same comment applies for the next stage.

Fig. 6-18. User interface of the definition of functions structure stage.

The animated guideline embedded in the KBE application for the user in this phase is
presented in Fig. 6-19.
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Hint: write notes or check
know-how at any moment.

«interruptibleRegion»

Select eMotor properties
Previous Stages
Save data

[not found]

Select a previous stage

Checking for solutions in
eMotor database
[found]

Close stage

Continue to next stage: definition of
modules

Fig. 6-19. Guideline embedded in the KBE application for the definition of functions structure stage.

6.3.3 Definition of modules
In this stage, the designer selects the stator and rotor lamination from the ones that appear
available in each list, check Fig. 6-20. The stator and rotor lamination available depend on the
possible solutions found in the previous stage based on the properties selected by the designer.
The combination between stator and rotor lamination is checked upon the motor solutions,
i.e. if the stator and rotor combination does not exist, the designer must select a new combination.
After the selection is made, the designer loads the parts and models list and saves them by pressing
the load and save buttons respectively. The KBE application downloads automatically the files
using the links provided in the models list location field and stores them in the repository.
The output in this stage are the files containing these part lists and the electromagnetic and
thermal models as well as the FEM simulation results in XML format (or xlsx) for pseudo-FEM
simulations mentioned earlier in this chapter.
The animated guideline embedded in the KBE application for the end-user in this phase is
shown in Fig. 6-21.
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Fig. 6-20. User interface for the definition of modules stage.
Hint: write notes or check
know-how at any moment.
«interruptibleRegion»
Previous Stages

Select rotor lamination

Select stator lamination

Select a previous stage

Load part list and models

Checking if motor exist in database

[not found]
[found]

Sav e data

Close stage

Continue to next stage:
domain-specifc design

Fig. 6-21. Guideline embedded in the KBE application for the definition of modules stage.

6.3.4 Domain-specific design stage
The first step in this stage is to code the cost function. The designer has available as input
variables the length, number of turns, copper weight, steel weight and magnet weight to be used
in the cost functions. The cost function is coded using Matlab commands, in the example shown
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in Fig. 6-22 only the length and number of turns are used. The input cost function is also reported
in the final report appearing as the following example.
function cost = CostFunction(Lin, Zin, CuWeight, SteelWeight, MagnetWeight)
---- %cost function for project eMotor_SPM_Qs48p8
---- edrive_fixed_price = C1+ C2;
---- motor_var1 = Lin*1.45;
---- motor_var2 = Zin*0.62;
---- cost = edrive_fixed_price + motor_var1 + motor_var2;
end
There is a compile function button that the user must click in order to check if the entered
code is correct as shown in the figure, then the cost function is saved.

Fig. 6-22. Domain-specific design stage: Input parameters for dimensioning tab, cost function.

The next step is introduced in Fig. 6-23. It consist of entering the inputs (main inputs tab),
most inputs are automatically loaded from the reference model of the motor selected in the
previous stage. The user should only enter the filling factor, the Lstk range, the dT tolerance (this
is the maximum error accepted with thermal simulation iterations to stop the process) and the files
containing the FEM results and thermal model saved in the folder from the previous step. In this
example the Lstk has been set from 1 pu to 1.75 pu with a step of 0.25 pu because the magnets
available in stock have these sizes. In addition, in the requirements table the user can insert
tolerance values, the tolerance values allow the user to see solutions outside the requirements
constraints. In this example, solutions with a current surpassing up to 5.26% the given limit are
considered as well as a voltage limit up to 400 Volts and the economic cost can reach up to 22%
the target cost. Then, the designer can click the run analysis button; behind the scene the micro-
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level KBE application FindValidN (explained in Section 6.2.2.2) is executed. Depending the
range of Lstk entered this process takes a while to finish, for the inputs mentioned the process
finished in three minutes.

Fig. 6-23. Domain-specific design stage: Input parameters for dimensioning tab, main inputs.

After the solution alternatives are generated, the KBE application provides the capability
of checking the results in the same software. The entered inputs generated eight motor alternatives
two for the length of 1.5 pu and six for the length of 1.75 pu, no solutions were generated for Lstk
equal to 1 pu. Fig. 6-24 shows the tools available for the analysis of these solutions, the KBE
application allows the capability of creating bars graph for any selected parameters, it provides a
table of cost, weight, and volume as well as performance tables showing the data for both ambient
and operating temperature for each motor alternative.
Moreover, the following step is to select a motor from all the alternatives. The KBE
application provides four MCDM methods for the task. The methods are TOPSIS, WSM, WPM
and WASPAS for references please check [134], [135]. The designer must select the criteria (nine
available) and input their weights according to his judgement. Fig. 6-25 shows a criteria
combination example using TOPSIS giving as best alternative the motor (L1.5 pu, N2.04 pu). In
charge of the process is the micro-level KBE application MCDMAnalysis.
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Fig. 6-24. Domain-specific design stage: Alternatives visualizer tab, tools for analysis.

Fig. 6-25. Domain-specific design stage: Multi-criteria analysis tab, TOPSIS example.

The next step is to adjust the coil structure and check the winding model. Fig. 6-26 and Fig.
6-27 shows the four tabs available for the designer to accomplish the task. Fig. 6-26a shows the
Rs & Lfc tab, here the designer must define the wire diameter and number of wires in parallel in
order to get the filling factor used to obtain the motor alternatives. The process could also be
backwards, first obtain a filling factor based on the define coils to get the alternative options
(decision that should be made by the designer). The tab works similarly to a spreadsheet where
any change to a value in a textbox affects the others and the changes are reflected automatically.
Fig. 6-26b shows the Star of Slots tab where the user can check the winding parameters. The KBE
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application suggests the type of winding to apply based on the motor. Fig. 6-27c and Fig. 6-27d,
shows the winding factor spectrum and the magnetomotive force spectrum and waveforms. The
micro-level KBE application running for this case is WindingComp.

a)

b)

Fig. 6-26. Domain-specific design stage: Coil construction model tab; a) coil physical structure; b) star of slots and
winding parameters;

After setting the coil construction model then the selected motor has to be entered in the
selected motor tab and the performance characteristic loaded by clicking load. Once this is done,
the table of performance characteristic and volume, weight and cost is filled out as illustrated in
Fig. 6-28. The designer can adjust any value of the latter table and can also add any description.
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The next step is to satisfy the torque ripple requirement, check Fig. 6-29a. the designer has
to enter the harmonic number corresponding to the frequency he wants to abolish of the torque.

a)

b)

Fig. 6-27. Domain-specific design stage: Coil construction model tab; a) winding factor spectrum; b) MMF spectrum.

The KBE application generates automatically a script using the eMachine Operating limits
algorithms described in Chapter 5. Then, the generated script is executed within Flux. The output
of the script is the flux of phase A and the electromagnetic torque. These must be entered in their
corresponding textbox for the spectrum generation. Flux A is only entered if the motor has skew
if it does not then only the electromagnetic torque is required. Then, the torque spectrum can be
created (create spectrum button) and the user can verify visually if the desired harmonic was
reduced or eliminated. However, the tool automatically fills out the cell corresponding to torque
ripple of the column results of the requirements table. After this, the performance tables can be
generated as illustrated in Fig. 6-29b, the performance tables are: no load, load at rated speed, and
load at ninety percent of rated speed. The purpose of these performance tables is to make a
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comparison with experimental values in the prototype-testing phase. In addition, the KBE
application generates curves of the performance parameters that the designer can analyze, see Fig.
6-29c.

Fig. 6-28. Domain-specific design stage: Performance characteristics tab, selected eMotor.

Fig. 6-29.Domain-specific design stage: a) torque ripple analysis tab; b) generated characteristics tables c) plotted
characteristics curves
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Along all the aforementioned process in the performance characteristics tab the KBE
application fills automatically the requirement table with the results and selects the proper
resolution (no result, passed, failed, forced passed) according to their constraint. In the example
provided in Fig. 6-28, requirement 5 (Irated) and 14 (cost) are not satisfied. They are above the
limit, hence, a failed resolution and a red lamp should appeared for both requirements.
Nevertheless, the resolution was manually changed to “forced passed” and the requirement lamps
changed to yellow to record and trace the event as forced. In the description field, the designer
can add any information about this issue, as shown in the same figure. This example was
intentionally prepared for the reader to appreciate this capability.
The last step of the design phase is to check the manufacturing tolerance based on three
design variables, Br, Kl, and Kov. The selection of these variables is a consequence of a sensitivity
analysis studied by Gomez in [91]. In addition, the tool is explained in more detail in the same
reference. In summary, it analyzes statistical distributions of the machine performance
considering serial-production tolerance variations, therefore obtaining critical values that supports
the designer on the decision whether the design is valid or not. The micro-level KBE application
used as user interface commands. For the macro-level KBE application a GUI was created and
shown in Fig. 6-30.

Fig. 6-30. Domain-specific design stage: Manufacturing tolerance analysis tab, inputs.

The designer must entered the number of samples units (1000 for this case), and the margin
of error for a 99.99% confidence level (4% in this case). In addition, the mean values of each
design parameter and the tolerance for each parameter. After this, the analysis can be executed
and the data saved. The time of execution depends on the number of samples. The results of the
analysis are shown in Fig. 6-31. According to [91] if the critical value is greater than 3.62 the
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design model can be affirmed as valid. On the other hand, if the critical value is below 3.62 the
defective machines should be obtained through the standard normal distribution probabilities.

Fig. 6-31. Domain-specific design stage: manufacturing tolerance analysis tab, outputs.

Finally, the domain-specific design stage is closed and the designer can proceed to the next
stage. Following the KBE system diagram of Fig. 6-3, the information is saved in the
corresponding PDM system. For instance in Synect, the test cases are updated with the
corresponding results to make the information available among the stakeholders. Fig. 6-32 shows
a screenshot of Synect test cases updated with input and output parameters as entered and obtained
respectively in the KBE application. The test cases are linked to their corresponding requirement
to ensure coverage of resolution. In the same way, values and resolution for the design phase is
updated in Rhapsody (Fig. 6-7) and Doors (Fig. 6-6).

Fig. 6-32. Synect test case management linked to requirements
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The animated guideline for the domain-specific design stage is shown in Fig. 6-33.
Legend:
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Fig. 6-33. Guideline embedded in the KBE application for the domain-specific design stage.
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6.3.5 Manufacturing details and layouts stage
In this stage, the designer selects one manufacturer from the list to download the templates
and layouts available from that particular manufacturer. After filling the templates and
customizing the layouts properly, he can import them. Importing the templates and layouts
through the KBE application help to keep record of the process and the imported files become
part of the final design report. All files are added to the stage folder and can be visualized in the
explorer. Fig. 6-34 presents a screenshot of the user interface.
Fig. 6-35 shows the animated guideline for this phase with the step that the user should
follow. Finally, the stage can be closed and the designer can proceed to the next stage. The
information of the generated templates and layouts are also saved in Aras for the specific project.
In this work, the templates and layouts are not shown to the reader due to confidentiality reasons.

Fig. 6-34.User interface of manufacturing details and layouts stage.
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Fig. 6-35. Guideline of manufacturing details and layouts stage.

6.3.6 Prototype testing stage
This is the last stage where the macro-level KBE application brings support to the
development process. In this stage, the experimental tests are carried out in workbench and the
information saved in Synect test cases with the input parameters for assurance of future
replications if required.
Before obtaining the experimental results, test acceptance criteria for validation of each test
should be set as explained. For instance, a checklist with fields assuring the proper mounting of
the motor on the workbench, noise and vibration levels under limits and others. Furthermore,
definition of acceptance criteria of experimental results for each test should be set in order to
confirm the data obtained is coherent with the expected results. The aforementioned aspects are
not supported by the KBE application but it is interesting to consider them in future work.
After the experimental tests are carried out the test data can be imported using the KBE
application, the same format created in the design phase for the selected motor results has to be
used. Only the no load test, test at rated speed and test at ninety percent rated speed are processed
by the KBE application for comparison analysis. The designer has to enter in the requirement
table the values for the torque ripple and temperature rise requirements obtained from their
respective tests, the rest of requirements are filled out automatically. Fig. 6-36 shows the user
interface of the prototype testing phase, the figure shows the experimental data with the error
between the experimental data and design data computed by the KBE application. In addition, the
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KBE application also provides the capability of viewing the comparison between design results
in FEM and tests results through plotted curves for each characteristic (current, voltage, power,
efficiency, etc.). One example is illustrated in Fig. 6-37.

Fig. 6-36. User interface of prototype testing stage, characteristics tables tab, load test @ rated speed.

Finally, the user fills out the requirements results field and resolution in order to verify the
requirements in this phase.
After closing the stage, the generate report button is enabled and the KBE application ends
its support by creating a detailed report for the designer with the process he followed in all the
development process.

Fig. 6-37.User interface of prototype testing stage, characteristics curves tab, load test @ rated speed.
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Similar to the design phase, the last step is to resolve the test cases in Synect, update the
test values in Rhapsody, and update Doors resolution. Fig. 6-38 shows the test cases classification
in Synect with their respective resolution.
The KBE system leverage all the integrated technologies to keep all the information at hand
making the entire process reliable and replicable.

Fig. 6-38. Synect test cases classification and resolution in prototype testing stage.

Fig. 6-35 shows the animated guideline for this phase with the step that the user should
follow.
Hint: write notes or check
know-how at any moment.
«interruptibleRegion»

Use the same template created in
the design stage

Import tables (experimental results)

Analyze experimental results with
desig n results.
Previous stag es
[need changes]

[OK]

Solve requirements

Select a previous stage

Save Data

Close stag e

Generate automatic report

Fig. 6-39. Guideline of prototype testing stage.
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6.3.7 Statistics of the eMotor development process
The outcome of the process is a viable motor solution for the given requirements. To
elaborate more about the final design report, this is generated for the designer showing the data
he used in each step including drawings, forms, curves, requirement, alternative solutions, notes.
The handled information allows replicating any phase. In other words, no information is lost in
the process.
In addition, the final report also includes a summary of metrics such as time spent on each
stage, start and ending dates, revisits to each stage, and the total time of the project from its
opening until its closure. Allowing measuring the performance of the designer with the KBE
system through this data. All these data is retrieved automatically from the log file the application
creates to record all the events throughout the development process. For the process followed
throughout this chapter, these metrics are presented in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1. Metrics of the development process.
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Description

Value

Project starting date

12-Aug-2019 17:17:25

Project ending date

13-Aug-2019 14:58:08

Working folder

-Omitted-

Specification stage starting date

12-Aug-2019 17:18:11

Specification stage ending date

12-Aug-2019 17:27:33

Time elapsed on specification stage

0000 : 09

Revisits to specification stage

0

Def. functions & structure stage starting date

12-Aug-2019 17:28:40

Def. functions & structure stage ending date

12-Aug-2019 17:31:41

Time elapsed on def. of functions & structures stage

0000 : 03

Revisits to def. of functions & structure stage

0

Definition of modules stage starting date

13-Aug-2019 09:45:50

Definition of modules stage ending date

13-Aug-2019 09:48:04

Time elapsed on definition of modules stage

0000 : 02

Revisits to definition of modules stage

0

Design stage starting date

13-Aug-2019 12:15:04

Design stage ending date

13-Aug-2019 13:00:07

Time elapsed on design stage

0000 : 45

Revisits to design stage

0

Man. details and layouts starting date

13-Aug-2019 14:13:47

Man. details and layouts ending date

13-Aug-2019 14:28:21

Time elapsed on man. details and layouts stage

0000 : 14

Revisits to man. details and layouts

0

Prototype type testing starting date

13-Aug-2019 14:30:25

Prototype type testing ending date

13-Aug-2019 14:56:38

Time elapsed on Prototype type testing stage

0000 : 26

Total time

1 hr. 39 min.
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A comparison of working time consumption with and without the KBE system is made for
a straightforward design without time spent due to changes in requirements or any other tasks that
could slow the process. One expert was interviewed on how much time he spends on each stage
without considering any problems i.e. an ideal process. The metrics showed in Table 6-1 are used
to compare the working time spent by the interviewed expert without the KBE system.
Table 6-2 shows the time consumption comparison. The time consumption given by the
expert are estimations; however, they reflect the advantage of implementing the KBE system by
obtaining a reduction of up to 76%.
The major reasons for a faster development process is not only to automation of repetitive
tasks but also that the information is at hand in every stage i.e. the designer has not to spend time
searching for any type of data and information. It is important to remark the time showed in the
table is working time spent on the steps presented in the activity diagrams (guidelines) on each
stage, so tasks outside these actions are not considered. For instance, the prototype testing stage
involves also making the tests, which requires many hours of work especially for thermal tests.
Therefore, the time presented in this stage is only time spent on the analysis of data as presented
in the activity diagram in the prototype testing stage. The same applies for the rest of stages.

Table 6-2. Working time consumption comparison between expert using and not using the KBE system.
Stages

Without KBE system

With KBE system

Specification stage

30 min.

9 min.

Definition of functions structure stage

30 min.

3 min.

Definition of modules

30 min.

2 min.

Design stage

240 min.

45 min.

Manufacturing details and layouts

30 min.

14 min.

Prototype testing

60 min.

26 min.

Application integration testing

-

-

Total time

7 hr.:00 min.

1 hr. 39 min.
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6.4 Discussion
A complete description of the developed KBE system has been provided. This KBE system
ensures all knowledge, information and data is not lost through the whole development process.
In summary, the KBE system provides the functionalities of requirement management,
development process traceability, knowledge accessibility, automation of tasks, and intelligent
support.
Although not shown, one additional feature to highlight is that the designer has the
possibility of creating several projects at the same time. This allows the execution of projects in
parallel to compare different motor solutions based on distinct models i.e. different stator and
rotor laminations.
However, there is still margin of improvement for future line of work. For instance, the
KBE application does not yet automatically integrates the PDM systems. The manufacturing
templates and layouts are not filled out automatically. Typically, the knowledge of type and
routine tests are well known within a company, therefore, criteria for test validation, acceptance
of test results and acceptance of the prototype can be annexed as functionalities in the macro-level
KBE application. This will enrich the prototype testing phase since until now the current KBE
system only provides the advantage of saving the test parameters by using Synect. However, this
ensures test replicability.
In addition, for future line of work a study should be carried out on how to make the
developed KBE system pass from the current industrial V-cycle to the component V-cycle and
later to the concept V-cycle. Therefore, allowing more degrees of freedom for the design of a
motor.
To prove the advantage of implementing the KBE application a time consumption
comparison was made for a designer using and not using the KBE system. The implementation
of the KBE application for the same tasks reduced the time workload up to 76%.
For the scope of this thesis, the successful development of a KBE system for the elevator
industry demonstrated that the proposed KBE system framework actually works providing the
user enough guidance for the development of a successful KBE system.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter reports the conclusions and highlights future work. The conclusions are made
from general to specific regarding the objectives set in the introduction.
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7.1 Conclusions
The research proposition of this thesis is that a knowledge-based engineering system that
manage and automate tasks of the electric machine development process will lead to
development-time reduction without risking reliability or any other value driver.
From which the main objective of this thesis was to define a knowledge-based engineering
(KBE) system framework for the development of electric machines. As a general conclusion, it
can be stated that a complete proposal of a KBE system framework has been developed including
the following aspects:
1. A standardized macro-level framework coping with the development phases at
different levels of technological maturity.
2. An adapted and extended framework for capturing and formalizing the knowledge in
the domain of electric machines development process.
3. A generic knowledge base containing knowledge regarding the product model and
process model that can be reused for future developments of electric machines.
4. A SW architecture proposal for fast implementation integrating commercial SW,
advanced design tools, and a customized and flexible KBE application for the real
needs of an electric machine manufacturer.
5. Micro and Macro level KBE applications concepts following the MVP approach.
The framework allows developing KBE systems for the electric machine industry
providing capabilities such as development process traceability, knowledge management,
automation of repetitive tasks and intelligent support. Substantiation of the process for each stage
was presented with enough detail to allow replicability of every process. The KBE system
framework is encapsulated in the so-called KBV2-model. The model consists of a knowledge
base generation part and the standardized macro-level framework for the development of electric
machines.
Use case examples with comparison of time consumption by using and not using the KBE
application were presented. From the results obtained it can be concluded that KBE systems can
reduce the development time significantly in addition to the reduction of workload to the user.
Conclusions on each derived objective are now presented.

7.1.1 Standardized macro-level framework for the development of
eMachines
Inside the company, new development of electric machines start from a low TRL level
(proof of concept or laboratory validation) and finishes at higher TRL level (competitive
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manufacturing). Taking into account the full process to obtain the technological maturity, in this
thesis the process has been divided in three standardized macro-level V-cycles. For each V-cycle
a specific goal is defined.


In the Concept V-cycle the goal is to obtain a Virtual Concept able to be modified
or adapted to different applications needs.



In the Component V-cycle the goal is to obtain the basic components and
manufacturing tools in order to use them for the final product design in the
Industrial V-cycle.



In the Industrial V-cycle the goal is to develop the final product that fulfils the
specific requirements of the application of the client using standardized
components with a predefined manufacturing process.

The maturity concept of the V-cycles was derived from the VDI-2206 guideline. Building
several prototypes is a typical approach to increase the product maturity in an electric machine
development process. Typically, the design presented in scientific literature corresponds to the
Concept V-cycle and the real industrialized designs corresponds to the Industrial V-cycle. It is
considered that the major contribution of this thesis regarding this issue is the proposal of a
common standardized macro-level framework allowing the integration of development tasks
accounting innovation, industrialization and final production. This common framework allow the
direct conversion of virtual concepts into product designs maintaining traceability among the
original concept, the industrialized component and the final product. The objective is that a
generic virtual concept would be used in several component developments for different
applications purposes. Then, the generic innovation would be easily expanded along the range of
applications of the company.

7.1.2 Adapted methodology for capturing and formalizing the
knowledge
In this thesis, an adaptation and extension of MOKA methodology was derived for the
electric machine design process. The purpose of the derived methodology is to facilitate its
implementation in the electric machine industry.
Due to the problems encountered to represent knowledge using the process model such as
knowledge not available in the same KB formalization tool and the lack of knowledge
representation for the macro level view. A new proposal of knowledge representation was
developed for the eMachine process model. For the macro-process level, SysML was adopted and
for the micro-process level, a new metamodel with stereotypes extended from SysML classes was
provided and described through several examples. The major contribution regarding this issue is
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the micro-process metamodel from which a new profile called KBeMotorProfile was created and
described with the stereotypes it contains. Examples of knowledge representation were given for
each case.
In conclusion, substantiation was provided for the Knowledge Base Generation process
upon the development of KBE systems for the electric machine industry.

7.1.3 A Generic Knowledge Base regarding product and process for
the development of electric machines
Using the new adapted and extended MOKA methodology, an initial new Knowledge Base
regarding product and process for the development of electric machine have been created. This
generic Knowledge Base can be used as a starting point to create a specific Knowledge Base for
the company. It is true that each company has its own knowledge but there is a general knowledge
of the state of art regarding their technology that companies can directly use. The generic
Knowledge Base derived from this thesis is an example of how the general knowledge of the state
of art can enrich the specific knowledge of a company.
Product models were created from general knowledge of electric machines and put into
practice through the metadata customization of a PDM system. On the other hand, process models
were created for both the macro and micro levels. For the macro-level, a clear example is the
developed requirement-engineering framework. This framework represent high-level knowledge
regarding the specification stage of the development of electric machines and it is part of the
generic KB. For the micro-process model, the developed intelligent algorithms to compute
eMachine-operating limits as well as the algorithm to find an optimal operating point and compute
the performance characteristics for brushless AC motors are part of the generic KB.

7.1.4 SW architecture proposal for KBE systems
In this thesis, an original SW architecture is proposed to develop KBE systems. The
proposed architecture allows a cost-effective and flexible implementation. This approach tries to
avoid the development of complex KBE systems that can require high implementation time as
well as high maintenance costs. Therefore, it consists of the integration of the KBE applications
with the commercial off the shelf SW (COTS) technologies used in the product development
process (MBSE, requirement management, PDM, Data repository, and advanced design tools).
Since the integration maintains the current tools used in the company this helps not to change so
radically the process the eMachine experts carry out before the KBE system implementation. At
the same time, considering that commercial SW make continuous improvement. Adapting the
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KBE application to the commercial SW will improve the performance of the KBE system without
requiring high SW developing efforts.
The center of the KBE system is the suite of KBE applications, these are in charge of
managing the processes and data (from product and process databases, files, etc.), manage the
integrated COTS as well as provide guidance to the end-user through the devised flow-chart
process. The SW architecture proposal can be seen in Fig. 4-14.

7.1.5 MVP micro-level KBE applications and MVP KBE system
The proposed framework was implemented by the developing of micro-level KBE
applications and a macro-level KBE system. The objective of these implementations was to obtain
a Minimum Viable Product that allow detecting implementation problems and validating the
proposed framework in different developing contexts. The developed MVP implementations
examples demonstrated that a knowledge base approach allows implementing the SW without
ambiguities since all the processes, structure, rules, and functions are well defined.
Next, the most relevant results for each MVP implementation are presented:
Micro-level implementations
KBE application “eMachine operating limits”. This application use intelligent
algorithms leveraging FEM high fidelity non-linear electromagnetic computations to obtain
typical brushless AC motor characteristics during the design process as an alternative to analytical
models or repetitive post-processing tasks after simulations. Operation points such as MTPA, FW,
MTPV, and other points that cannot be targeted directly in a FEM tool can be obtained within
acceptable range of precision (under 3%) and times of execution for practical purposes. It was
found that at least a reduction of 30% of time can be obtained. Concluding the KBE application
successfully accomplished the goal of supporting the designer to compute complex points
reducing computational time and workload.
KBE application “eMotor Performance Characteristics Finder”. This application
demonstrated the reuse of knowledge by integrating the previous application and expanding its
functionalities to convert it into a new application. This KBE application is capable of computing
the performance characteristics of an eMotor (torque, power, losses, efficiency, etc.) at ambient
temperature and operating temperature by integrating Flux and Motorcad CAE SW. The valueadded in this application is that the computation can be done directly in the FEM tool (no postprocess required by the designer) and the requested point (given in Torque@Speed@Vlimit) is
found in the optimal region (MTPA, FW, MTPV) if the motor is capable of giving it otherwise it
returns the maximum obtainable point. The knowledge that the KBE application use was
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represented by using the micro-process metamodel. This application opens new design
opportunities allowing checking different design solutions (even in parallel) automatically that
could be used within global iterative design processes.
Macro-level implementations
A KBE system for the industrial V-cycle for the elevator industry. The created KBE
system for the industrial V-cycle provides to the designer process traceability, knowledge
accessibility, automation of tasks and intelligent support. The KBE system tracks and trace the
development process from start to end. The macro-level KBE application (so-called eMotor
design assistant) integrates the knowledge saved in models with easy access to the user for
context understanding. It automates complex tasks by implementing intelligent algorithms with
the knowledge gathered from the experts.
Comparing the performance of this KBE system with respect to the original process a
relevant time reduction was obtain. At the same time, thank you to the process traceability and
that no information is lost during the development process the origin of any design problem can
be identified, allowing returnin to the design task where the error occurred retaking again the
design from this point. In addition to the advantage that every step can be replicated.
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7.2 Future work
This thesis presents a KBE system framework for the development of electric machines.
This framework has mainly conceptual and methodological content. Therefore, the next step will
be directed to the specific implementation of KBE systems adapted to real needs of the electric
machine industry. For these implementations, it is suggested to follow the MVP approach i.e.
beginning with simple initial implementations to obtain fast feedback from designers. This
feedback is considered important to fulfill the real needs of designers.
Although the results of this thesis can be used directly for real implementations. In order to
improve the KBE system framework, the following research issues have been identified as a
future work.


Add cooperative and communication guidelines among stakeholders along all
the design process. The participation of the stakeholders is partially considered in
the standardization processes. However, this is an open research issue since new
effective mechanisms are needed allowing the inclusion of the stakeholders
contributions without adding obstacles to design tasks.



Include for the KBE system framework managerial guidelines to analyze costs
and risks of a KBE solution in an enterprise. Include guidelines for
communication channels among actors.



Include

a

software

development

methodology

containing

automatic

communication and interpretation of information between the KBE
application and COTS taking into account future outputs and functionalities of
COTS.


Develop more features in the KBE application for the prototype testing and
manufacturing phases.



Develop KBE systems for the component V-cycle and the concept V-cycle. In
these V-cycles, the designer has more degrees of freedom. Therefore, micro-level
processes have to offer a wider range of design space.



Develop new advanced features for intelligent design assistance. Technologies
using Big Data (data mining, machine learning, etc.) allows the implementation of
artificial intelligence in a greater scale for searching and learning by finding
patterns from huge historic datasets from the company. For instance, this could be
implemented for intelligent search of solutions (for example using clustering to
recover the best similar design solution or problem to the current design task),
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intelligent support functions (learning from previous solutions and advising that
certain parameters could have a good or bad success rate).
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Minimum viable product (MVP)
The term minimum viable product (MVP) according to Ries [136] p.77 is a product version
“that enables a full turn of the Build-Measure-Learn loop with a minimum amount of effort and
the least amount of development time”. Robinson [137] says that MVP “is the right-sized product
for your company and your customer. It is big enough to cause adoption, satisfaction, and sales,
but no so big as to be bloated and risky. Technically, it is the product with maximum ROI divided
by risk”. The interest is put in the technical features of this term and not in the economical ones.
The aim of this review is to introduce MVP because later in this work it is suggested that
the devised KBE application be developed following this principle. One of the main advantage of
introducing this term in this work is to get feedback from the end-user in order to make further
decisions about the KBE application. The author is seeking ways to enhance the software
development time of KBE applications. The technical uncertainty in KBE application is low since
its starting point is well-stablished knowledge, so what the client wants is known, the problem
relies in how useful and how much will the KBE application enhance the product development
process disregarding the knowledge retention.
Anderson et al. [138] summarizes the objectives of MVP as maximizing the learning and
minimizing uncertainty with the minimum resources. MVP is closely related to other software
engineering terms such as rapid prototyping and agile development methods. The commonality
resides in developing software in multiple facets for faster deployment by eliminating wasted
development time or other resources. Implementing MVP engages the target customers and tests
the value of the software [139].
Lenarduzzi and Taibi [140] collect several definitions of MVP, additionally they
summarize the main purposes of a MVP. From which the author would like to highlight the MVP
with minimum functionalities, which have as main purpose rapid deployment, gather user
feedback, and test the fundamental hypothesis of the business. These features target the objective
the author is looking for with the creation of a KBE application. From the classification of MVP
types [132] the rip-off is of major interest because is a software with the main features to get
feedback to later pivot in different directions if necessary.
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eMachine algorithms and validation
The proposed algorithms presents an alternative of automatic computation of brushless
motors operation points within the same FEM tool and within acceptable times of execution by
iterative processes. From this point forward
dq fluxes. Furthermore,

Vt

 emf

is the electromagnetic torque computed with the

is the line-to-line voltage. All the results for a particular current

coordinate are called characteristic variables which is illustrated in Fig. A-1 and depending the
context of study the phrase characteristic variables include all or the ones that are relevant in the
context.

Fig. A-1. FEM tool inputs and outputs, and characteristic variables

Algorithms
The objective of Algorithm 1 is to determine the targeted current magnitude for a given
torque and a fixed angle value, in this case the secant method is used to converge to the result,
and usually it finds the value in less than ten iterations if the first guessed is not too far. In a
similar way using the secant method, Algorithm 2’s objective is to determine the characteristic
variables for a given voltage value for a fixed Id. In this case, the angle  is parametrized with a
fixed Id current to avoid divergence of the algorithm. This is better explained with Fig. A-2a, if
the voltage ellipse is small i.e., for a high speed, the algorithm may diverge if the angle is not
correctly targeted, for example for  1 there is no convergence to the given voltage and speed, for

 2 depending on the initial guess the algorithm may converge to point 1 or 2. Therefore, in order
to have a sort of control an Id current is fixed, having iterations only in Iq until convergence e.g.,
point 3, otherwise we are outside of the voltage ellipse. For both algorithms to compute the
derivative approximation in the secant method two first guesses are needed in this case zero was
given as one initial value for the torque and current since it is a known point, however, this may
be changed or the algorithm may be adjusted to compute two initial guesses
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(a)
(b)
Fig. A-2. a) Voltage ellipse computation with algorithm 2; b) Sweep of currents in algorithm 6 and 9.

Using the secant method in Algorithm 3 we get Ich based on Equation (1) when solved for
Id .

 ds   Lds
   L
 qs   m

Lm   I ds   pm 
  
Lqs   I qs   q 
d



pm



(1)

Ich is the value of Id needed to drive ds to zero. An initial value of one was given to flux d
to avoid zero division error, this can be changed by computing two initial guesses or give the
magnet flux if known for the PMSMs. In Algorithm 4 we target the value of the MAPT point for
a given torque, in summary what is done is to compute the constant torque curve for different
angles using Algorithm 1, then using cubic spline interpolation obtain the minimum current
magnitude. The MAPT point is basically the same MTPA point but targeted with the torque
instead of the current.
Algorithm 1: Given the torque and angle get the current magnitude that produces that torque



1: Given ref ,
parameters

 ref

2: Initialize variables

, tolerance

Is

= [0];



 ref

I
> 0, k: = 0, kmax, initial s0 , step_number = n, motor model and tool

= [0]; converge = False

3: While not converge:

I 
4:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏsimulate point ( sk , ref ) with given step_number
  

 , b , c
5:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏget a
 
6:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏcompute ds , qs
7:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏcompute
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 k with Equation (3);
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8:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏadd values to Is and
9:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏIf

 ref   k  

:

ref

10:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏconverge = True
11:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏreturn(characteristic variables)
12:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelif k = kmax: break
13:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelse:
14:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ  I s  I s  I s
k

15:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ

I s k 1  I s k 

;     k   k 1

k 1

Is
 ref  




k

16:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏk = k + 1
Algorithm 2: Given the speed, voltage and Id current get the characteristic variables where the voltage is reached

N
1: Given rpm ,
parameters

Vref

Vref

, tolerance

I
2: Initialize variables q = [0];

Vt

I
I
> 0, d , k: = 0, kmax, initial q0 , step_number=n, model and tool

= [0]; converge = False

3: While not converge:

I
4:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏcompute sk with Equation (4)



I I
5:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏcompute k with atan( d / qk )



I
6:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏsimulate point ( sk , k )
  

 , b , c
7:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏget a
8:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏcompute

Vk

V ref  V

 ds  qs
,

with Equation (1)

9:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏappend values to
10:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏIf

and compute

k

I
and q

Vt

  Vref

:

11:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏconverge=True; compute

 emf

12:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏreturn(characteristic variables)
13:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelif k = kmax: break
14:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelse:
15:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ

Vt Vk Vk1 Iq Iq  Iq
;

I qk 1  I qk 
16:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ
17:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏk = k + 1

I q
Vt

k

V

ref

k1

V k 
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Algorithm 3: Get Ich of the motor


I
1: Given tolerance  ds > 0, initial s0 , k: = 0, kmax, step_number = n, model and tool parameters
2: Initialize variables

Is

= [0];



= [0];

d = [1]; converge = False

3: While not converge:

I
4:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏsimulate point ( sk , 90)
  

 , b , c
5:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏget a
6:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏIf

 d   ds
k

and compute

d

k

append results in

Is  d
,
,

:

7:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏconverge=True; compute

 emf

8:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏreturn(characteristic variables)
9:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelif k=kmax: break
10:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelse:
11:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ

 d  dk  dk1 Is  Isk  Isk1
;

I sk 1  I sk 
12:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ
13:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏk = k + 1

I s
 dk
 d





Algorithm 4: Given the torque get the MAPT point
1: Given

 ref , tolerance 

ref

> 0,


Nrpm ,   [ 0 , 1,...,  end ] where  0   end , initial Is0 , k: = 0,

step_number = n, motor model and tool parameters
2: Initialize variables

Is = []; 


= [];

d = []; q = []; 

3: For each value in



4: Append results in

Is ,  , d , q , 

5: Stop when Is
k

= [];

run Algorithm 1 with Is
k

 Isk1



6: Optional. After stop apply bisection as needed between k and



when steps in



 k 1 for a better approximation, particularly

are large.

7: Apply cubic spline interpolation to variables

Is ,  , d , q , 

8: Get min( Is ) and its index
9: Get the rest of variables at that index.
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10: Compute

Vt

with Equation (1)

11: return(characteristic variables)

In Algorithm 5 we target the MTPA point for a given current, this is a simple process of
sweeping different angles for the same current magnitude, then using cubic spline interpolation
obtain the maximum torque value and return the characteristic variables for that point. Algorithm
6 uses the Newton’s method to obtain the speed for a given voltage limit, in a specific current
vector, the process is illustrated in Fig. A-2b, for a current I1 and a given set of angles 1 to 11 in
the figure the algorithm finds the corresponding speed for the voltage limit for each point. In this
case we need to compute the derivative of the voltage with respect to speed, this derivative is
given in Equation (2). The MTPV point for a given speed and voltage limit is obtained through
Algorithm 7, it uses Algorithm 2 for different Id currents getting values along the voltage ellipse
and finally uses cubic spline interpolation to find the maximum torque.
dVt
dws









3  ds ws ds  R I qs   qs ws qs  R I ds
s

s

 w  ds  R I qs    w  qs  R I ds 
2

s

s

s



(2)

2

s

Algorithm 5: Given the current limit get the MTPA point


I sref Nrpm   [ 0 , 1,...,  end ]
   end , k: = 0, step_number = n, motor model and tool
,
,
where 0

1: Given
parameters

 = []; d = []; q = [];  = [];
  

I s k
 

, b , c

3: For each value in
simulate point(
, ), get a
and compute , qs , emf
2: Initialize variables

ref

4: Append results in
5: Stop when

ds

 , d , q , 

 k   k 1


6: Optional. After stop apply bisection as needed between k and



when steps in



 k 1 for a better approximation, particularly

are large.

7: Apply cubic spline interpolation to variables
8: Get max(  ) and its index

 , d , q , 

9: Get the rest of variables at that index

V

10: Compute t with Equation (1)
11: return(characteristic variables)
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Algorithm 6: Given the current and voltage limit get the FW speeds along the current circle

Is



Vref

V ref

w0   [ 0 ,  1 ,...,  end ]

1: Given
,
, tolerance
> 0, initial
,
step_number = n, motor model and tool parameters
ref




2: Initialize variables


3: For each value in
4: Append results in

= [];

d

q

= [];

simulate point (

Is



8:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏIf

V ref  V

, k:= 0, kmax,

= []; converge = False

ref

,

k

  

, b , c
), get a


and compute ds , qs ,

 emf

:

6:ꞏꞏꞏWhile not converge:
7:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏcompute

 0   end

 , d , q


5:ꞏꞏFor each item index i in

Vk

where

with
k

wk d
,

  V ref

[i],

q



[i], [i] in Equation (4)

:

9:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏconverge = True; compute

Nk

;

10:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏreturn(characteristic variables)
11:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelif k = kmax: break;
12:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelse:

13:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏcompute

dVk
dwk

with Equation (8)
1

 dV 
wk 1  wk   k  Vref V k 
 dwk 
14:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ
15:

k=k+1

Algorithm 8 and 9 objective is to find mode 1 and 2 limit, respectively. Algorithm 8
assumes the limit is given by the voltage, it iterates along the MTPA curve using Algorithm 5
until the voltage is found as illustrated in Figure 1, in this case we do not take into account the
current or torque limit, the user criteria must decide if the point is valid or not. This was done
because if the torque or current decide the limit then Algorithm 4 or Algorithm 5 can be used.
Finally, Algorithm 9 finds the mode 2 limit, the CPSR and the MPSR point for the case where Ich
< Imax because for the case where Ich ≥ Imax a simpler analysis using Algorithm 6 can be done.
These points can be found in different ways e.g., using Algorithm 7, however, its convergence is
slower. Therefore, we use Algorithm 6 due to FEM tools simulate a working point targeted with
phase currents, then, converging faster compared to any other way of iteration. The process can
be explained with Fig. A-2b, here we use Algorithm 6 for different currents I1 to I4 in this example,
and then we automatically process the results using cubic spline interpolation to find different
query speeds voltage ellipses (the solid lines crossing the currents) then applying interpolation to
find the maximum torque on each ellipse, to find finally the limits of the motor.
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Algorithm 7: Given the speed and voltage limit what is the MTPV on the corresponding voltage ellipse


I d  [ Ich , I d1 ,..., I d end ]

Vref

Nref Vref

1: Given
,
, tolerance
> 0,
step_number = n, motor model and tool parameters
2: Initialize variables  = [];
3: While not Stop:
4: ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏfor each value in


Id

Is

d = []; q = []; 

Ich  Idend

, k: = 0, kmax,

= []; Stop = False

run Algorithm 2

Is d q 
,
,
,

5: ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ ꞏꞏꞏappend results in  ,
6: ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏIf

= [],

where

 k   k 1 : Stop=True; Optional. After stop apply bisection as needed between Idk and Idk1 for a

better approximation, particularly when steps in


Id are large.

I
7: Apply cubic spline interpolation to variables  , s ,
8: Get max(  ) and its index

d , q , 

9: Get the rest of variables at that index
10: return(characteristic variables)
Algorithm 8: Given the voltage limit get mode 1 limit.



  [ 0 , 1,...,  end ] where  0   end , initial Is0 and Is1 , Nrpm , k: = 0,
> 0,

Vref

Vref

1: Given
, tolerance
kmax, step_number = n, motor model and tool parameters
2: Initialize variables  = [];

Is

= [],

d = []; q = []; 

= [];

Vt

= []; Stop = False

I
I
3: Run Algorithm 5 for s0 and s1

I
4: Append results in  , s,

d , q ,  , Vt , stop if Vref V k  Vref

5: While not Stop:
6: ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ

Vt  Vk Vk 1 Is  Is  Is
;

I sk1  I sk 
7: ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ

k

k 1

Is
Vref V k 
Vt

8: ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏrun Algorithm 5 append results in  ,
9:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏIf

Vref  V k  Vref

Is d q
,

,

, ,

Vt

:

10:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ Stop=True
11:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏreturn(characteristic variables)
12:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏelif k = kmax: break
13:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏk = k + 1
Algorithm 9: Given the voltage and current limit get the mode 2 limit, CPSR and MPSR.
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1: Given

Vt max , I s max ,  MTPA ,   [ 0 , 1,...,  end ] where  0   end

and

 0   MTPA , Ich , Nrated ,

k: = 0, kmax, step_number = n, motor model and tool parameters.
2: Initialize variables  = [];

 mtpv = []; I smtpv
3:ꞏcreate array

= [],

N rpm

Pem

= [];

 int erp


Is _ v

 int erp

where Ismax

Ninterp





= []; N = []; N = []; mtpv = [];

 Isend  Ich



and for each

 run Algorithm 6 append results in , Nrpm


5:ꞏApply cubic spline interpolation to , , Nrpm with more
6:ꞏcreate array

= [];

= []


I s _ v  [ I s max , I s1 ,..., I send ]

4:ꞏfor each value in

= [];



 steps and append in  int erp ,  int erp , Ninterp


N query  [ N 0 , N1 ,..., N end ] where Nrated  N0  Nend

Nquery

Is _ v

7:ꞏFor each value in

 int erp , Ninterp ,

8:ꞏFor each speed in


Nquery

 

get vectors N , N for each



  Is _ v

interpolate N , N ,


Is _ v

by cubic spline interpolation using

 int erp ,



with more N steps



9:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏget max( N ) and its index



 I s _ v , value at that index and append results in mtpv , mtpv , I smtpv

10:ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏget N ,

11:ꞏ ꞏꞏꞏꞏCompute power with mtpv and
12:ꞏWith
at


Nquery



Pem , mtpv ,  mtpv , I smtpv , Nquery

append results in

Pem

get mode 2 limit characteristic variables which is the highest speed

I s max , get CPSR point and characteristic variables which is the highest speed where Pem

is equal to

if no value found then CPSR is infinite and get the MPSR point with the speed at the maximum point in

Prated ,

Pem .

13: return (characteristic variables for mode 2 limit, CPSR and MPSR)

Validation
To validate the algorithms the speed characteristics for the three types of brushless AC
motors are computed, the motors here mentioned have already validated design models [141].
General characteristics of the motors are mentioned in Table A-1, for the purpose of this section
the designs were intentionally modified in order to have their characteristic current (Ich) below
rated currents. The algorithms were developed in Jython and are implemented in the FEM tool
Flux 2D/3D of Altair. The computer used is an intel core i5-4590 CPU with 16 GB of RAM and
an OS Windows 7–64 bits.
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The process here undertaken consist of computing the three limits of operation for each
motor, some points on the MTPA, FW and MTPV curves, the CPSR and MPSR point, then, the
results are plotted in order to show the circle diagram and speed characteristics for each motor.
The mode 1, 2 and 3 limits are compared with its reference value and the time of execution in
seconds of each algorithm are given, although this can vary depending the inputs of the algorithms
and different factors of the motor model design. First, for all cases the model in the FEM tool is
set to be control in polar mode, the simulations are set to be done in one-sixth of an electrical
period in magnetostatic mode.
Table A-1. Motor characteristics
Parameter

Non-Salient PM

IPM

SynRM

Maximum voltage [V]

400

400

400

Power [kW]

13

7

6

Rated Speed [RPM]

166

166

166

Pole pair

10

3

3

Selection of the Step Number:
The selection of the step number may depend on design factors of each motor model
analyzed, therefore, it cannot be generalized. The designer should analyzed and select the step
number and length of the waveform to be studied for each motor case. Nevertheless, this
subsection presents a numerical approach example on the selection of the step number for the
algorithms. The algorithms are flexible and allow any number of steps to be entered as well as the
length of the waveform to be analyzed, however, the fewer steps entered the faster its
convergence. In this case, the selection of the step number is done based on a simple error analysis
of the characteristic variables to check the amplitude of the errors we can make compared to a
reference value by simulating with a reduced number of points. The error study was carried out
for the three different brushless motor models.
This experiment consists of simulating a fixed operation point with two, three, four, five,
six and sixteen step number points in one-sixth of an electrical period for mean values evaluation
and compare the characteristic variable results with a reference value that is considered with
adequate resolution. This reference value, in this case is selected to be 100 points in one electrical
period since with this we assure that we can reach up to the 50th harmonic having at least two
points per harmonic and for a mean value computation we considered it enough.
The motors are referred as the non-salient, the IPM and the SynRM motor. Fig. A-3 shows
the torque errors for the three motors for a fixed current point. emis the obtained electromagnetic
torque mean value directly from FEM results i.e., mean value of the output torque waveform for
each specified step number.  emf is the torque computed with (3).
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 emf 

3



p  ds I qs   qs I ds

2



(3)

It was found that the highest error is made in em for a few number of points of simulation,
which is expected since depending the torque ripple of each motor the mean value can be
estimated wrong if the selection of the points are not carefully chosen. On the other hand, the
error of  emf is smaller. It approximates the reference better due to the flux linkage approximation
of the waveform in one-sixth of the electrical period is better compared to the torque waveform
approximation. Therefore, the reason to use the equations with dq fluxes for characteristics
computation.
% em errors non-salient PM motor drive

3

em
em

2.5

% em errors IPM motor drive

3.5

vs reference
vs

emf

em

3

emf

em

vs reference

emf

vs reference
vs

emf

vs reference

2.5
2
2
1.5
1.5
1
1
0.5

0

0.5

2

3

4

5

6

0

16

2

3

4

Number of Points

5

6

16

Number of Points

(a) 18 ∠ 30°

(b) 15 ∠ 60°
% em errors SynRM motor drive

2

em

1.8

em

1.6

emf

vs reference
vs

emf

vs reference

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

2

3

4

5

6

16

Number of Points

(c) 10 ∠ 55°
Fig. A-3. Torque errors for each motor on a fixed current phasor.

The errors for the characteristic variables of the three motor models are shown in Fig. A-4
The errors for two different currents are illustrated in the same figure for the IPM motor with the
purpose of showing that the error amplitudes are similar for different points of operation. Based
on the results, knowing that for few number of points in one-sixth of an electric period the error
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found was below 5% for the three motors analyzed, as example, a step number of 2 for the nonsalient motor, and a step number of 3 for the rest is selected.

(a) 18 ∠ 30°

(b) 10 ∠ 55°
% errors IPM motor drive
3

d
q

V

2.5

t

emf

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
2

3

4

5

6

16

Number of Points

(c) 15 ∠ 60°

(d) 18 ∠ 70°

Fig. A-4. Errors of characteristics variables for each motor on a fixed current phasor.

Brushless Motors Speed Characteristics Computation:
To find the speed characteristics the algorithms are applied like if having no or few
knowledge of the motor behavior. For example, we know that for a non-salient motor the MTPA
curve is on the q axis (Id = 0). This could be computed faster with Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2
depending the limit instead of applying Algorithm 8 another example is that Ich for the SynRM is
zero and no algorithm is needed to find it so no assumption is made and all points are found. This
is done to show the time of execution of each algorithm in a worst-case scenario.
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Table A-2. Inputs used in the algorithms for the brushless motors.
Algorithm

3

8

Variable

Description

non-salient

IPM

SynRM

 d

Flux d tolerance

1 × 10−7

1 × 10−7

1 × 10−7

Is0

Current initial guess

5

10

5

Vref

Voltage tolerance

1 × 10−2

1 × 10−2

1 × 10−2

I s0

Current initial guess

10

20

10

I s1

Current second
guess

12

5

5

Gamma angle array

[0, …, 75] in 10 steps

[0, …, 75] in 10 steps

[0, …, 75] in 10 steps

Gamma angle array

[0, …, 89] in 10 steps

[0, …, 89] in 10 steps

[0, …, 89] in 10 steps

Current array

[20.34, ..., 19.55] in 6
steps

[13.33, ..., 10.77] in 8
steps

[14.15, ..., 5.17] in 8 steps

Vref

Voltage tolerance

1 × 10−2

1 × 10−2

1 × 10−2

N0

Speed initial guess

166

166

166



Gamma angle array

[0.0, …, 64.76] in 5 steps

[58.3, …, 83.61] in 5 steps

[62.9, …, 80.17] in 5
steps

Isref

Current limit

6.78

4.43

4.71

Gamma angle array

[0, …, 75] in 10 steps

[30, …, 65] in 5 steps

[30, …, 65] in 5 steps

Speed reference

550

570

350

Voltage tolerance

1 × 10−2

1 × 10−2

1 × 10−2

Current d axis array

[18.62, …, 28] in 9 steps

[10.26, …, 23] in 12 steps

[5, …, 20] in 15 steps

s









9

6


Is _ v



5




N

7

ref

Vref

Id

Table A-2 shows the inputs applied to each algorithm listed in the order to compute the
speed characteristics for the brushless machines. As aforementioned in Section 5.1 we are using
2 step number for the non-salient motor and 3 for the rest.
The time of execution in seconds as well as the number of iterations of convergence of each
algorithm with the inputs aforementioned are presented in Table A-3. The large number of
iterations for Algorithm 9 are due to Algorithm 6 which applies the Newton’s method therefore
most of the iterations are computed outside FEM. It can be noticed the time of execution varies
depending the algorithm having the worst case for Algorithm 9 that takes 30 min to output the
results. In general, the time of executions of each algorithm can be reduced by applying a better
design criteria to the inputs, this is further explain in the next subsections.
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Table A-3. Times of execution and number of iterations.
Non-Salient

IPM

SynRM

Parameter

Alg.

Time [s]

No. Iterations

Time [s]

No. Iterations

Time [s]

Ich

3

178.02

7

75.65

6

176.24

6

Mode 1 limit

8

358.39

9

1935.58

27

1116.20

27

Mode 2 limit

9

1790.15

88

1946.89

83

1790.15

87

FW point

6

174.69

17

112.90

16

112.32

15

MTPA point

5

135.31

4

115.38

6

121.04

6

MTPV point

7

595.28

14

646.88

20

562.298

23

No. Iterations

The circle diagram and speed characteristic curves of each motor are now shown.
Non-Salient PM Drive
The non-salient PM is a 10 pole pair ferrite-magnet motor. The process to obtain the speed
characteristic is the following. First, using Algorithm 3 the Ich is computed. Then, mode 1 limit is
computed with Algorithm 8. Mode 2 limit, CPSR and MPSR points are computed using
Algorithm 9, after this with Algorithm 6 two MTPA points below mode 1 limit are obtained.
Finally, three speeds greater than mode 2 limit speed MTPV points are obtained with Algorithm
7.
Table A-4 shows a comparison of the three different limits versus the reference value
having the highest error of 2.1% in the mode 2 limit. Based on the authors’ experience the errors
and time of execution are acceptable for practical purposes. Time can be reduced by applying the
algorithms with better design criteria, e.g., for Algorithm 9, which has the longest time, depending
the wanted precision the number of currents to be swept can be reduced as well as narrowing the
angle vector (initial and end value) to be swept. All the results are plotted in Fig. A-5, the limits
of the different modes are marked with a dash line. In the circle diagram the MPSR is marked
with an ‘X’. For this motor the CPSR is infinite and the MPSR is 2.91 found at the boundary point
of FW and MTPV.
Table A-4. Results comparison with reference value for the non-salient motor drive.
Parameter

Alg.

Alg. Result

Reference Value

Error

Ich [A]

3

18.62

18.60

0.11%

Mode 1 limit [A]

8

20.34 ∠ 0°

20.59 ∠ 0°

1.2%

Mode 2 limit [A]

9

20.34 ∠ 64.76°

20.59 ∠ 64.60

2.1%
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Fig. A-5. Speed characteristics results for the non-salient motor drive.

IPM Drive
The IPM is the same SynRM used in this paper with ferrite magnets in the slots of the rotor.
The process carried out is the same as in for the non-salient motor with four more points computed
on the MTPV curve. Table A-5 shows the comparison of the limits with the reference value. All
computed points are shown in Fig. A-6. On the circle diagram the MPSR and the CPSR points
are marked with an ‘X’. The MPSR of this motor is 1.51 found in the mode 2 region and the
CPSR is 3.2 found on the MTPV curve or in the mode 3 region, which is the expected behavior
for an IPM.
Table A-5. Results comparison with reference value for the IPM drive.
Parameter

Alg.

Alg. Result

Reference Value

Error

Ich [A]

3

10.26

10.15

1.08%

Mode 1 limit [A]

8

13.33 ∠ 58.30°

13.30 ∠ 58.30°

0.23%

Mode 2 limit [A]

9

13.33 ∠ 83.79°

13.30 ∠ 83.80º

0.23%

Fig. A-6. Speed characteristics results for the IPM drive.
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SynRM Drive
The SynRM is a three pole pair motor. The process followed is the same as in the nonsalient motor with one more points computed on the MTPV curve. Table A-6 shows the
comparison of the limits with the reference value. All computed points are shown in Fig. A-7.
The MPSR of this motor is 1.11 and the CPSR is 1.3 both found in the mode 2 region. On the
circle diagram the MPSR and the CPSR points are marked with an ‘X’.
Table A-6. Results comparison with reference value for the SynRM drive.
Parameter

Alg.

Alg. Result

Reference value

Error

Ich [A]

3

−2.63 × 10−18

0.0

0%

Mode 1 limit [A]

8

14.15 ∠ 62.90°

14.19 ∠ 62.8°

0.28%

Mode 2 limit [A]

9

14.15 ∠ 80.17°

14.19 ∠ 80.17°

0.28%

Fig. A-7. Speed characteristics results for the SynRM drive.
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KBeMotorProfile stereotypes
This section shows the list of stereotypes to develop the knowledge-base eMotor profile
(KBeMotorProfile) for the proposed KBES framework. The stereotypes are classified per view in
the following tables.
Table A-7. Structure view stereotypes
Stereotype

Applied to

Stereotype

Applied to

Structure

Class: Block

Function

Class:Block

Product

Class: Block

Principle of solution

Class: Block

Assembly

Class: Block

has function

Association end

part

Class: Block

is a function of

Association end

Composite Feature

Class: Block

Technical solutions

Class: Block

feature

Class: Block

realized by

Association class

has part

Association end

is a principle solution of

Association end

is part of

Association end

has principle of solution

Association end

has composite feature

Association end

has technical solution

Association end

is composite feature of

Association end

is a technical solution of

Association end

has feature

Association end

Table A-9. Technology view stereotypes.
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Table A-8. Function view stereotypes

has constraint

Association end

is constraint of

Association end

embodied by

Association class

linked to

Association end

Optional

Association class

Table A-10. Representation view stereotypes.

Stereotype

Applied to

Stereotype

Applied to

Technology

Class: Block

Representation

Class:Block

Manufacturing process

Class: Block

CAE

Class:Block

Material

Class: Block

has material

Association end

CAD

Class:Block

is material of

Association end

Analytical

Class:Block

has manufacturing process

Association end

CAE property

Class:Block

is manufacturing process of

Association end

CAD property

Class:Block

Test

Class: Block

Analytical property

Class:Block

has technology

Association end

Has representation

Association end

is technology of

Association end

Has property

Association end

has test

Association end

Is property of

Association end

is test of

Association end

Is representation of

Association end
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Table A-11. Micro-process view stereotypes
Stereotype

Applied to

Approach Act

Activity diagram

Approach CB

Class:Constraint block

Criteria

Comment

Cross‐domain objective

Class:Block

Defined by

Dependency

Domain

Class:Block

Has approach

Association end

Has expanded indication

Association end

Has objective

Association end

Indication Act

Activity diagram

Indication action

State

Indication CB

Class:Constraint block

Indication cnst

Constraint

Is approach of

Association end

Is expanded indication of

Association end

Is objective of

Association end

Objective

Class:Block

Validated by

Dependency
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Micro-level KBE application: ModeladoScript
ModeladoScript is composed of three main function:
1. Motorcad_calc function
2. ModeladoScript function
3. export2xml function
ModeladoScript is a micro-level KBE application contained by the macro-level KBE
application presented in Chapter 6. This application was an initial implementation that helped to
identify the needs and clarify processes in order to achieve the proposed KBE system framework.
The reason why the process (or other knowledge) is not represented following the knowledge
representation presented in the thesis (using the KBeMotorProfile) is to show the reader how the
proposed knowledge representation leverage the structure for information retrieval. Here the
knowledge is presented in text and simple flowcharts that makes hard the retrieval of information
from a knowledge base.
Function name: Motorcadcalc
This section describes the architecture and algorithm of the function called motorcadcalc.
A detailed description of inputs/outputs, parameters and algorithms is presented.
Scope
Motorcadcalc is a function intended to ease the workload of the electrical machine designer
by simulating in Motorcad different power losses (iron and copper losses) either for a given
specific value or a given range of values, returning as outputs the rise in copper and magnet
temperature.
Function context
The function is to be developed in vbscript language, the function can be called from any
script and from any other language i.e. matlab, python, etc. The rise of copper temperature and
magnet temperatures are the outputs of the function and the values are to be exported to excel.
The manual process followed by the designer is now described.
1. Insert Pcu and Ph losses values in Motorcad.
2. Execute simulation in Motorcad.
3. Export results to excel file.
4. Copy and paste results to a predetermined excel file.
5. Subtract the ambient temperature to obtain the temperature rise.
6. Repeat process for next values.
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Because the user already has scripts that uses the values from the excel files previously
created, the way the results are exported must followed the same format which was provided by
the domain expert.
User characteristics
The user of the function must have knowledge in electromagnetics design software,
therefore it is intended for electrical machines designers with some experience in Motorcad
software.
Scripts and Functions
The whole motorcadcalc function consists of three parts which are:
1. Main.vbs, main script where input parameters are entered, it also contains a
subroutine to read other vbs files to execute the code within. The function calls
are motorcad_calc.vbs and export_xls.vbs.
2. Motorcad_calc.vbs, this is the function where the principal code is written, it is
executed given the input parameters and returns the output parameters
aforementioned.
3. xls_export.vbs, this function is only created to export the output values to an
excel file following the format previously requested by the designer (see
motorcad_calc requirements document).
Function Activity diagram
The function activity diagram is presented in Fig. A-8.
Algorithm
The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. A-9.
User interface
The user interface will only be the main script by introducing the inputs to be simulated in
motorcad. Hence the input data is entered as follows:

The outputs values are saved in an xls file with the following format:
1. One worksheet per Lstk simulated.
2. dTcu starts saving from row 6, column 19.
3. dTm starts saving from row 23, column 19.
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USER

Introduce Inputs

Run main script

VBSCRIPT
call motorcad_calc
function

Open Motorcad

save outputs dTcu, dTm

NO
Next Simulation?
Quit Motorcad

Set input values
call export_xls

MOTORCAD
Start Simulation

End Simulation
YES

MS EXCEL
Save outputs to xls file

Fig. A-8. Motorcadcalc architecture and activity diagram
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Motorcad_calc Algorithm flowchart

Start

Main.vbs Script

Input data:
Lstk, Ph, Pcu, ratio_yoke,
excel file, motorcad file
Run main.vbs script
Error?

NO

Include motorcad.vbs file
Include export_xls.vbs file

Call motorcad_calc function

Call export_xls function

Load Motorcad file

Set Motorcad input variables

Do steady state analysis
YES

motorcad_calc.vbs

Is stop
requested? Or
Error?
NO
Get Motorcad output variables

Return output data:
dTcu, dTm
YES
Next
Simulation?

NO

Quit Motorcad

xls_export.vbs

Quit Excel

Add output
variables values

Open xls file

XLS File with output
values

End

Fig. A-9. Motorcadcalc algorithm.

Function name: ModeladoScript
Scope
ModeladoScript is a tool for dimensioning motors. Function created with the intention to
ease the workload of the electrical machine designer by extrapolating Nph and Lstk from a
reference motor simulated in a FEM tool and evaluating different torque requirements. Thermal
analysis is also taken into account by integrating motorcadcalc function which simulates different
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power losses (iron and copper losses) in Motorcad returning as outputs the temperature rise in
copper and magnet to evaluate the motor in RMS torque load condition.
Function context
The function is to be developed in Matlab language. The function supports the manual
process followed by the designer to analyze different operating points of the motor to see if it
fulfills requirements. The process is described below. With the help of ModeladoScript the
designer can obtain the operating points faster.
1. Stablish the length of the motor.
2. Adjust the number of turns for the required load at ambient temperature.
3. Validate the maximum torque at cold condition by calculating the maximum
point value and make sure the maximum voltage is not exceeded. If the
maximum torque is not fulfil, go back to step 2 and reduce the number of turns
avoiding the rated conditions does not surpass the highest limit. If reducing the
number of turns is not possible, go to step 1 and increase the motor length.
4. Calculate the motor losses at rms torque. Previously the current corresponding
the rms torque must be adjusted. For instance, if the rms torque is 70% of the
rated torque, current would not be 70% of rated value rather it is generally higher
due to the not linear performance. Thus, iterations should be carried out from the
70% current value.
5. Once the losses are obtained, calculate the copper and magnet temperatures at
RMS torque condition. If the motor surpass specified values go to step 1 and
increase the motor length.
6. Validate the maximum torque in hot conditions by calculating the torque and
proving the highest limit in voltage is not surpass. If the motor cannot reach the
maximum torque go to step 2 and reduce the number of turns if this is not
possible go to step 1 and change the length of the machine.
7. Calculate rated values in hot condition.
In addition, the function also includes features that were not taken into account. Such
features are:
1. Resistance and leakage inductance calculation. This was done separately
in an excel worksheet.
2. Thermal analysis was not included.
3. No torque or voltage inputs could be entered for interpolation only
currents was the tool capable to process as inputs.
4. Data was not presented in an easy readable format.
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User characteristics
The user of the function must have knowledge in electromagnetics design software,
therefore it is intended for electrical machines designers with experience in Cedrat Flux, Matlab
and Motorcad software.ModeladoScript design
Function activity diagram
The function activity diagram is presented in Fig. A-13.
Algorithm
The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. A-14.
User interface
The user interface is the main script ModeladoScript.m where the inputs are entered and
the uitable where the output values are presented. Fig. A-10 shows the uitable with the output
variables values regarding motor performance for a particular dimension and specification.
Besides the table the script also creates an xls file with the same values with the name
tabla_dimensionado where the values are replace for each execution of the script.
FEM Results xls file Format
To read and import the FEM simulation results with ModeladoScript the file format must
be as described in Fig. A-11.

Fig. A-10. Uitable with output variables.
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Fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Fields:
5.
1. TIME,
6.
2. FA(Iq1..n)
7.
3. FB(Iq1..n)
8.
4. FC(Iq1..n)
Fields:
5. IA(Iq1..n)
1. TIME
6. IB(Iq1..n)
2. FA(Iq1..n)
7. IC(Iq1..n)
3. FB(Iq1..n)
8. T(Iq1..n)
4. FC(Iq1..n)
5. IA(Iq1..n)
Br2
6. IB(Iq1..n)
7. IC(Iq1..n)
8. T(Iq1..n)

TIME,
FA(Iq1..n)
FB(Iq1..n)
FC(Iq1..n)
IA(Iq1..n)
IB(Iq1..n)
IC(Iq1..n)
T(Iq1..n)
Brn

Br1

Fig. A-11. File format for FEM simulation results.

It is mandatory to have the last worksheet named “informacion” with the file format and
data shown in Fig. A-12.

Fig. A-12. Screenshot of worksheet “informacion” data.
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USER
Run
ModeladoScript.m

Introduce Inputs

MATLAB
Import FEM results
to .mat file

Compute Rso, Lfc, Kt, ws,
Br, Rs

call motorcad_calc
function

VBSCRIPT execute motorcad_calc
function

Interpolate to obtain new
variables

Save variables and set
values in uitable

YES
computation at rms load?
& first computation?
NO

compute new Br & Rs

Show results in table & save
tabla_dimensionado.xls

Read dTcu & dTm
values

call export_xls

Open Motorcad

Quit Motorcad

Set input values

save outputs dTcu, dTm

Start Simulation

End Simulation

MOTORCAD

MS EXCEL
FEM Results

Tabla
dimensionado

dTcu, dTm

Fig. A-13. ModeladoScript activity diagram.
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Algoritmo de función de cálculo de prestaciones

Start
Input data

Run function

Fem2mat()
Import FEM results to mat
file funciton

Constraints calculation

Compute cold resistance value

compute leakage
inductance

h=0
Index control value

Exist
variables.mat
?
YES
Delete variables.mat

While h=0 or
h=1

FALSE

TRUE

Compute Br and Rs

Función de cálculo de prestaciones

End

Interpolate to obtain
new variables values
saved in temporary mat
files

Load variables to workspace
from temporary mat files

Delete temporary mat
files

Save output variables to be
shown in table

Create tabla dimensionado and write
outputs

FALSE
Tabla
dimensionado
Uitable & xls file

If mcad==1
Trms~=0
h==0
TRUE
Make simulation in Motorcad

Break while
loop
Make simulation in Motorcad

Read dTcu, dTm values

h=h+1

Fig. A-14. ModeladoScript algorithm flowchart.
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Function name: Export2XML
This application was developed to export the simulation results in XML format from the
FEM tool. The data structure is the same as described in ModeladoScript but instead of making it
in Microsoft Excel files the devised tool exports the files in XML format without additional effort
from the end-user. ModeladoScript was modified in order to accept this type of format, however,
the user still has the capability of importing XLSX files. This tool overcomes the problem of
variable identification, every designer put different names to the variables making hard to export
the results. Therefore, the tool standardize the process by making the user select from each
combobox the variable for the requested parameter. Fig. A-15 shows the user interface of the
main window.

Fig. A-15. Application main window.

The user still has to insert the information requested of the motor in order to postprocess
the results in ModeladoScript, see Fig. A-15.

Fig. A-16. Insert information window.
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After this, the user can press the export data to xml button and the results are export into
XML structure as shown in Fig. A-17. The application has also been extended to admit a fourth
dimension and the xml has been re-structure but still in developing process is the modification of
ModeladoScript which now only accepts the current module as inputs. To date this is still an
undergoing improvement on the tools.

Fig. A-17. XML structure, file example.
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